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XXIV.136. Proponunt enim atque ilia praetendunt, quae in

evangelic Lucae relnta sunt, ex qulbus aeserere conantur non

quod est, sed tantum illud, quod volunt esse: spiritus sanctus

yeniet in te et virtus altisslui obumbrabit tlbi: propterea et
4

quod ex 12 nascetur sanctum, vocabitnr f11ins del . si ergo,

inqulunTj angelu$ del dicit ad Maria.ni: quod ex te nascetur

sanctum, ex Maria est substantia carnis et corporis, hanc

autem substantiam, id est sanctum hoc, quod ex ilia genitum
eX-

est, filium del esse proposuit: homo, inquiuw^ ipse et ilia
i

caro corporis, illud, quod sanctum est dictum, ipsum est filius
L

dei, ut, et cum dicit scriptura sanctum, Christum filium

hominis hominem intellegamus, et cum filium dei proponit, non
C

deumj Bed hominem pereipere debeamus*

1Lk.l :35
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XXIV.136# They bring forward and allege the words which are

related in the Gospel of Luke, from which they attempt to assert

not reality as It is, but that which they want It to be: "The

Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the Most High

shall be called the Son of God." If then, they say, the angel

of God says to Mary; "That Holy Thing which shall be born of

thee," tho substance of flesh and blood is from Maryj this

substance, that Is to say the Holy Thing which was born of her,

is declared to be the Son of God, Man, they add, himself and

the flesh of the body, that which is called holy, is itself the

Son of God. And so we are to understand that since the

Scripture speaks of a "Holy Thing", that Christ, the Son of Man

is a man, and since it places before us the Son of God, we are

to perceive Him to be not God, but man.
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XXIV»137« Sed enim ecriptura divina haereticorum ot fraudes et
<K

furta facile convincit et detegit* si en Ira sic esset tantumniodo

spiritus veniet in te et virtus altissimi obumbrabit tibi;

propterea quod nasceiur ex te sanctum# vocabitur filius dei,

fortasse alio esset nobis genere adversus lllos reluctaMum, et

alia nobis eseent argumenta quaerends et arma sumenda, quibus

ilorura et insidias et praestigas vinceremus* cum autsm ipsa

acriptura caelesti abundans plenitudine sese haereticorum

ifltorum calumnie exuat, facile ipso, quod scriptum est, nitixnur

et errores istos sine nlla dubitatione suparamus•
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XXIV.137* But the divine Scripture indeed convicts and
(1)

discloses the frauds and thefts of the heretics* '♦ For if

the words were only: "The Spirit shall upon thee, and the

power of the Most High shall overshadow thee; therefore that

Holy Thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son

of God," then perhaps we shall have had to struggle against

them in another way, to have sought for other arguments, to

have taken up different weapons, with which to overcome their

snares and tricks. But since the Scripture itself, abounding in

heavenly completeness., rids itself of the calumnies of these

heretics, we can readily depend upon the written word, and

overcome these errors without any hesitation.

^ ^These heretics are again the Patripassian

Monarchians, They (e.g. Praxeas) twisted Luke j:35 in such a

way that the Person Jesus Christ was divided into two finally-

disconnected beings: i.e. God the Father (Christ) and a mere

man (JesuB), According to their explanation of the verse, the

"Son" was the flesh or humanity of Jesus, and the Spirit was God

the Father (i.e. Christ), Tertullian explains their idea in

Prx.27. "Lastly, you who interpret "Son of God" as the flesh,

show me who the Son of Man may be. Or is he to be the Spirit?

But you wish the Spirit to be taken to be the Father Himself,

since God is Spirit: as though, just as the Word is God, God's

Spirit might not also be God's Word." Irenaeus refutes the same

sort of teaching in Adv.Hr.III.16.5: "The Gospel therefore,
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knew no other Son of Man tout Him who was of Mary, who alBQ

surierecii and no Christ who flew away from Jesus before the

Passion? tout Him wno was born, it knew as Jesus Christ, the

Hon ox God, and that this same suffered and rose again..•

foreseeing these blasphemous systems which divide tne Lord as

far as lies in their power, saying that He was formed of two

different substances." In tne final analysis this heresy is

very close to the aaoptioniat. (or ' dynamic monarchian") heresy

of Theodotua, Artemon, etc. Botn of these heresies vigorously

deny the Incarnation on the principle that God's nature is

unipersonal. Both deny Christs5 pre-existence - though in a

different way. The Adoptionists claimed that Jesus was a mere

man upon whom the Spirit came at a certain point (which most of

them held to have happened at His baptism) - Thus II® had no pre-

existence as Christ. The medalists claimed that the Father

temporarily transmuted Himself into the Son - thus the Son as

Son had no pre-existence. It is this error that Novatian

attempts to refute by his exegesis of Luke 1:35 - particularly

in XXIV. 138.



XXIV.138. Non enira dixit, ut iara expreBsimuss propterea quod
X

ex te naseetur sanctum, sed adiecit coniunctionem, ait enims

propterea et quod ex te nascetur Banoturo. ut illud ostenderet

non principaliter hoc sanctum, qucd ex ilia nascitur, id est

istam carnls ccrporieque subetantiam, filium del esse, sed
b

consecuenter et in Becundo loco; principaliter autem filium

del esse verbum del lncarnatum per ilium spiritum, de quo

angelus referts spiritus veniet in te et virtus altissimi

obumbrablt tibi. hie est enim legitimus del filius„ qui ex

ipso deo est, qui, dum sanctum lstud aseumit et sibi filium

hominis annectit et Ilium ad se rapit atque transducit,
C

concxione sua et. pemixtlone sociata praestat et filium ilium
J e

del facit, quod ille naturaliter non fuit, ut principalitas

nominis istlus filius del in epirltu Bit domini, qui descendit

et venit, ut sequela n minis istius in fllio dei et hominis sit,

et merito consequenter hie filius dei faetus sit, dtun non

principaliter filius dei est.
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XXIV.138# It did not say, as has been already stated:

"Therefore that Holy Thing which shall be born of thee," but

adds a conjunction^ and says: "Therefore also that Holy Thing

which shall be born of thee," This was to show that that Holy

Thing which is born of her, that Is, the substance of flesh and

body, is not the Son of God primarily, but consequently and

secondarily; but primarily it is the Word of God that is the

Son of God-Incarnate through that Spirit of whom the angel says:

"The Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Most High

shall overshadow thee," This is the true, legitimate Son of

God^2^ t who is of God Himself, and He, by taking upon Himself

that "Holy Thing," and joining to Himself the Son of Man^ ,

laying hold of and drawing Him to Himself, by this connexion

and mingling of association, bestows upon Him that which He was

not before by nature, so making Him the Son of God, And so the

name "Son of God" primarily belongs to the Spirit of the Lord,

who descended and came to the world, and secondarily belongs to

Him who is both Son of God and Son of Man. It- follows that

consequently He became the Son of God, while He is not primarily

the Son of God,

fi)v 'Kovatian is attempting to maintain the unity of

the Person of Jesus Christ in the Incarnation, He wishes to

refute the heretical claim that the man Jesus was an independent,

antecedent entity prior to and without regard to the Incarnation

(i.e, he is upholding what is later known as "aahypoatasia")»



He endeavours to make this valid point by a rather devious

exegesis of Luke 1:35» He places the whole weight of his

argument on the conjunction et. Interestingly, Tertullian in

Prx.27, gives an exegesis of this verse that has the same

results in which et is entirely omitted. By stressing the et,

Novatian wishes to make the point that while the Son of G-od is

holy in His essential nature, yet the fruit of the Virgin's
womb is holy only in a derivative sense (i„e. to show

anhyjostasia - that Jesus Christ had. no independent existence

outside of the act of Cod's grace in the Incarnation), While

this is true on other grounds, the et of Luke 1:35 will bear no

such weight as Novatian puts on it. As dfAlee shows (Novat,,

pp,10h, 105) the Greek Ub xal does not have this "additional"

sense, The ml goes with the proceeding word ( ) not with

the following word (which is the use to which Novatian would

put it). It is perhaps surprising, an d'Alee has said (Ibid.)

that a priest in third century Home (where Greek was still

widely spoken) would give such an artificial exegesis. But then

as Novatian says In XXIII.132: "It is a very solid proof which

is gathered from an adversary,.," He is obviously trying to

take the very verses they used and turn them back on them. It

is when he does this (as here) without reference to other

relevant facts in the body of truth as a whole, that he has to

read into the text things that are not there. Here he does not

live up to his training in Stoic epistemology in looking at

wholeness.
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(*^"The legitimate Son of God"~ Ammundsen (op.cit..

p.3$) holds this as aaoptionism, but surely this is to miss the

whole point of the "anhypostasia" (see above). Bovatian is

simply saying that while the Son of God is always properly

speaking Son (leaitlmua). it is only in a derived sense (in an

act of grace in the Incarnation) that the man Jesus Christ is

called Son of God. Which is again to show that the humanity

of Christ has no independent subsistence on its own. As

Tixeront has explained: "Combattant lea modalistes qui, en

Jesus, eonfondent 1'element dxvin avec le Pare et I'hurnanite

avee le Pils, il remarque que 1'homme en Jesus n'est pas Pils

de Dieu naturaliter, principaliter» ma is consequenter. c'eat-a-

dire eonsequejaeat a son union avec le Verbe, que cette

filiation est en lui quelque chose de ieneraturn, mut nation; ce

qui ne signif'le pas toutefois que Jesus Christ en tant qu'homoe
n'est d'apres aotrs auteur, que le Fils adoptif de JDieu, mais

seulemsnt qu'il n'est son Pils qu'en vertu de I'union."

'^"Joining to Himself the Son of Mar"- Pausset (op.
cit., P.89) along with Harnaek and Aramundsen thinks this - as

well as the phrase "quod ille naturalIter non fuit" - is the

same as the doctrine of the Spanish Adoptionists (who taught

that the humanity of Christ was the adopted Son of Cod when it

was joined to His deity). This is not the meaning of Novatlan.

By f ilium horninis (annectit) he simply means the humanity of

Christ in the Incarnation (as d'iles has shown). The
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statement that this humanity is not "naturaliter filiuB dei" is

also to be interpreted in light of the anhypostasia. It means

that before the assumption of the humanity of Christ in the act

of the Incarnation, it had no independent existence as

Mnatoraliter filius del."
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XXIV.139« Atque ideo dispositlonem lstara angelus videns et

ordinem istum sacramenti expediens non sic ouncta confudens, ut
ex-

nullum vestigium distinctionis colloearit, distinctionem posuit

dicendos propterea et quod nascetur ex te sanctum, vocabitur

flljus dei. ne, si distributionem istam cum libramentie suis

non dispensasset, sed in confuso permixtam reliqulsset, vere

occasionem haereticis contullsset, ut hominis filium, qua homo
b C cl

est, eundem et del et hominis filium pronuntiare deberent, nunc

autem particulatira exponene tarn rnagni sacramenti ordinem atque

rationem evidenter expressit, ut diceretj et quod ex te

nascetur sanctum, vocabitur fllius dei. probans, quoniam fllius

dei descendit. qui dum filium hominis in se suscepit,

coneequenter ilium filium dei fecit, quoniam ilium filius sibi
£

dei sociavit et iunxit, ut, dum flllus hominis adhaeret in
f

nativitatem filio dei, ipsa permixtione faeneratum et mutuatum

teneret, quod ex natura propria possidere non posset.



XXIV.133. And therefore the angel, seeing that economy, and

preparing for the carrying out of that mystery, did not confuse

the whole plan so as to leave no trace of a distinction. He

establishes a distinction by saying: "Therefore also that Holy

Thing which ehall be born of thee shall be called the Son of

God." If He had not arranged that distribution in proper

balance^, but had left it in a confused mixture, He would

have given the heretics occasion to declare that the Son of Man

as man, is the same as the Son of God and Son of Man. On the

contrary he explains part from part, clearly expressing the

ordering and reason behind such a great mystery, when He says:

"Also the Holy Thing that shall be born of thee shall be called

the Son of God," proving that the Son of God descended, and by

taking upon Himself the Son of Man, made Him by consequence the

Son of God. For the Son of God associated and joined to Himself

the Son of Man, so that while the Son of Man cleaves to the Son

of God by virtue of His birth, yet by that very union which is

borrowed and derived - He holds that which of His own nature He

could not possess.

(^Tertullian uses this same word (Distribution) in

Prx.9, where he too is discussing the balanced relationship

between the Father and Son: "non diversitate alium filiura a

patre, sed distributione, nec divisione aliom, sed

distinctlone..."
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XXXV.I^O#/^ SKj&eta est angeli voce, quod nolunt haeretici,

inter filium dei hominisque, cum sua tamen soeiatione,
a.

distinctio, urgendo ilios, uti Christum, hominis flliura hominem,
J>

intellegant quoque dei filium et hominem, dei filium, id est
C

dei verbum, sicut scriptum est, deum accipiant, atque ideo
J

Christum Iesum dominum, ex utroque conexum, ut lta dixerira, ex
£

utroque contextual atque concretum et in eadem utriusque

substantiae concord U mutui ad invicem foederis eonfibulatione

sociatum, hominem et deum scripturae hoc ipsum dicentis

veritate cognoscant.
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XXXV,1hQ« And so a distinction is made by the voice of the

angel, which the heretics will not have between the Son of God

and Son of Mans and yet with their proper association, he

presses them to understand that the man Christ, the Son of Man

is also the Son of God, and to accept as man the Son of God,

that is the Word of God, who is, as it is written, God,

Therefore they should recognize Christ Jesus the Lord as

connected and woven together, so to speak, from both natures, to

be both man and God - associated together in the harmonious

agreement of both substances, bound to one another in a mutual

covenant as the truth of the Scripture itself declares.
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XXV.Iin » Ergo inquiunt, si Christus non homo est tantum, sed

et deus, Christum autem refert scripture mortuum pro nobis et

resuscitatum* iam docet nos scriptura credere deum mortuum, aut

si deus non moritur, Christus autan mortuus esse refertur, non

erit Christus deus, quoniam deus non potest aceipi mortuus.
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XXV.1M • Therefore, they say, if Christ is not only nan but also

God, and Scripture tells us of Christ dead for us^ and raised

again, then Scripture teaches us to believe in a God who died;

or if God does not die, and Christ is said to have died, then

Christ will not be God, since God cannot be accepted as having

died.

^This is the only place where Novatian speaks of the

death of Christ specifically "for us," though it is presupposed

in other places. He is much less clear on this (perhaps due to

his view of the ontological nature of salvation) than the other

Fathers by whom, in other matters, he was greatly influenced -

e.g. Hippolytus, in Gen.2hi Tertullian, Adv.Iud.13»21- hunc

enim oportebat pro omnibus gentibus sacrificium; Scop.7»h: Adv.

ME£.III.17| V.17; Fuga 12j and Cyprian (contemporary of Novatian),
Qp.et Elem.1t "Humiliavit se, ut populum qui prius iacebat,

eriferetj vulneratus est, ut vulnera nostra curaret. servivit,

ut ad libertatem servientes extraheretj mori sustinuit, ut

immortalitatem mortalibus exhiberet."
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XXV«1b2, Si umquarn intellegerent aut intellexissent, quod

legunt, numquam tain periculose omnino loquerentur# sed erroris
4

semper est abrupta dementia' et non est novum, si usque ad

perlculosa descendunt, qui ftdera legitamam rellquerunt, si enim

scripture proponeret Christum tantujianodo deum, et nulla in illo

/ragilitatis humanae sociatio esset permixta, merit© illorum hie

aliquid valuieeet sermo contortus: si Christus deua, Christus

autem mortuus, ergo mortuus est deus. sed cum non tantuuianodo

ilium, ut ostendimus lam frequenter, deum, sed et horainem

scripture constituat, consequens est, quod immortale est,

incorrupturn mansisse teneatur* quis enim non intellegat, quod

impassibilis sit divinitas, passibilis vero sit humana fragilitas?

cum ergo tarn ex eo, quod deus est, quam etiam ex illo, quod

homo est, Christus intellegatur esse permixtus et esse
2

soclatus-verbum enim caro factum est et habitavit in nobis -
£

quis non sine ullo magistro atque interprete ex sese facile

cognoscat non illud in Ghriato rnortuum esse, quod deue est,

sed illud in illo mortuum esse, quod homo est?

*abrupta dementia- H. Koch (Cvprianlsche

Untersuchungen. p.h01) compares this unusual expression to Ad

Novt»1t "Nos non movent aut turbet haeretlci istiua perfidi

abrupta dementia", and also to Cyprian, DC! bnlt»17-"nos tamen

non moveat aut turbet multorum nimla et abrupta perfidia."
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XXV.1U2. If they could ever understand or had understood what

they read, they would never speak in such a dangerous way. But

the madness of error is always foolhardy; it is nothing new for

those who have forsaken the true faith to descend to perilous

depths. How if Scripture set forth Christ as God only, with no

association with human frailty mingled In Him, then their

perverse arguments "If Christ is God, and Christ died, therefore

God died", might have had some weight. But as we have

frequently shown, Scripture lays down that He is not only God,

but also man. Consequently that which was Immortal in Him,

must be held to have remained uncorrupted. For who cannot

understand that divinity is impassible, while human frailty is
?

capable of suffering. Since then we understand Christ to be

mingled and associated from the side of Deity and humanity - for

the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us" - who cannot quite

easily understand without any teacher or interpreter that it was

not the Deity in Christ, but the humanity in Him that died^?

^Hovatian is correct in seeing an abiding

distinction between the two natures of Christ, that will

obviously have an effect even in the state of death. But as

d'Ales has said (Hovt*, p.106), it is unfortunate that Novatian

did not apply here the law of oommunicatlo idiomatum in the

interest of the unity of the Person of Christ. Novatian wishes

to stop short of saying that the person of Christ as Christ
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died. Tertullian Is motivated by the same concern when in

Priiu29. he carefully states that Christ died "qua caro et homo

et filius hoiEinls" and not "q.ua eplritue et sermo et del

filiusu"
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XXV.143. Quid enim, si divinitas in Christo non moritur, sed
4

carnis aoliue substantia exstingultur, quando et in ceteris
CL

hominibus, qui non sunt caro tantummodo, sed caro et anima,
A

caro quidem sola incursum interitus mortisque patitur, extra

leges autem interitus et aortis anima inoorrupta cernatur? hoc

enim et ipse dominus, hortana nos ad raartyrium et ad conteraptum
c

omnis humanae potestatis, aiebatj ne tlmueritls eos, qui
2

corpus oecidunt. animam autem occidere non possunt • quodsi

anima immortalis occidi aut interfici non potest in quovis alio,
J

licet corpus et caro sola ponsit interfici, quanto magis utique
a

verbum dei et deus in Christo interfici omnino non potuit, cum

caro sola et corpus occiaum sit? si enim hanc habet

generositatem immortalitatis anima in quovis homine, ut non

possit interfici, multo aagis hanc hahet potestatem generositas
6

verbi dei, ut non possit occidi. nam si potestas homlnum ad
h

interficiendam sacram dei potestatem, et si crudelitas humana ad

interficiendam animam deficit, multo magis ad dei verbura

interficiendum deficere debebit. nam cum ipsa anima, quae per

dei verbum facta est, ab hominibus non occiditur, raulto magis

utique verbuin dei perimi non posse credetur. et si plus non

potest homlnum cruenta saevitia adversus homines, quam ut

tantummodo corpus occidat, quanto magis utique in Christo non

valebit, quam ut idern tantummodo corpus occidat: ut, dum per

haec colligitur non nisi hominem in Christo interfectum, appareat
#

ad mortalltatem sermonem in loco^ non esse deductura.
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quando- This causal usage of ctuando is different from

that of Cyprian (who uses it temporally), and argues (at least

to that extent) for Novatian's authorship of this work: see

Melin (ou.cit.. p»175)# who quotes Grasmuller, Koordlnlerende.

subordinierende« und fragende Partikeln bei St. Cyprian von

Karthago. Dios.Erlangen, 1933•

2Mt.10:28
^in loco- This is not normal classical usage of loco.

According to Scheidweiller (op.cit.p«7Q). this particular usage
w M

"erklart sich wohl durch den spatlateinischen Gebrauch von loeo

daselbst (T. Geyer, loco ibi, Commentattones Woefflinianae. 1897»

S.93ff)j es wird hier 'dabei' heissen."
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XXV.11+3# Well if the divinity in Christ does not die, but the

substance of the flesh alone perishes; even in other men, who

are not only flesh, but instead flesh and soul, it is

similarly the flesh alone which suffers the inroads of wasting

and death, while the soul is out8ide of the powers of

dissolution and death, and iB thus uncorrupted^^« This indeed
(2)

is what the Lord Himself said, when exhorting us to martydonr '

and to contempt of all human power; "Fear not them, who can

kill the body, but cannot kill the soul." But if the immortal

soul cannot be killed or slain in anyone; although the body

and flesh by itself can be slain; how very much more was it

utterly impossible for the Word of God, who is God in Christ,

to be killed, when His flesh alone, and body was killed? If

the soul in every man possesses this generosity of immortality,

so that it cannot be killed, much more does it belong to the

generosity of the Word of God to possess this power of not being

slain. If the power of man fails to slay the sacred power of

God, and if the cruelty of man fails to destroy the soul, how

much more will it fail to kill the Word of God, For as the

soul itself, which was made through the Word of God, is not

killed by men; certainly all the more will we believe that the

Word of God cannot perish. And if the horrid cruelty of man

cannot do more against men than only to slay the body, how much

more assuredly will it not have power to do more against Christ

than, in the same way only to slay His body? Thus from all these
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considerations we gather that only the man in Christ was slain:

it is apparent that the Word was not brought into the place of

subjection to death.

^^Compare related statements in other Church

writers: Irenaeue, Adv.Hr,V,1,1 : Tertullian, Car.Chr,10,1 ] ,13:

De Reaur.53: Hippolytus, C. Noet,1 7-uehc x6Yoc...Xaf&v 6e xat

&v0pamCvTiv, Xoytx^v 61 Xiyw, yeyov&c w&vm oau lonrtw av0fxc7ioc,

exhorting us to martydom"- As Anderson says, this

is just the emphasis one would expect from the rigorous

Novatian: "Sr ganske Novatiansk: for ham er Martyr-og Helgen

dyrkelse udelukket" (op.cit., p.l6h).
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XXV.1li4» Nam si Abraham et Isaac et lacob, quoa homines

tantummodo constat fuiese, manifestum est vivere-omnes enim,
1 a-

inquit, illi vlvunt deo f nec mors in illis anirnam perimit,
b

quae corpora ipsa dissolvitj ius enim suum exereere potuit in

corpora, in animas exercere non valuitj aliud enim in illis

mortale et ideo mortuum, aliud in illis Immortals et ideo

intellegitur non exstinctum, ob quani causam vivere deo
e,

pronuntiatl et diet! sunt: multo m&gis utique mors in Christo

adversum solam materiaia corporis potuit valere, adversus
A e

divinitatem sermonis non potuit se exercere, frangitur enim

potestas mortis, ubi intereedit auctoritas immortal!tatis.

1Lk,20{38
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XX?. 1 kh ♦ How Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who we know were only

.men, are shown to be alive- 'fFor all these,'* he say©, "live

unto God," and death in them does not destroy the soul, although

it dissolves the bodies themselves. It was able to exercise

its power against their bodies, but it could not prevail

against their souls- for there was in them that which was

immortal, and it therefore died; but there was also an

immortal part in them, which we know therefore was not

extinguished. For this reason they are clearly declared to be

alive unto God, Well how much more then was death in. Christ

only to prevail against the material of His body, whereas it

could exercise no power against the divinity of the Word, For

the power of death is shattered when the authority of

immortality intervenes.



s~2^
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XXVI .145 • Sed ex hac occasione , quia Christus non homo tanturo,

sed et deus divinarum litterarum sacris auctoritatibus approbatur,

alii haereticl erumpentes statum in Christo religionis concutere

machinantur, hoc ipso patrem deum volentes ostendere Christum

esse, dum non homo tantum asseritur, sed et deus proraitur, sic

enim inquiunti si unus esse deum promitur, Christus autei., deus,

ergo, inquiunt, si pater et Christus est unus deus, Christus

pater dicetur. in quo errare probantur Christum non noscentes,

sed sonum nominis approbantes. nolunt enim illura secundam esse

personam post patrera, sed ipsum patrem.

A
ex hac occasions- a word scattered through

Novatians WtrKs; Tr.XXIX-occasiones atque momenta; Soc.3.6-

adest rursus occasioj 3,10j5»^|10,13#17j Ep.xxxvi.H - in

occasione martyrii.
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XXVT#1U5« Christ is therefore proved to be not man only, but

also God on the sacred authority of the divine Scriptures, But

then other heretics break forth with different machinations by

which they intend to shatter the basis of religion in Christ,

asserting that Christ is God the Father, because He is declared

to be not man only, but is set forth as God also. They then

argue as follows: if God is declared to be one, and Christ is

God, therefore - they go on - the Father and Christ is the one

God, Christ is thus to be called the Father, These men are

proved to be in error because they do not know Christ, but allow
(1)

Him only the sound of a namev They are not willing that He

should be the Second Person^2) after the Father, but that He

should be the Father Himself,

0)«jhey (i.e. the Patripassians, as Praxeas,

Sabellius, etc.),,,,allow Him only the sound of a narne"-

Clement Alx, in Strm.VII.16# speaks of other heretics who go

astray in misusing Scripture in that they attend only to names

alone, without looking at the reality behind them# In De Car,

Chr.13# Tertullian stresses the necessity of fidelity in

names - i.e# a name has reality behind it, and means what it

says. In Prx,7. he says: "Nothing could have gone forth from

God vain and empty"; here he approaches the rejoinder of

Novatian to the heretics that a word is not a mere sound.

Again in Prx.9# he repeats that names refer to real objects.

Along the same line he says that one is to consider the essence
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that ie behind the name properly understand - Adv,Mrc,I,7,

Novatian seems to be repeating substantially the criticism that

Tertullian makes of the heretics in Ady#Mrc«TI«11~ "You give
Him His name indeed, but you deny the essential truth of that

name."

(^"Second Person after the Father"- Novatian follows

Tertullian in calling Christ "Second Person", but he does not go

on (as do both Tertullian and Hlppol.ytus-C,Noet.1 b) to call the

Holy Spirit "Third Person," Siraonetti ("Alcune Osservazloni

sul De Trinitate di Novaziano", Studi in onore di Angelo

Monteverdi II-Modena, 1959» P*782), suggests that Novatian may

have been hesitant to follow Tertullian in his concept of the

Person of the Holy Spiritjsince Tertullian had gone over to

the Montanists when he wrote Aav,Prx, However we will later see

(ch.XXIX) that Novatian holds to the full Deity of the Holy

Spirit even though he does not expressly call Him "Third

Person,"



XXVI.146, Quibus quia facile respondetur, pauca dicentur, quia

enim non secundum filii post patrem agnoscat esse personam, cum

legat dictum a patre consequenter ad filium: faciamus homlnem

ad jmaginem et similitudem nostram, et post haee relatums et
4

fecit deus hominem, ad imaglnem dei fecit ilium ? aut cum

&-
inter manus teneat: pluit domlnus super Sodomam et Gomorrham

2 ^
jgnem et sulphur a domino de caelo ? aut cum ad Christumi

c

filius mens es tu, ego hodie genui te; postula a me et dabo

tibi gentes hereditatem tuam et possessionem tuam termjnos
X J £.

terrae^? aut cum etiam ille desideratus scriba aits dixit

dcminus dominc meos sede a dextris meis, donee ponaro inimicos

tuos scabellum pedum tuoramS aut cum Esaiae prophetias
£

explleans invenit positurn sics haec dieit dominus Christo meo
K

domino-'? aut cum legits non descend! de caelo, ut faciam
g

voluntatem mean» seff voluntatem ejus qui nislt me ? aut dum
3 7

invenit positums quonlarn qui me rnlsit, major me est'? aut cum

considerat scriptum: eo ad patrem meum et patrem vestrum. deum
8 ^

meum et deum vestrum ? aut quando habet cum cetex*is collocatum:
«

i
sed in lege vestra scriptum est, quia duorum testimonium verum

est: ego de me testificor, et testificatus est de me, qui me

mlsit pater^? aut quando vox de caelo redditur: et
4 o

honorificavi et honorIfIcabo ? aut quando a Petro respondetur
4 4

et diciturs tu es filius dei vivl1 ? aut quando ab ipso

domino sacramentum hulus revelationis approbatur et diciturs

beatus es, Simon Barlona, quoniam hoc tibl non revelavit caro et

12
sanguis, sed pater meus, qui in caells est ? aut quando ab ipso
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Christo exprimitur: pater, clartfica me eo honors, quo fui
1 "*>

apud te« ant eg,nam mundus fieret ? aut cum ab eodem dicitur:

pater, sciebam, quia semper me audio, verum propter
4 Ji

circurostantes dlxi, ut credant» quia tu me mlslati ? aut cum

definltio regulae ab ipso Christo collocatur et dicitur: haec

est aut era vita aeterna, ut sclant te uman et verum deum et q.uem

raisisti, Iesura Christum, ego te honorlficavi super terrain, opus

perfect, quod dedisti mlhi* aut cum item ab eofiem asseritur
*1 6

et dicitur: omnia mihi tradlta sunt a patre meo ? aut eum

sedere ad dextram patris et a prophetis et ab apostolis
1 7

approbatur ?

1 2
'Gen.1:26sq, Gen,1 9:2i+-Justin also quotes this in

Dial.cxxix, to prove numerical plurality in the Godhead.

■^Fs,2:760.# kpe.110:1 -This is seen as Messianic

in the New Testament- e.g. Mt.22:ih; Heo,1:13> and is widely

quoted in the early Fathers - e.g. Justin, Dial.56, Ireaaeus,

Adv.Hr.Ill.6:1; Tertullian, Prx.h. etc.

Isa,h5:1 - This reading la based on xopff a corruption ofx$pig>.
The Vulgate has "Gyro" following the Hebrew. Fausset (op.

cit., p.95) points out this error in Tertullian: Adv.Iud.vii;

Prx.xl and xxviil.

^Jn.5«58 ^Jn.1li-:28- This is also frequently used

by the Fathers, Tertullian as well uses lt-Prx,9 and 1U» to

prove distinction between Father and Son.
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8Jn*20t17 9Jn.8s17aq.
12Mt,l6»17 13Jh*17i5
i6I&,10i22 175&.16i19

10Jn,12*28 11Mt.l6»1$
1^Jn.1l*U2 15Jn.17«3»l«
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XXVI .146. Since these arguments are easily answered, v/e will

use few words. Who does not recognise that there is a Second

Person after the Father, that of the Son, when he reads that it

was said by the Father-consequently to the Son: "Let us make

man in our image and in our likeness"; and the words following:

"And God made man, in the image of God, make He him"; or when

he holds the test in his hands: "The Lord rained upon Sodom and

Gomorrah fire and sulphur from the Lord out of heaven?" In

other passages He speaks to Christ: "Thou art my Son, this day

have I begotten thee; ask of me and I will give thee the heathen

for thine inheritance, and the utmost parts of the earth for thy

possession," Or when also that beloved writer says: "The Lord

said to my Lord, sit thou on my right hand, until I make thine

enemies thy footstool," Or when opening the prophecies of Isaiah,

he finds it written: "Thus saith the Lord to Christ my Lord."

Or when he reads, "I came down from heaven not to do mine own

will, but the will of Hira that sent ma." Or when he finds it

stated: "For He who sent rae is greater than I," Or when he

studies the verses "I go to my Father and your Father, to my

God and your God*" Or when he gathers this verse along with the

others: "But it is written in your law that the testimony of

two men is true, I bear witness of myself, and the Father that

sent me hath borne witness of rae." Or when the voice echoes

from heaven: "I have glorified it, and will glorify it again."

Peter answered and said: "Thou art the Son of the Living God";

and the Lord Himself approved of the revelation of this mystery
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and said? "Blessed art thou, Pinion Bar-Jonah; for flesh and

blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in

heaven," Then by Christ Himself this is expressed "Father,

glorify me with that glory which I had with thee, before the

world was"; and again He says: "Father, I know that thou

hearect me always; but because of the people which stand by, I

said it, that they may believe that thou hast sent me," Christ

Himself states the definition of the rule of faith: "And this is

life eternal, that they may know thee the one true God, and

Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent, I have glorified thee on the

earth, I have finished the work that thou gaveat me." And

again He asserts end declares: "All things are delivered to me

of my Father," while both prophets and apostles prove that He

"sits on the right hand of the Father."
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XXVI.147. Et sat is longum facio, si enlsus fuero oinnes omnino

ad hanc part era voces congregare, quandoquidem non tam veteris

quam etiaxn novl testaxnentl scriptura divina ubique ostendat

ilium ex patre natum, per quern facta sunt omnia, et sine quo

factum est nihil, qui oboedierit semper patri et oboediat,

semper habentem rerum omnium potestatem, sed qua traditam, sed

qua concessam, sed qua a patre proprio sibi indultam, quid enira

tam evldens potest esse hunc non patrem esse, sed filium, quara
b

quod oboediens patrl deo proponitur? ne, si pater esse
c J e.

credatur, alterl iam deo patri Christus sublectus esse dlcatur.
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XXVI»11*7» I would indeed have a long task if I were to

endeavour to collect every text on this subject, since the

divine Scripture even if not so much in the Old as in the New

Testament, yet everywhere shows Him to be born of the Father;

through whom all things were made, and without whom was nothing

made. He has always obeyed and obeys the Father, He always

has power over all things; but as delivered, as granted to Him

by His Father^ And what can be such an evident proof that

He is not the Father, but the Son, as this, that He is set

forth as obedient to God the Father? If on the contrary we

believed Him to be the Father, Christ would then be said to be

subjected to another God the Father,

(^"granted to Him by His Father"- Compare Origen,

De Prn,I.2,l3: ",,,the original goodness must be believed to

reside in God the Father, and from Him both the Son and Holy

Spirit undoubtedly draw into themselves the nature of that

goodness as existing in the fountain from which the One is born

and the other proceeds,"
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XXVII. 1148* Sed quia frequenter intendunt ilium nobis locum,
A

quo dictum siti ego et pater unutn sumus , et in hoc illos
CK-

aeque facile vincemus. si enim erat, ut haeretici putant,
b c

pater Ghrlstu.3, oportult dicere: ego, pater unue sum. at cum

ego dieit, deinde patrem infert dicendo ego et pater,

proprietatem personae suae, id est filii, a paterna auctoritate
J

discernit atque distinguit non tantummodo de sono nominis, sed
£

etiam de ordine dlspositae potestatls, qui potuisset dicerej

ego pater, si patrera se esse neminisset.

1Jn.i0:30
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XXVII,Ih8. Since they frequently presa upon us a passage^
where it is said: "I and the Father are one," here too we will

overcome them with equal ease. If, as the heretics reason,

Christ were the Father, He ought to have said: "I and the

Father am one," On the contrary He says: "I," and then making

reference to the Father, says "I and the Father," Thus He

distinguishes and separates the individuality of His person, as

the Son, from the authority of the Father} not as the mere

sound of a name, hut with regard to the order of power in the

divine economy. He could have said "I the Father", if He had

had It in mind that He was the Father^.

we have seen earlier, Novatian is continuing to

refute the Patripassians with the very texts they use - see

ch.XIII and XV,

(2)|Iovatian*s exegesis is similar to that of

Tertulllan in Prx.22 on Jn,10:30, Tertullian also says that

the verb in the plnral-smnus-is sufficient to prove the

distinction of persons, The singular neuter unum (Instead of

masculine unus) shows, he says, the unity of substance,

Tertullian (as well as Novatian) emphasizes a moral and dynamic

union rather than substantial: though he clearly teaches the

substantial union in regard to the Holy Spirit in Prx«25 (on

Jn,l6:7 and 1l+), In Apol.21, he approaches more closely than

Novatian ever did the later Cappodocian teaching on the full

substantial union of the Trinity,
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XXVII,143* Bt quia dixit unum. intellegant iiaer©tiel» quia nan.

dixit uiius, anu& onim neutraiiter poaituin soeietatis

concordiaiiij nan. uiiitateci persona© sonata aama enimf nou aims
<K

esse dicitur, quoniara r-ac ad nuiaerum reiertur, sec ad
c

societateai alterius exprojaitur.
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XXVIILet the heretics understand that He said "one" in

the neuter, not "one" in the masculine; because "one" in the

neuter gender expresses a harmony of fellowship, not a unity of

Person, Neuter "one" is used instead of masculine "one" because

there is no reference to number, but a declaration of the

fellowship of one to the other.
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XXVII#15Q« Denique adicit die ens auiaua. non eum, ut ostenderet
<K

per hoc, quod dixit samus* at rater, duas esse personas, unuia

autem quad ait, ad coneordiam et eandem sententiam et ad ipsam

caritatis sccietatem pertinere, ut merito unura sit pater et
J

filiue per concordiam et per amorem et per dilectionem* at
e

quonlam ex patre est, quicquid lllud est, fillua eat, manente

taznen distinettone, ut non ait pater ilie* qui filius, quia nee

filius ille, qui pater est. nee enlm sumtta addidissat, si unum

ee et aolitarium patrem Milium factum esae meminissct •
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XXVII.150# He goes on further to say: "We are", not "I am",

in order to show by the phrase "I and the Father are one," that

they are two persons. The neuter "one" which He uses refers to

the harmony, the identity of thought, the association of love;

so that consequently the Father and Son are one through harmony,

through love, and through affection. He is the Son, since He

comes from the Father, with all that that involvesj retaining

however a distinction, so that He is not Father who is Son,

because He is not Son who is Father, For He would not have

added the plural "we are" if He had had it in His mind that He,

the one and only Father, had been made the Son,



XXVaI.151« Denique novit hanc eoncordiae unitatem et apostolus

Paulus, cum personar urn tamen distlnctione, nam cum ad

Corinthuss- scribent; ego, inquit, plantavi, Apollo rigavit, sed

deus incrementing dedit; Itague necue qui -plantat. est guloguam,

negue orul rigat, sed qui Increment urn dat, deus, qui autem
•j

plantat et qui rigat, unum sunt , guls autem non intellegat

alteram esse Apollo alterum Paulum, non eundem atque ipsum

Apollo parlter et Paulum? denlque et diversa uniuscuiusque
o-

sunt offieia prolata; alter enim, qui plantat, et alter, qui

rigat, hoe tamen duos non, quod unus sit, eed quod unum sint,
h

proposuit apostolus Paulas, ut alter quldem sit Apollo, alter

vero Paulus, quantum ad personarum distinctionem pertinet;
/ XC ci
\ quantum vero ad concordiam pertinet,/ unum ambo sint. nam

quando duorum una eententia est, Veritas una est, fides una est,

una atque eadem religio est, unus etiam dei timor est, unum

sunt, etiamsi duo Bint, ipsum sunt, dum ipsum sapiunt. et-
£

enim quos personae ratio invicem dividit, eosdem rursus invicem

religionis ratio condueit. et quamvis idem atque ipsi non sint,
■f

dum idem sentiunt, Ipsum sunt; et cum duo sint, unum sunt,

b bentes in fide soeietatem, etiam-£u gerant in personis

diversitatem.

4

I Cor,3t6-8- compare the use that Tertullian makes

of this text in Prx.4: "totam divlnitatie auotorltatem rursus

patri remlttlt; unus deus oetenditur.,,et retorquetur,"
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XXV1I.151. The Apostle Paul, in fact indicates this unity that

comes from harmony and yet maintains the distinction of persons.

He writes to the Corinthians* "1 have planted, Apollos watered,

but God gave the increase. Therefore neither is he that

planteth anything, nor he that watereth, but God who giveth the

increase. Now he that planteth and he that watereth are one,"

Who can fail to understand that Apollos is one person, Paxil

another; that one and the same person is not equally Paul and

Apollos? Indeed the ministries of the two of them are different*

"He who plants" is one person, "He who waters" is another.

However the Apostle Paul declares that these two are not "one"

in the masculine singular, but rather In the neuter gender, to

show that Apollos Is one person, Paul another, with respect to

the distinction of persons; but that the two are "one" In the

neuter gender, with respect to the harmony between them. For

when two persons are of one mind, one truth, one faith, one

unity and identity of religion, one fear of God, they are one,

even though they be two. They are the same in that they have

the same mind. For those who are divided by reason of person-

hood, are yet brought back together by reason of religion. And

although they are not one and the same person, yet so long as

they are of the same mind, they are the same; and though they

are two, yet they are one, in that they have fellowship in

faith, even thoxigh they are different persons^.
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As we saw in XVII.li+8 (note (2)), Novatian appears to hold

a merely moral, and not a substantial union between Father and

Son. This particular section is certainly one of the weakest -

Biblically and dogmatically - of all l)e Trinitate. On the other

hand it is necessary to remember the historical theological

controversy to which he is addressing himself. He is attempting

to refute certain types of Patripassians and Monarchians who

held that God is unipersonal. By taking the very texts they used

(such as I Cor.3: 6-8) he establishes the opposite point - that

there is real distinction between the Persons of the Godhead. But

it is evident that he goes too far in positing the distinction,

in that he indicates no understanding of the substantial, essential

unity of the Persons. Thus one could push his argument into either

Ditheism or Arlanism. However Novatian may be grasping towards the

reality of substantial union in Tr.XXXI. in his rather obscure

statement"...a quo solo (i.e. Patre) haec via divinitatis emissa,

etiam in Filium tradita et directs, rursum per substantiae comm-

unionem ad patrem revolvitur." Still he does not even go as far

as Tertullian towards this reality (see e.g. Prx.8: 22). At this

point he takes a step backwards and not forward in theological

development.
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XXVII.152* Benique cum ad has voces doinini imporitia fuisset

ludaica comrnota et teraere ad usque saxa succensa ita, ut

discurrerent et dieerents non te lapjdamua propter bonum opust

sed propter "blasphemiara, et quia tu, curn homo sis, facis te
2

deum , distinct lonera posuit doralnus in ratione reddendo, quomodo

se deum aut dixisset aut Intellegi vellet, cuein pater

sanctIficavity inquit, et raleit in nunc roundurn, vos dicitis,
(A- "5

quia hlaspheraas, quia dixl: filius del sura ? etiara hie patram
-

^
habere se dixit, filius est ergo, non pater-patrem enira eon-

fessus se fuisset, si patrem se esse meminisset-et sanct if icatum

se a sue patre esse proponit. dura ergo acolpit santificationera

a patre, minor patre est; minor aut em patre <( non pater^
coneequenter est, sed filius# pater enim si fuisset,

J
santificationem dedisset, non aocepisset. nunc autem prof'ltendo

se accepisse santificationera a patre hoc ipso, quo patre se

minorera accipiendo ab ipso santificatlonem probat, filium se

esse, non patrem monstravit.

4

'ad has voces domini-cfr. the expression in Kp«3l»5i

dominicis vocibus.

2Jn#10«33 3Jn.lOt3^
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XXVII,152. Notice the following words of the Lord which so

enraged and stirred up the Jews in their ignorance, that they

rushed together to take up stones, and cried: "For a good work

we stone thee not, but for blasphemy, and because that thou,

being a man, market thyself God." Here the Lord lays down a

distinction in giving them the principle on which He had said,

or wished it to be understood that He was God. "Say ye of him,

whom the Father hath sanctified, and sent into this world, Thou

blasphemest, because I said I am the Son of God?" Here also He

clearly said that He has a Father. He is therefore the Son, not

the Father - He would have confessed Himself to be the Father if

He had had it in mind that He was the Father. He further

declares Himself to have been sanctified by the Father. As He

receives santification from the Father, it follows that He is

not the Father but the Son. For if He had been the Father, He

would have given, not received santification. On the contrary

He is less than the Father^1^, Consequently He who is less than

the Father is not the Father, but the Son. For had He been the

Father, He would have given, not received santification. But on

the contrary by declaring that He has received santification

from the Father, and so showing Himself to be less than the

Father, He thus proves that He is the Son - and not the Father -

by this very fact of santification.

("*)"le3S than the Father"- Compare the statement of

Origen in De Prn.1,3«5- "The Son is less than the Father... for
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He is second to the Father; the Holy Spirit is still leas, and

dwells with the saints alone;" and in C.Cela.VIII.lU~ "Qrant

that there may be some individuals...who are not in entire

agreement with us, and who incautiously assert that the Saviour

is the Most High God; however, we do not hold with them, but

rather believe Him when He says, *The Father is greater than I.m

See note under XXVII.15^ on subordinationism in Novatian.
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XXVII.153# Missum praeterea se esse dicit, ut per banc

oboedientiam, ana venit dominus Christus missus, non pater, se&

filius probetur, qui misisset utique, si pater fuisset. missus

autem non fuit pater, ne pater subditus alterl deo, dum

mittijftir, probaretur#



XXVII.153* Further He says that He has been Bent, so that this

very obedience through which the Lord Christ came when He was

sent, might prove Him to be not the Father, but the Bon* Had

He been the Father, He would have done the sending. But it was

not the Father who was sent; for otherwise His being sent would

prove that the Father was in subjection to another Cod,
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XXVII .15^. St tamen post haee adicit, quod omnem omnino
A

ambiguitatem dissolveret et totarn controversiam erx*oris

exstinguerei. ait enim in ultima parte aemonisi vos dicitis.
tv 6

quia blasphemas. quia dixi. filius del sum? ergo ai evidenter

filium dominus se, non patrem ease testatur, magna© terneritatis

et ingentis eat furoris exemplum contra ipsius Christi domini

testimonium controversiam divinitatis et religionis agitare, et

Christum lesum patrem esse dicere, cum animadvertat ilium non

patrem Be, sed filium comprobasse.

^ambiguitatem- Tertullian uses this same word

(ambigentibus) in a similar context (that Christ is Son, not

Father) in Prx.22.
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XXVI1,15km And after all this He adds a word, to dissolve all

ambiguity, and quench the whole controversy of error* In the

last part of His discourse, He says: "Say ye, thou blasphemest,

because I said, I am the Son of God?" Therefore since the Lord

clearly testifies that He is the Son, not the Father, it is an

instance of great rashness and excessive madness to stir up a

controversy about divinity and religion, contrary to the

testimony of the Lord Christ Himself, and to say that Christ

Jesus is the Father, when it is observed that He has proved
fi)

Himself to be, not the Father, but the Son* ',

0^That Christ as Son receives santification implies

definite subordinatlonlsm. But since this is in the context of

His historical condescension in the Incarnation and Atonement,

we believe Cayre is right in stating that this is a ministerial

subordination arising from the works of the Son ad extra (not

necessarily implying ontological subordinatlonlsm) - Cayre',
Manual of Patrology, 1*251* Undoubtedly the fact that the Son

as Son receives from the Father economically is a reflection of

His essential mode of being in the Godhead ontologlcally and

antecedently (See note 1-XII,65) - but this is not

subordinationism.
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XXVIII.155* Adhuc adiciam illam quoque partem in qua, dura
ex.

haeretieus quasi oculo quodam gaudet, proprle veritatis et.

luminis amisso, totam caeeitatem sui sgnoacat erroris.

identidem enim et frequenter opponit, quia dictum sit: tanto

tempore vobiscMm sua, est non agnoscltls me? Philippe, qui
4

vidit me. vidit et patrem. sed quod non intellegit, diacat.

culpatur Philippus, et lure quidem merltoque, quia dlzerit:
2

domine. ostende nobis patrem. et sufflclt nobis. quando enim
b

ex Chrlsto aut audierat istud aut didicerat, quasi esset pater

Christus, cum contra magls, quod filius esset, non quia pater,
c.

frequenter audisset et saepe didicisset? quod enim dixit

dominus: ai me cognovistis. et patrem meum cognovistis et

amodo nostls ilium et vidistls ilium « non sic dixerat, ut se

patrem vellet intellegi, sed quoniam, qui penitus et plene et

cum tota fide et tota religione accessit ad dei filiura, omnibus

modls per ipsum filium, in quern sic credit, ad patrem

perventurus sit eundemque visurus. nemo enim, inquit, potest

venire ad patrem nisi per me^. et ldeoc ad patrem deum non
€

tantum -yenturus est et cogniturus ipeurn patrem, sed etlam sic

tenere debat atque ita animo ac mente praesumere, quasi iam

noverit patrem pariter et viderlt.

1Jn.lh:9 2Jn.1h:8 3Jn.l4:7 ^Jn.lh:6



X3CVIXI.155# ^o "this X shall add another point on wnich the

heretic must acknowledge the total blindness of his error, even

while he foolishly rejoices in an eye which has lost its powers

of truth and light# Again and again he constantly objects that

it was said; "Have I been so long with you, and yet do ye not

know mo? Philip, he who hath seen me, hath seen also the

Father." How let the heretic learn what he does not understand.

Philip is reproved - rightly and deservedly, indeed - for

saying: "Lord, show us the Father, and it sufficeth us." For

when had he either heard from Christ, or been taught in any way

that Christ was the Father? On the contrary he had frequently

heard, and had frequently been taught, that He was the Son -

not the Father. For what the Lord said: "If ye knew me, ye

would know my Father also; and from henceforth ye know Him, and

have seen Him." He did not speak wishing to be understood to be

the Father Himself; but rather that he who thoroughly and fully,

with all faith and reverence, has come to the Son of God, shall

certainly attain through the Son in whom he has believed, to

the Father, and shall see Him. "For no man cometh unto the

Father," He says, "except through rae." And therefore he shall

not only come to God the Father and know Him in the future, but

he can claim now to have possession of Him in that already in

his soul and mind he both knows and sees the Father^1K
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^Simonettl notes that here on the subject of the

Son as image of the Father (See XXVIXX+160) Novation fails to

bring out the fact of substantial unity that he had stated in

the rather difficult passage of ch*XXXI- "a quo solo (soil*

Patre)**#ad Patrern revolvitur*" (Simonetti, loc.cit*. p*774)*
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XXVIII.156. Saepe enim ecriptura divina, quae nondum facta
O- b

Bunt, pro factis annuntlat, quia sic futura sint, et quae

omnibus mod is fieri habent, non quasi future, sint, praedicat,

sed quasi fact sint, narrat. denique cum nondum temperibus

Eeaiae prophetae Christus natue fuisseti quia puer. aiebat,
AC

natus est nobis . et cum nondum accessum esset ad Mariami et
Jl z -f 2

accessit ad propheten, dicebat, et concepit et peperit filium •

f) h
et cum nondum sinum patris Christus exposuisset, referebat: et

c x
vocatur nomen eius nagni eonsilii angelus . et cum nondum

V

fuisset passus: quasi avis, pronuntiabat, ad lugulatlonem

adductus est**, et cum adhuc crux nusquam esset, aiebat: tota
K

die expand! manus meas ad populum non credentem . et cum

nondum iniurioae potatus fuisset: in siti. ait, meat potaverunt
6

me aceto • et cum spoliatus adhua non fuisset, dicebat: super

vestem meam miserunt sortem et dinumeraverunt ossa mea,

7
effoderunt manus meas et pedes'•

1Isa.9s6 2Isa.3:3 3Isa.9:6 ^isa.53J7~This
verse is also quoted in Pascal Homily of Melito of Sardie.

5lsa.65:2 6Ps.69s2i 7pe.22:18,1 7,16
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XXVIII.156, The divine Scripture often speaks of things which

have not yet been done# as already done, because they are so

going to be done in the future, and records things which are

certain to happen, as though they had already happened, instead

of foretelling them as in the future^1 \ Thus in the time of

the prophet Isaiah, although Christ had not yet been born, he

says: "For unto us a child is born.1' And although Mary had

not yet been visited, he says: "And He approached unto the

prophetess, and she conceived and bare a son." Christ had not

yet revealed the heart of the Father when He said: "And his

name is called the angel of Great Counsel." He had not yet

suffered, but "He was led as a lamb to the slaughter," And

although the cross had not yet existed, he said: "All the day

long have I stretched forth my hands unto an unbelieving

people." Although He had not yet been given the cup of scorn

to drink, it says: "When I was thirsty, they gave me vinegar to

drink": though He had not yet been stripped, he declared:

"Upon my vesture did they cast lots; and they told my bones,

they pierced my hands and feet,"

^^In Dial.cxiv. Justin speaks of the correct way of

understanding prophecy which speaks of future events as though

they had already occured. Compare also Hippolytus, In Dan.1 .5.
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XXVIXI»157* Provldens enim ecriptura divina pro factis dicit,

quae futura scit, et pro perfectis die it, quae futura habet,

quae sine dubitatione ventura eunt. et ldeo dorainus in

praosentl loco dicebat: amodo nostis ilium et vidletis1,
dioebat enirn visum lri ab eo patrem, quisquls fllium secutus

fuiasetj non quasi filius ipse esset pater viaus, aed quod

praemium conaecuturue eaaet, quisquis ilium aequi et diecipulus

eiu© esse voluisaet, ut videre patrem posset, nam et imago eat

del patrie, ut hi© etiarn illud accedat, quoniam sicut pater

operator, its operatur et filius, et imitator est filius omnium

operum paternorum, ut perinde habeat unuequisque, quasi iam

viderit patrem, dum eum videt, qui inviBibilem patrem in omnibus

operlbue semper imitatur.

1Jn.l4i7
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XXVIII .157* So the divine Scripture foresees as fully

accomplished, things which it knows will come to pass, and

speaks of future events as already fulfilled, which shall

undoubtedly come to pass. In this sense the Lord said in this

present passagej "From henceforth we know him and have seen

him." He said that the Father would be seen by whoever had

followed the Sonj not in the sense that the Son was the Father

Himself, now seen; but that whoever was willing to follow him

and to be His disciple, should win the reward of being able to

see the Fathe-r, For He also is the image of God the Father,

and in this regard it is added that "As the Father works, so

also the Son works," and the Son is the imitator of all the

works of the Father. Therefore everyone, when he sees Him who

imitates in all His works those of the Invisible Father, may

regard it just the same as if he saw the Father.
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XXVIII*158# Geterum si ipse pater est Christus, quomodo

confestim adicit et dicit: qui credit in me, opera, quae ego

facio. et ipse faciei, et malora hi8 faciei, quia ego ad patrem

vado ? et adhuc subnectit: si diligitis me. praecepta mea

2
servate. et ego rogabo patrem. et alium advocatum dabit vobla •

post quae etiam illud subnectit: si quis me diligit. sermonem

me urn custodiet, et pater meus dil igit ilium, et ad eum

x
veniemus et mansionem apud ilium faciemua . nec non etiam

b l±
subdidit illud quoque . advocatus autem ille spiritus sanctus.

quern missurus est pater, ille vos docebit et commeraorabit omnia,

5
quaecumque dixero .

1Jn.1h:12 2Jn.1h:15sq. 3Jn.l4:23
^nec non etiain. ..quoque- a pleonasm typical of

Novatian-cfr.IvP.3Q.3- nec non etiara,..quoque.

26
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XXVIII,158. Again If Christ is the Father Himself, how is it

that He at once goes on to say: "He that believeth in me, the

works that I do, shall he do also, and greater things than these

shall he do, because I go to the Father?" And to this He adds:

"If ye love me, keep my commandments; and I will pray the

Father, and He shall give you another Comforter." And again:

"If a man love me, he will keep my words, and my Father will

love hira, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with

him." Further: "The Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom

the Father will send, He shall teach you all things, and bring

all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto

you."



r<sr 1
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XXVIIX«i59* Praemlttit adhuc lstum locum, quo oatendat se esse
A

filium , ®t raerito subdidit et diclt; si, me dlllgeretia,
2

gauderetis. quia eo ad patrem* quia pater major me est • quid

autem etiam ilia subnectit; ego sum vltia vera et pater roeus

agricola; oione garmenturn In me non afferena frueturn tolllt
x

lllud, et omne fructiferuxa pm'imt. ut fructom ampilorem ferat^?

instat adhuc et adicits sjcut djlexit me pate.fi et ego dilexi

vosi manete in mea capitate: si mandate mea seryaverltis,

xaanebltis in mea caritate. sicut ego patrls mandata servayj et

et maneo in elus carltate ♦ acljuc ingerit et diclt: d.ixi autem

vos araicoSi quia omnia, quae audivi a patre meo, nota vobis
K

feci . aggregat etiam hoc: sed haec omnia faclent vobla
g

propter nomen rneum, quia ignorant eum, qui me mis it •

1 Jn.lif:2i|.

5Jn.15:15
2Jn.l4:28 3Jn.15tlsa. ^Jn.15«9sq.
6Jn.15:2l
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XXVIII•159* After that passage where He shows Himself to be the

Son, He consequently goes on to say: "If ye loved me, ye would

re;ioice because I go to the Father; for the Father is greater

than I#* He adds to these words the following: "I am the true

vine, and my Father is the husbandman; every branch in me that

beareth not fruit, he taketh it away; and every branch that

beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit."

He continues the subject, and adds: "As the Father hath loved

me, so I have loved you; continue ye in my love; if ye keep

ray commandments, ye shall abide in my love, even as I kept my

Father's commandments, and abide in His love." To this He adds

even more: "I have called you friends, for all things that I

have heard of my Father I have made known unto you." He heaps

on more evidence: "But all these things will they do unto you

for my name's sake, because they know not him that sent me."
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XXVIII.160. Haee ergo jxumquam poet ilia evident ex1 ilium non

patrem, aed filium esse testantia dominus aubdidisset, si aut

pairem se esse meminisset, aut patrem se vellet intellegi, nisi

quoniam ut illud exprimeret perinde unuraq.uamq.ue iara habere
a-

debere, dura imaginem dei patris per filiura videt, atque si

viderit patrem-quandoquidem unusquisque credens in filiura

exereeatur in imaginis eontemplatione, ut assuefactus ad
b C

divinitatem videndam in imagine proficere possit et ereeeere

usque ad dei patris ormipotentie perfectara contemplationem-et
J a

quoniam, qui hoc animo ac raente combiberIt et de omnibus sic

futurum esse erediderit, patrem, quern visurus sit, quasi iara
~F

quodararaodo viderit et hie iam sic habeat, quasi teneat, quod

habiturum se pro certo sclat.



XXVIII.160. Now the Lord would never have used one expression

after another, clearly attesting Him to be not the Father, but

the Son, If He had had it in mind that He was the Father, or

wished HimEelf to be understood to be the Father. It was done

to express that every man should consider it to be the same

thing to see the Image of God the Father through the Sen, as to

have seen the Father} since everyone who believes in the Son is
fl)

trained through contemplation of the Xr»agev ' to grow

accustomed to see the Divinity in the Image, and so to advance

and grow even to the perfect contemplation of God the Father

Almighty. And since he who has assimilated this truth into his

mind and soul, and has believed that it shall be as He said,

has already in a certain sense seen the Father, whom he will some

day seej and already is as though he actually possessed that

which he will most certainly hold in the future.

(1)see note (1 )-XXVII,155*



XXVIII.161. Ceterum si ipse pater fuioset, Quid quasi futurum

praemium repromltieba1, quod lam praestitarat et dederat? nan

quoniam die it: beat! mundo corde« gu ja ipsi deum v id shunt"* *

polliceri deprehenditur contemplationem et aspectum patris,
tX

ergo nondum fiederat., eur enlm repromitteret, si lam dedlsset?

dederat eniia, si pater asset; vio'ebatur enim et contlrgebatur.

quonde autem, dum contingitui* ipse Christus et ridetur,

repromittit tamen et dieit, quoniam, qui mundo fuerit cerde,

deurii videblt, hoc ipso probat patrem sn non esse, qui tunc

praeeens, cam videretur, repromittebat, quod patrem viaurus

asset, 4ut.s<aviB mundo corde fuisset. erat ergo reproxnittens hoc

non pater, sed f lliu.8, quia, qui fillus erat, quod vlcleri

faabebat, repromittebat, cuius repromissio supervacua fuisset,
b

nisi fillus fuisset. cur enim repromittebst mundis eorde, ut

viderent patrexn, si iam tunc, qui praesentes erant, patrem

Christum videbant? sed quia filius erat non pater, inerito et

filius, quia imago dei, tunc videbatur, et pater, quia

invislbllis, mundie corde, ut videretur, reproraittltur et

notatur.

1Mt.5:8
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XXVT11,161 # And again, if He had been the Father Himself, wliy

did He promise ae future, a reward which He had already granted

and given? For when He says* "Blessed are the pure in heart,

for they shall see God," it is clear that He ia promising the

contemplation and vision of the Father* Therefore He had not

yet given this, for why should He promise it, if He had already

given It? He had given it, if He was the Father; for He was

seen and touched. But since at the very time that Christ

Himself is seen and touched, He yet promises that he who ia of

a pure heart shall see God, He proves then by this statement

that He is not the Father. He who was then present and seen,

and was promising that whosoever was of a pure heart would see

the Father, was not the Father; but the Son - because He who

was the Son promised that which was yet to be seen. His promise

would have been meaningless had He been other than the Son. Why

did He promise the pure in heart that the.v should see the

Father, if those who were then present, already saw Christ as

the Father? But because He was the Son, not the Father, and

consequently because the Son as the Image of God was being seen

at that time, and because the Father is invisible; He thus

promises and points out that the Father will be seen by the pure

in heart.
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XXVIII .152, Haec igitur eatls sit etiam adversus iat-am
fc>

haereticum dictasse, pauca de multie. campus enim, et quidem

latus ac fueus, aptrietur, plenius haereticura istum si

agitare voluerimus, quandoquidem duobus istis iocis quibusdam
4c

effossis luminitms orbatufi totus sit in doctrinae suae

caeeitat© superatus.

1Scheidweiller (op.cit.. p.70) suggests adding

< quasi > quibusdam to make the grammatical structure of the

sentence as well as the meaning more clear. However on these

grounds additions could be made in many places without any

textual authority.



3QCVTII.162. It la necessary to be satisfied with what has been

already said against the heretic, though our words have been

few, and the subject great. For a broad and expansive field

would open up if we should care to deal with this heretic more

fully. But seeing that now he is deprived of the use of those

two passages, he Is as it were, bereaved of his eyes, and la

utterly overcome In the blindness of his doctrine.
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XXIX.163« Sed enim ordo rationis et fldei auctoritas digestis

vocibus et litteris domini admonet nos post haec credere etiara
C<-'

in spiritum sanctum, olim ecclesiae repromissura, sed statutis
L

temporum opportunitatibus redditum, est enim per Ioelern

prophetam repromissus, sed per Christum redaituss jln novissimis.
<r

inquit, diebns effundam de spjritu meo super servos et
A

ancillas roeas. dominus autems accipite spiritum sanctum; quorum

remiseritie peccata. erunt remlssa. et quorum retinueritis.

2
erunt retenta •

1 2
Joel 2t28sq. Jn.20:22sq. It is strange that

Novatian quotes Jn.20 on the sending of the Holy Spirit, but not

Acts 2• In fact he never quotes Acts.



XXIX.163* In the next place the order* of reason and the

authority of the faith by means of the voice and Scriptures of

the Lord teach us - after the other points - to believe also on

the Holy Spirit^ \ promised of old to the church, and given on

the occasions appointed in time. He was promised through Joel

the prophet, but given through Christ. "In the last days," says

Joel, "I will pour out of my Spirit upon ray servants and

handmaidens"j and the Lord saids "Receive ye the Holy Ghostj

whose sins ye remit, they shall be remitted, and whose ye retain,

they shall be retained."

0)how Novatian proceeds to expound the third point of

the "rule of truth" - the Holy Spirit. His main purpose in

Ch.XXIX is largely a polemic one - to refute the Gnostics by

showing that it was the same Spirit who was given both to the

prophets (Old Testament) and apostles (New Testament). In doing

this he goes into some detail on the work of the Spirit in

condemning unbelief, upbuilding the church, and sanctifying

souls. Thus his purpose is not primarily a discussion of the

essence and personhood of the Spirit. Rather he concentrates on

His work (which Is similar in both testaments). We have already

noted (see note (2) XXVI.1h5 and 1 XII,62) that while

Tertullian (Prx.27) and Hippolytus (C.Noet.lh) both call the

Holy Spirit a "person", Novatian refrains from so doing. On

the other hand as we have seen earlier, he clearly presupposes

the deity of the Holy Spirit. The verbs Novatian uses to
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deoaribe the Holy Spirit in XXIX,163,166 (e.g. repromissus...

redditus,..adhibitus) are directly parallel to his description

of the Son - e.g. IX.46 (see Vogt, p-p.eit.. p.63). Since he

names the Son as person, and then gives a parallel description

of the Spirit, *?e can reasonably presume that he presupposed

the personality of the Spirit.
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XXIX. I6i+. ilunca autem spiritum sanctum dominus Christus modo
b 1

paracletum appellat, modo spiritum veritatis esse pronuntiat .

o

qui non est in evangelio novus , sed nee nove datus. nam hie <

ipse et in prophetis populum accusavit et in apostolis advocat-

ionenr^ gentibus praestitit. nam illi, ut accusarentur, merebantur,

auiac contempserant legem, et qui ex gentibus credunt, ut patro-

cinio spiritus adiuventur, merentur, quia ad evangelicam pervenire

gestiunt legem.

1cf.Jn. Ii+:l6sq.
2
qui non est in evangelio novus..,-cfr. the expression

in Ps.CtIa.Tract. 299,8eq.-non est in evangelio novus, sed

renovatus in Christo omnibus datus est.

^in apostolis advoeationem... cfr.Bp.50.6i advocations

fungantur. . .genitus; Spc. 5. Id- advocationem criminum; '£pc.h. 19.
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XXIX.164, But this Hol3T Spirit the Lord at one time calls

Paraclete, and at another time calls the Spirit of truth. And

Ee is not net? in the Gospel, nor even newly given; for it was

He Himself who in the prophets accused the people, and in the

apostles made the call to the Gentiles. How the Jews deserved

this accusation, because they despised the law; and those who

believe among the Gentiles deserve this protecting help of the

Spirit, because they earnestly desire to attain to the Gospel

Law^1K

* %ospel Law" - from other references we see that

Novatian tends to view the Gospel as a law or discipline that

one must strictly follow to attain righteousness (He seems to

miss the practical Implications of his own teaching that

salvation rests upon the Incarnate Union in which Christ lifts

a whole humanity from sin and death into life and righteousness).

See ££ Gib.3: "in ore semper habeant quasi cibum...praecepta
divlna,,,si firmo gradu Innocentiae, iustitiae omnisque

virtutis vitae itinera confidant"; E£»30,4 (where referring to
Letter 31 of the martyrs), he says that they made clear the

"severitas evangelicae disclplinae."
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XXIX.165. Differentia sane in illo genera officiorum , quoniam

in temporibus differens ratio causarum. nec ex hoe tamen ipse

diversus, qui haec sic gerit, nec alter est, dum sic aglt, sed

unus atque ipsus est, dlvidens officia sua per tempora et rerum

occasiones atque momenta, denique apostolus Paulus: habentes.

inquit, eundem spirltum. sicut scripturn est: credidl. propter
2

quod locutus sum, et nos credimus. ita logulrour * unus ergo et

idem spiritus. qui in prophetis et apostolis, nisi quoniam ibi

ad momentum, hie semper, ceterum ibi non, ut semper in illis

inesset, hie, ut in illis semper maneret; et ibi medloeriter
c.

distrlbutus, hie totus effusus? ibi parce datus, hie large

commodatus.

1 cfr.I Cor.12:4 2II Cor.4i13
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XXIX.165# Of course there are different sorts of ministries in

Him, since different times have different circumstances. And

yet because of this, He who works in different ways is not

diverse within Himself, nor is He someone else in so acting;

but rather is He one and the same, fulfilling His ministries in

a way appropriate to the times, circumstances, and needs. For

the Apostle Paul saysi "We having the same Spirit, according as

it is written, I believed, and therefore have I spoken; we also

believe, and therefore speak." Therefore it is one and the

same Spirit, who is in the prophets and apostles; although He

is in the prophets in particular instances, but in the apostles

always. That is He is not present in the former permanently, but

in the latter He abides forever; in the former He is given by

measure; but to the latter He is poured out in His fullness;

to the former He is sparingly given; to the latter He is

lavishly granted^ \

^The distinction that Hovatlan makes between the

Holy Spirit in the Old and hew Testament is like a passage in

he Rebaot.15 (perhaps written by a bishop of H. Africa, after

C.A.D.25S): (H.E. Wallis, The Ante-Nloene Fathers. Hew York,

1926,5.676.the Lord has taught ue moat plainly by them the

liberty and the power of the Holy Spirit, approaching of His own

will, saying *Th© Spirit breathes where He will; and thou

hearest Hie voice, and knowest not whence He eometh or whither

He goeth.* So that the same Spirit is, moreover, sometimes found
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to be upon those who are unworthy of Him; not certainly in

rain or without reason, hut for the sake of some needful

operation; as He was upon Saul, upon whom came the Spirit of

God, and he prophesied" (quoted from PeSixnone op»cit.. p.1h5)»
Novatian also grasps the fact that the giving of the Holy

Spirit in the Old Testament pertains to particular services and

functions, where it is a permanent abiding in the New.



XXIX.166. Hec tarnen ante resurrectionam domini exhibitue, sed
b

per resurrectionem Christ! contrlbutus. rogabo enlm, aiebat,

patrem. et alium advocatum dabit vobis. at vobiBcum sit in
4

aeternum. splritum veritatis ; ets cum vener-lt advocatua ills,
c

quem ego missupus sum vobis a patre rneo. spiritma veritatis. qui
2

de patre meo proceuit ; et: si non abiero ego. aUvocatus ille
3

non veniet ad vos. si auteia ego abiero. remlttaia ilium ad vos s

et cura venerit spirit as veritatis. ille vos diriget in omnem

veritateaft. et quoniam doiainas in caelos asset abiturus,

paraclitum dxscipuiis necessario dabat, ne ilios quodammodo

pupilios, quod minime decebat9 relinqueret, et sine advocate et

quodam tutore desereret.

1Jn.l^sl6sq. 2Jn.i5;26 3Jn.i6:i7 ^Jn,lU:l8
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XXLX.166. He was not However granted before the resurrection

of the Lord, but was given through the resurrection of Christ.

For He said* "I will pray the Father, and He will give you

another advocate, that He may be with you forever; the Spirit

of truth"; and "When that advocate shall come, whom I shall

send unto you from the Father, the Spirit of truth, who

proceeded from my Father"; and "If I go not away, that advocate

will not come to you; but if I go away, I will seidflim to you";

and "When the Spirit of truth is come, He will guide you into

all truth". And since the Lord was about to depart to the

heavens, He necessarily gave the Paraclete to His disciples, so

that they would not be left in any sense as orphans; which

would have been most undesirable, for then they would have been

foraaken v/ithout an advocate and guardian.
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3QCIX.167. Hie est enim, qui Ipsorum animos mentesque firmavit,

qui evangelica saeramenta distinxit, qui in ipsis illuminator

rerum divinarum fuit, quo coni'irinati pro nomine domini nec

earceres nec vincula tinnierunt ; quin immo ipsas aaeculi
2

potestatea et torments ealcaverunt, armati iam scilicet per

ipsum atque firmati, iiabentes in so dona, quae hie idem

spiritus eeclesiae Christl sponaae quasi quaedam ornamenta

distribuit et dirigit . hio eat enim, qui prophetas in
CK

ecclesia constituit, magistros erudit, linguas dirigit,

virtutes et sanitates faeit, opera mirabilia gorit,

discretiones spirituum porrigit, gubernationes contribuit,

consilia auggerit, quaeque alia sunt charismaturn dona, coinponit

et digerit, et ideo eeeieaiam domini unaique et in omnibus

perfectam et conauramatam facit^.

^pro nomine domini,..vincula timuerunt- cfr.Pseud.

Org.Tract., p,2i2~ "pro Christi dei nostri nomine nec carcerem

nec vincula timuerunt."
2
saeculi pQtestates«efr.E£.31»3t of the martyrs:

saecularis potestatisj and J£>.61,3» of Cyprian.
^distribuit et dirigit- Scheidweiller (op.cit..p.7h)

following the expression in Pa.Orig.Tract.. 213,2, would change

the second verb: "distribuit et digesslt..."

^hic est enim, qui prophetas in ecclesia constituit,

magistros erudit. •*consummatarn facit"- concerning this phrase,



which incorporates some of the main elements of Novation's

literary style* Melin (o£*£it*» ?»153) writes: "Novatianus etiam
alibi longis enmneratio-nibua ntitur breviaxffiXa, cumulan3t In

euibus homoioteleuta praedieatis efficiuntur,"
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XXIX.167. For it is He who strengthened their souls and minds,

who made clear the mysteries of the Gospel, who was within them-

the Enlightener of divine things, by whom they were

strengthened to fear neither prisons nor chains for the name of

the Lord; indeed they even trod under foot the very powers and

tortures of the world, since they were already armed and

empowered through Him, possessing within themselves the gifts

which this same Spirit distributes and assigns like ornaments

to the Church, the Bride of Christ^This is He who places

prophets in the church, instructs teachers, distributes tongues,

gives powers and healings, does miracles, grants discernments

of Spirits, institutes governments, suggests counsels, and

orders and arranges charismatic gifts. Thus He makes the

Church of the Lord perfect and complete in all places and in all

things.

(^the Bride of Christ- Novatian gives only two names

to the churchs bride (sponsa) of Christ, and vlrgo (see Pud.2).

He does not call it mater with Cyprian.
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XXIX. 168, Hie est, qui in modum columbae, postquam dominus

baptizatue est, super sum venit et mansit^ , habitans in solo

Christo plenus et totus, nee in aliqua mensura aut portione

mutilatus, sed cum tota sua redundantia cumulate distributus et

missus, ut ex illo delibationem quandam gratiarum ceteri

consequi possint, totius sancti spiritus in Christo fonte
L

remanente, ut ex illo donorum atque operum venae dueerentur,

spiritu sancto in Christo affluenter habitants, hoc etenim iam
^ J

prophetans Isaias aiebats et requiescit. inquit, super eurn

spiritus sapientlae et intellectus. splrltus consilli et
e-

virtutis. spiritus scientiae et pletatls. et implevit eum

o
spiritus timorls del • hoc idem atque ipsum et alio in loco ex

persona ipsius dominii spiritus domlni super me. propter quod
3

unxit me. evangelizare pauperlbus misit me. similiter David:

propterea unxit te deus. deus tuus. oleo laetitlae a consortibus

tula^. de hoc apostolus Paulus: qui enim spiritum Christi non

habet. hie non est ejus-*; et: ubi spiritus dominl. ibi
c

libertaa •

1Mt.3H6 2Isa.H:2sq. 3Isa.6l :1 ^8.1+5:8
6IICor.3:17



XXIX .168. This is He, who in the form of a dove, after the

Lord had been baptised, earns and abode upon Him. He dwelt in

Christ alone in His fullness and totality, not out down in any

measure or degree, but in all His overflowing abundance

distributed and sent forth, so that from Hlra others might enjoy

some taste of His graces, Thus the source of the entire Holy

Spirit remains in Christ^, so that from Him might be drawn

streams of gifts and works, because the Holy Spirit dwells in

Him in abundance, Isaiah already prophesied this, when he said:

"And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the Spirit of

wisdom and understanding, the Spirit of counsel and might, the

Spirit of knowledge and piety, and the Spirit of the fear of the

Lord shall fill Him." He said the same thing in another place,

speaking as from the person of the Lord Himself: "The Spirit of

the Lord is upon me; because He has anointed me to preach good

tidings unto the poor hath he sent me." David says similarly:

"Wherefore Cod, even they God, hath anointed thee with the oil

of gladness above thy fellows." Of Him the Apostle Paul says:

"For he who hath not the Spirit of Christ is none of his."

"And where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty."

^the source of the Holy Spirit remains in Chrlst-

pausset (op.clt. p.108, note 10) is correct when he says that:

"Novatian is not speaking of the eternal procession of the

Spirit from the Son, but of the gift bestowed upon Christ at

His baptism for the benefit of men."
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XXIX,16$. Hie eat, qui operatur ex aquis secundum nativitatem,

semen quoddam divini generis at consecrator eaelestis

nativitatis, pignus promissae hereditaria1 et quasi

chirographic quoddam aeternae salutis; qui nos del faciat
2^

ternplum, et no3 eius efficiat domum ; qui interpellat divinas
•*

aures pro nobis geraitibus ineloquacibus , advocationis implens

officia et defensionis exhibens raunera, in faabitator corporibus
C

noatria datus et sanctitatis effector; qui id agena in nobis

ad aeternitatexn et ad resurrectionem immortalitatis corpora
J

nostra producat, duir» ilia in se assuefacit cum caele3ti virtute
e

raiseeri et cum spiritus sancti divina aaternitate aociari,

erudiuntur enim in illo et per ip3uxn corpora nostra ad

immortalitatem proficere, dam ad decreta ipsius discunt se

raoderanter tsraperare.

1Eph.1t1ij. 2I Cor,3»lS; Eph.2:22 3Rom.3:26
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XXIX,169. He it is who brings about the second birth from

water^^, as a certain seed of divine generation, the

eonsecrator of a heavenly birth, the pledge of the promised

inheritance, the written pledge, as it were, of eternal

salvation - to make us temples of God and fit us for His home.

He appeals to the divine hearing for us with groanings that

cannot be uttered, thus fulfilling His office as our advocate

and maintaining His duty as our defender. He is given to dwell

in our bodiee^^ and work out their sanctification. By this

working He advances our bodies to eternity end immortal

resurrection, while He accustoms thera in Himself to be

associated with heavenly powers, and to be joined with the
( 3)

divine eternity of the Holy Spiritx/. For our bodies are

trained in Him and through Him to advance tc immortality^), by
d)

learning self-control in accordance with His decreesw/.

(1 )x 'lie,,.brings about the second birth from water-

See note under X.55 concerning the connection of regeration and

baptism. Here we see that Kovatian is definitely attributing

the works of Deity (i,e, regeneration) to the Holy Spirit -

thus presupposing that He is God,

(^)dwell in our bodies- compare his statement in

Pud.2, that the Spirit makes believers a "habitationem spiritus

sancti."

(3)y0gt (on.cit,. p.66) calls attention to the

strongly individualistic view of the church held by Novatian
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(not unlike the later Puritan congregational viewpoint of the

church as a voluntary gathering of the "pure"). In XXIX„16?»

he discusses the work of the Spirit in the church. Here in

XXIX.169» he expounds his work in the believer. In 170, he

brings both together. For him the working of the Spirit in the

church is exhaustively the same as in the individual believer.

As Vogt (Ibid.) properly says: "Pie Kirche ist, was sle ist,

leaner nur in den Olaubigen. Die Wirksamkeit des Geistes in der

Kirche lauft seinem Wirken in den einsselnen Glaubigen nicht nur

parallel, sondern 1st mit ihm identiseh." As history has

repeatedly shown, this view of ecclesiology is prone to schism.

^^Our bodies.•.through Him to advance to

immortality- compare Clement of Alexandria, Prot.1.8.4: "The

Word became flesh, so that man can now learn from Him how to

become God."

^-^E. Evans suggests that Novatian in his description

of the work of the Holy Spirit in the Christian life has made a

decided theological advance upon Tertullian and most of the

early Fathers, "Novatian here greatly improves upon Tertullian,

who regarded the Paraclete as acting almost exclusively in the

revelations of the "new prophecy", and had little conception of

the general Christian life as one lived in the grace of the

Holy Spirit: indeed, to Novatian apparently belongs the credit

of rescuing this Pauline teaching from the oblivion into which

since apostolic days it had (except for Irenaeus) for the most

part been allowed to fall" (Evans, Qp.clt.. p.28). This
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suggestion cannot however be taken too far, because Clement of

Alexandria has a very rich sense of the Spirit's grace and

presence In the Christian life (the "true Gnostic") in book VIZ

of Stroraatcls.



XXIX#170# For it is He "who iusteth against the flesh," because

"the flesh is contrary to Him", It is He who controls

uncontrollable lusts, breaks overpowering desires, quenches

unlawful passions; who overcomes flrcy assaults, repels

drunkenness, represses avarice, drives away pleasure-mad

carousing: 3oins together in love, constrains with affection,

drives off sects, explains the rule of truth, overcomes

heretics, turns out the wicked^1 \ and guards the Gospel#

^1 ^turns out the wicked, etc,- Tertullian in De Cor.3.

teaches that the Spirit of baptism rebukes the devil, as does

the 29th canon of Kippolytus (and Cyril of Jerusalem in the

next century)•
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XXIX»170« Hie est enlia, qui contra camera desiderata quia caro
A

contra ipeura repugnat ♦ hie est, qui inexplebiles eupiditates

ooercet, tmmoder-atas libidinea frangit, lllieitoa ardores

exstingnit, flagrante® impetus vincit, ebrietates reieit,
<X io

avaritia® comprimit, luxurioeas condeeationes fugit, caritates
o

nectit, affectiones constringit, aectas repellit, regulam

▼eritatis expedlt, haereticos revinoit, inprobos foras exspuit,

evargelia custcdit.

1Gal.S:17
2
affectiones~ for use of this word elsewhere in

Novatian, see: J&>»36,3: exempliB mult is reciprocae adfectionie;

G~probatur affectio#
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XXIX. 171 • Be hoc idem apostolus: non enj.m spirltum raundl

accepimus. scd spiritum, qui ex deo eat: de hoc exsultat et

2 &>
dieit: bato autem. aula et e°;q spirit ran dei habeo ; de hoc

3 &
dic:lt: afc spiritus urophetarum proohet is subject us est ; de hoc

refert: spiritus autem manifesto digit, £uia in novissimls
tenvporibus recedent quidam a fide, attendentes spiritibua

aeductoribus» doctrlnls dacmonlorum, in hypocrisi mendacia

loquentlum. cauteriatam habentlum conscientiam suara • in hoe

spiritu positus nemo umquam dicit anathema Iegun , nemo negavit

Christum dei filium aut repudiavit creatorem deum, nemo contra

scripturas ulla sua verba depromit, nemo alia at sacrilega

deereta constitu.it, nemo diversa lura conscribit, in hunc

quisquis blasphemaverit, remissionem non habet, non tanturn in
6

isto saeeulo, varum etiara nec in future #

1I Cor.2:l2 2I Cov.7:kO 5I Cor.1h:32
Tim.i+sl sq.-Hovatian quotes this test also in De

Gib.5, with the same rendering in Latin.

5I Cor,12?3 6Mt,l2t32
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XXIX. 171* Of Him the same Apostle speaks: "Pop we have

received not the Spirit of the world, hut the Spirit which is

of God," In Him he exults and aaysj "But I think that I also

have the Spirit of God." Of Him he says: "And the Spirit of

the prophets is subject to the prophets." of Him he declares:

"How the Spirit epeaketh expressly, that in the last times some

she.31 depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits,

and doctrines of devils, speaking lies in hypocrisy, having

their conscience seared." Established in this Spirit, "No man"

ever "calleth Jesus accursed"; rio one has ever denied Christ

as the Son of God, or rejected God as the Creator; no one utters

any words of his own contrary to the Scriptures; no one ordains

alien and sacrilegious decrees; no one draws up different laws.

Whosoever shall blaspheme against Him, "hath not forgiveness,

not only in this world, but also not in the world to come."
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XXIX.172. Hie in apostolus Christ© test-Uioniuiii reddit, in

ra&rtyribus constant era f ideal reiigionia ostendit, in vii'ginibus

admlrabilem continentiara eignetae earitatis includit, in ceteris

incorrupta et ineonttnuinata dootriaae Joi&iniaae iura custoditf

haereticoe destruit, perversas corrigit, i&fideles arguit,
1 b

Bimulatores ostendii, improboe quosqus oorripit » eeclesiam

ineorruptam et inviolatasi perpetuae virginitatia et veritatis

earefttate eustodit.

i
improooa.♦•corripit- compare Paeudo--Orig.Tract,

(probably Gregory of Elvira) 212, 21>- improbos quoque

comprint!t-(which Scheidweiliar, op.cit.. p,65, holds to be tiie

original true reading in Be ?rn. of Novatian).
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XXXX«172» This Is He who in the apostles gives testimony to

Christ; in the martyrs shows the constant faithfulness of

religion, in virgins locks in the admirable eontiaency of

sealed chastity; in others, guards the law of the Lord*©

doctrine incorrupt and uacontamiaated; destroys heretics,

corrects the perverse, condemns infidels, reveals impostors,

rebukes the wicked; keeps the ehurcn uncorruptod and Inviolate
(A )

in the sanctity of perpetual virginity ' and truth*

(1)
^''Compare Hippolytus on the perpetual virginity of

the church: De Anti-Christ.lix.
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XXX.173. Et haec quidem de patre et de fillo et de spiritu

sancto breviter aint nobis dicta et strictim posita et non

Xonga disputations porrecta, latius enim potuerunt porrigi et
k>

propensione disputatlone produci, quandoquidem ad testimonium,

quod ita se habeant fides vera, totum et vetus et novum

testamentum possit adduci. sed quia obluctantes adversus
A

veritatem semper haeretiei sincerae traditionis et catholieae

fidei controversiam solent trahere, scandalizati in Christum,

quod etiam deus et per scriptures asseratur et a nobis hoc esse

eredatur, merito a nobis, ut omnia a fide nostra auferri possit

haeretica calumnia, de eo, quod et deus sit Christus, sic est

disputandum, ut non impediat scripturae veritatem, sed nec
£

nostram fidem, qua unus deus et per scripturas promittitur et a

nobis tenetur et creditur.

A
sincerae traditionis- an adjective often used by

Novatian (i.e. sincere): Cib.1: sincerum evangelium; Spc.3.9:

sinceritatem reij Pud.8,18s corporis nudi sinceritatem.
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XXX,173# How all this concerning the Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost^ ^ must be accepted by us as a brief but definite

statement, without any lengthy argumentation. They could be

presented more fully, and carried forward with expanded

disputation, since the whole of the Old and Hew Testament could

be set forth to testify that this is the true faith^2^, But

because heretics^ are always struggling against the truth and

so maintain a controversy against the pure tradition^^ and

catholic faith - being offended at Christ because He is declared

by the Scriptures to be God as well, and so He is believed by us.

We must consequently contend - in order that every heretical

calumny may be removed from our faith - for the fact that Christ

is also God, In such a way that it does not interfere with the

truth of the Scripture nor with our faithj in that one God is

declared through the Scriptures, and is so held and believed by

us.

(^Father, Son, and Holy Ghost- While, as we have

seen, Novatian never calls the Holy Ghost the "Third Person",

yet as d'Ales has observed (Novt,, p,119)» here he is ranking

Him with God,

(2^true faith- This term for Novatian has regard to

acceptance of a definite content of belief, Tertullian in Apol,

17, teaches that it is an assent of reason to God from His

works or from Scripture (Apol,18), In De Pat,3, he teaehes
'w:

that faith is a gift of God,
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{^heretics- Novatian here seems to he referring to

the Theodotians (already discussed)*

(^truth, ,,pure tradition- Novatian makes frequent

calls to tradition, and is consequently no innovator (perhaps

this explains his refusal to use the word "Trinity" and call the

Holy Spirit "Third Person"), He says for instance in Cib,1:

Iudaeorum otiosis fabulis calcatis et reiectis traditionem

solam Christi doctrinamque teneatis"j and Eg,30,8s nihil

innovandum.
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XXX.17U. Tarc enim illi, qui lesum Christum ipsum deum patrem

dicunt, quam etiam llli, qui hominem ilium tanturaraodo esse

voluerunt, erroris sui et perversltatls originem et eausas inde

rapuerunt, quia, cum animadverterent scriptum esse, quod unus

sit deus, non aliter putaverunt istam tenere se posse

sententiam, nisi aut horainem tantum Christum aut certe deum

patrem putarent esse credenducu sic enira calumniae suas

colligere consueverunt, ut errorem proprium approbare nitantur.
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XXX..17h» Some on the one hand say that Jesus Christ Is God the

Father Himself* while others say that He is a mere man. Both

have seized from the same place the sources and reasons of

their error and perversity. When they perceived that it was

written that "God is one", they thought that they could not hold

such an opinion unless it be believed cither that Christ was

man only, or in reality God the Father. They have become

accustomed to employing their calumnies in such a way as to

justify their own error.



XXX.175# Bt quideia illi, qui las am Christum patrem dieunt,
A.

lata praet end tints ei unus deus, Chrlstus autem cleus, pater est

Christus, quia unus deusj si ncn pater sit Christue, dum et

deus filius Ghristus, duo dil contra scriptures Introducti esse
L

viaeantur♦ Qui autem hominea tantummodo Christum esse
C-

contendunt, ex diverso sic colligunt: si alter pater* alter est

fiiius, pater autem ueua et Chriatus deus, non ergo unus deus,
d

sed duo dii intraducuntur pariter, pater et fiiius; ac si unus

deus, conssquenter homo Christus, ut merito pater sit deus unus,

re vera quasi inter duos latrones cruel figitur dorninus, quomodo

fixus allquando est, et ita excipit haereticorum Istorura ex

utroque latere sacriiega convicia.



XXX,1?5, And these who say that Jesus Christ is the Father,

argue in this way: If God is one, and Christ is Gcd, Christ is

the Father, sine© God is one. If Christ be not the Father,

because Christ is God the Son, there appear then to be two Gods

introduced, contrary to the Scriptures. On the other hand thos©

who contend that Christ is man only, argue as fellows from the

other extreme: If the Father is one, and the Son another, but

the Father is God and Christ is God, then there is not one God,

but two Gods are at once introduced - the Father and the Son;

and if God be one, by consequence Christ must be a nan, so that

consequently the Father may be one God, Thus indeed the Lord Is,

as it were, being crucified between two thieves, even as He was

formerly treated; and thus from either side He receives the

sacrilegious approaches of such heretics as these.
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XXX*176* 8ed neque scriptural sanctae neque nos causae illis

parditionis et caccitatis afferimus, si qua in medio divinarum

littararum avidenter posits aut videre nolunt, aut videre non

p o 3 3 ant » nos enim et aclmus et legimus et cred imus et ten emas

unum 83oe deum, qui fecit caelum par iter ac terrain, quonian nec

alterurn novimus aut nosae, cum nullus sit, aliquando ooterimus.

ea;o sum, inquit, dens et non est praeter roe lust as et a.ilvuas ;
o~

in alio loco: e^o primus et novissinus, et praete? me non est
2

deus. ouis sicut ego ? et: quis mensus est palmo caelum

terrain pu&lllo? quia suspend it montes in pondere et neroora in
x h

statera^? et Ezechias: ut sciant cranes. quia tu jjs deus solus^s
to

ipse praeteres dominus: p.ujd roe interroroas de Jbono? unus dens

bonus3; apostolus quoque Paulus: qui solus, inquit habet

Immortal1tatem et lucero habitat inaccessibllero, qxxem vidit

bomfnum nemo neg videre potest ; et alio in loco: mediator

aut em milus non est, deus aut em unus est7.

1Isa.U5t?M 2lsa.ii/4:6sq. 3Isa.^0:l2 **11 K,19:19

5Mt.19ii7 6I Tim,U:l6 7Gal.3s20
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XXX.176, Neither the Holy Scriptures nor we give them cause

for their perdition end blindness, since in the midst of the

divine writings things are clearly set forth which they either

do not wish to see, or cannot see. For rre know and read and

believe and hold that God is one, v/ho made both heaven and

earth. We do not know any other, nor can wo ever - since there

is none other. "I am," he says "God, and there is none beside

me; a ;just God and a Saviour." And in another place: "I am the

first and the last, and beside me there is no God, Who is ac I

am?" Again? "Who hath meted, out heaven with the span, and

earth with his hand? Who hath weighed the mountains in the

scale, and the woods in a balance?" And Hezekiah: "That all men

may know that thou art God alone." Moreover the lord Himself

says? ''Why askest thou me concerning that which is good? God

alone is good?" Also the Apostle Paul: "Who alone hath

immortality, and dwelleth in the light which no man can approach

unto; whom no man hath seen, nor can see"; and in another

place: "A mediator is not a mediator of one, but God is one."
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XXX.177» Sed quomodo hoc tenemus et legirnus et credimus, sic

scripturarura caelastiura nullara partem praeterire debemus, quippe
L

cum etiam ilia, quae in scripturis sunt posita Christ!
c

divinitatis insignia, nullo xaodo debernus recusare, ne

scripturarum anctoritatem corrumpendo integritatem fidei sanctae

corrupisse tenearnur et hoc ergo credarnus, siquidem f idelissimum^
£.

dei fillum lesum Christum dominum et deum nostrum? auoniara in
f

principlo erot verbum, et verbum erat apud deums et deus erat
A

verbum. hoc erat in prineipio apud deum • et verbnm caro

2
factmil est et habitavit in nobis ; et: dominus mens et deus

3
meus ; et j quorum patres et ex q.ulbus Christus secundum carnem,

5 U
qui est super omnia benedictus deus in eaecula .

1jn.U2 2Jn.l: 11+ 3Jn,20:28 *Wn.9:5
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XXX,177* But while we hold and read and believe this, yet we

must not pass by any portion of the heavenly Scriptures, We

must not in any way reject the marks of Christ's divinity which

are set forth in the Scriptures, lest we be held to have

corrupted the integrity of our holy faith by corrupting the

authority of the Scriptures, And let us therefore believe,

since it is a most faithful fact that .Jesus Christ the Son of

God is our Lord and God; because: "In the beginning was the

Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. And the

Word was made flesh and dwelt among us"; and "My Lord and God.H

And "whose are the fathers, and of whom Christ came according to

the flesh, who is over all, God blessed forevermore."
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XXX, 1 7B, Quid ergo dieemus? monquid duos deos acriptura

proponit? quomodo ergo dieit, quia fleus onus eat? aut numquid

noil st Christus deus est? quoraodo ergo domirme meua et deus

meus Christo dictum est? totum igitur hoc nisi cum propria

▼eneratione et legitime disputations tenearrma, raorito scandalum
L

haereticia praebulsse credemur, non utique ex scripturarura

caelestiom vitio, quae numquam fallunt, sed humani error is
C

praesumptione, qua haaretici esse yoluerunt.
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XXX.17<3* What snail we say* then? Does Scripture set before us

two Gods? How then does it say that ''God is one"? Or is not

Christ God also? How then is it said to Christ HMy Lord and my

God"? Unless then we hold this whole truth with due reverence

and sound argument, we snail rightly be thought to have

furnished occasion for scandal to the heretics. This of course

would not be the fault of the heavenly Scriptures, which never

deceive, but the presumption of human error, through which they

have chosen to become heretics.



Col

XXX.179# St Imprimis illud retorquendum in istos, qui duorura

nobis deorum controversial facers praesumunt. scripturn est,
X A

quod negare non peesunt, quonlam unus est doiainus # de Christ©
t%

ergo quid sentiunt? dominum esse apt ilium omnino non esse? sed

doraimm ilium omnino non dubitant. ergo si vera est lllorura

ratiocinatio, iam duo sunt dornini. quorrodo igitur iam

secundum scripturas unus est dominus?

4

3>eut»6:4j Sph*^:5
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XXX.179* Now in the first place we must turn back upon them the

argument that claims we hold two Gods. It is written, end they

cannot deny it, that ''there is one Lord." What then do they

think of Christ?-that He is Lord, or that He is not Lord at all?

But they have absolutely no doubt that He is Lord. How if their

reasoning be true, here are already two Lords, how then ie it

true, according to the Scriptures, that the Lord is one?



ccq
O- 4 b

XXX.180. Et magtster unus Christus dictus , at enim legimus,
2

quod raaglster ait etiara apostolus Paulus » non ergo iam unus
c:

magister, duos enlrn magistros secundum lata colligiraus. quoraodo

igitur secundum seripturas unus magister Christus? unus la

scripturia bonus dictus est deus^. sed idem in scriptoris

bonus etiam Chrietus positus est^. non igitur, si recte

coliigunt, unus bonus, sed etiam duo bonl. quoiaodo igitur

secundum scripturarum fidem unus bonus esse rerertur?

1Mt.23:10 2II Tlra.l:H ^Mt.19«17; Mk.10:18;
Ik.18:19 ^(perhaps a reference to Jn.10H1,l4)
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XXX.1bO. And Christ is called tne "one Master" • And yet we

read that the Apostle Paul is also a Easter. Tnere is not then

one master, out according to tnis line of reasoning, v;e gather

that there are two. Mow tnen according to the Scriptures, is

there one Master, Christ? one is said in tne Scriptures to be

good, that is God. Yet in the same scriptures, Cnrist is set

forth as good, There is not therefore one who is good, if

their reasoning is correct, but two wno are good. How then

according to the faith based on Scripture, is it stated tnat

there is one Good?



€II
(K be.

XXX#131 • Ac si non putant allqua rat lone officii posse ei, quod
J

unus domlGua est, per lllud, quod est domlnus at Christus, nequ#
£

ei, quod onus est magl3ter, per lllud, quod est magister et
-f-

Paulus, aut illi, quod unus est bonus, per lllud, quod banue

sit nuneupatus et Christus: eadera rat lone lntallegant offici
c

non posse ab lllo, quod unus est deus, ei, quod deus

pronuntiatus est et Christua,
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XXX.181. Now if they do not reckon that any hindrance can be

presented to the fact that there is one Lord even iough Christ

is also Lord; nor to the fact that one is Master, even though

Paul is also Master; nor to the fact that one is good, even

though Christ is also called good; then by the same line of

reasoning they must understand that no hindlf-ance can

therefore arise to the fact that God is one, even though Christ

is declared to be God,
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XXXI,182, Eat ergo <3eue pater omnium lnetitutor et creator,

solus origlnem neaciens, invisibilis, Immensus, immortalis,

aeternus, unus deus, cuius neque magnitudini neque raaiestatl

neque virtuti quicquam, non dixerim praeferri, sed nec

comparari potest*



XXXI,182, There is therefore God the Father, Founder and

Creator of all things, who alone knows no beginning, invisible,

Immortal, eternal, one God, To His greatness, majesty, and

power, I would say nothing can even be compared - much less

considered superior.



£ 1ST
4

XXXI,183* Ex quo, quando ipse volult, sermo filius natus est,
cX

qui non sono percussi aeris aut tono coactae de visceribus vocis

accipitur, sed in substantia prolatae a deo virtutis

agnoscitur. cuius sacrae et divinae natlvitatis arcana nec

apostolus didicit nec prophetee comperit nec angelus scivit nee

creatura cognovit, filio soli nota sunt, qui patrie secreta

cognovit.

4
eermo- Anderson in his work on Novatian, compares

Novatian*s use of sermo here to that of Hippolytus in Philoaf.

x.33# and Tertullian, Prx.1.
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XXXI.133. From Him when He willed it^, the Word who is the

Son wa3 horn. This Word is not to he understood as the sound

that breaks on the air^ or the tone of the voice forced from

the lungs, but is to be acknowledge as the substance brought

forth^^ by the power of God. The mysteries of His sacred and

divine nativity have been learned by no apostle, discovered by

no prophet, known by no angel, and understood by no creature.

They are known to the Son alone, who has knowledge of the secret

things of the Father.

(1)"when He willed it"- compare (2)-XXXI.184. While

this would seem to us to be more causal than temporal, such

expressions do leave the door open for the later Arian teaching

that "there was a time when He was not,"

(2^sound that breaks on the air- compare Tertullian,

Prx»7.

(^substance brought forth- that Novatlan does not

accept the Stoic distinction of "inner" and "uttered" Logos, see

note (1 )-XXI.l 23» and 2-X.54.



<zn

XXXI,1dlu Hie ergo, cum sit genitus a patre, semper est la

patre, semper autera sic dieo, ut non innatum, sed natum probem,

sed qui ante emne tempUS est, semper in patre fuiese dicendus

est, nec enirn texopus 1x1i assignari potest, qui ante tempos est*

semper enim in patre, ne pater non semper sit pater*



C)B

XXXI,184, Therefore since He is "begotten of the Father, He is

always In the Father, When I say always, I do not mean that He

Is unborn, but born^^. But He who is before all time, must be

said to have always existed in the Father^2^ for no time can be

assigned to Him who is before all time. He is always in the

Father^"^; for otherwise the Father would not be always the

Father,

^)"not unborn, but born"- Tixeront states that

ITovatian made considerable progress over earlier theology by

his clear manner of stating the relationship of Father to Sons

",,,Le langage de Tertullien est plus precis que celui de saint

Hippolyte, et celui de Novatien plus exact que celui de saint

Hippolyte et de Tertullien, Tous trols admettent d'abord

1'existence eternelle en Lieu du Logos, Son existence distincte,

personnelle est toutefois plus faiblement marquee ehez saint

Hippolyta (|i6voc 5>v xoXlc %)v )t plus nettement chez

Tertullien (quem secundum a se faceret), absoluement chez

Novatien pour qui, dee ce premier instant, le Verbe se distingue

de son principe, comme un fils du pere (ut non innaturn sed

natum probem)."
(2) "always existed in the Father"- Here as d'Ales

points out (La Theol.de Tert,, p,96, note 1) Novat.ihn clearly

abandons the idea of the temporal generation of the Word. Of

course Novatian was not the first to recognize that if there is

more than one person in the Godhead, then this has always been



true, Athanasiue (he Decret,2?) quotes Origen, De Prx.IV.lul.

to that effects &XX*ofc Qljiic £crvtv &xCvbvvov 8icL -vf^v &af)£yeiav -?jpSy

ai oouv £<p'f)idCv Sb-Aocnepe^crOai v&v Qebv vo£> &et avvofivoc X&fov po^oYevoifc.

<xo<p(a<; ovtoc "5 •JipocnSxa-tpev# ovtw y&p o&8fc xa^pU)V iet yoriOT^aTEtiii.

However Origen with his speculative mind ran into certain

errors (such as connection of the generation of the Word with

creation - hence an eternal creation) which the more

conservative Novatian avoided.

is always in the Father"- Evans rightly

suggests that Novatian seems to anticipate here the doctrine

later called Kepix<%03*« • Athenagoras makes a similar

reference to the Holy Spirit! &«opp4ov xal ImyoupepSpevoy &<; Lxxtva.
hMov (Evans, op.ctt..

P*28) •
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XXXI *185* Quia et pater, ilium etiarn praecedit, quod necesae

C d
eat prior sit, qua pater sit; quoniam anteeedat necesse est

£

euia, qui habet origlnem nesoit, simul ut hie minor sit, durn in
■f

illo esse se ecit, habeas originexa, quia nascitur, et per

patrem quodammodo, quamvis origlnem habet, qua naseitur, rieinua

in nativitate, dum ex eo patre, qui originem solus nan habet,

aascitur.
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XXXI*185» Yet also the Father proceeds Him, for it is

neceesary that He be prior in that He is Father; because He

who has no origin must necessarily be antecedent to Him who has

an origin. At the same time the Son must be less, since He

knows Himself to be in the Fatherj He has an origin, because

He is born - though in His birth He is like the Father, who

alone has no flrigin, yet still He is born.



<^22

XXXI.186* Hie ergo, quando pater volait, proceseit ex patre,

et qui in patre fuit, (proceaait ex patre, et qui in patre fuit,)
quia ex patre fuit, cuia patre postmodern fuit, quia ex patre

proceesit, substantia scilicet ilia divina, cuius somen est

verbum, per quod facta sunt omnia et sine quo factum est

nihil.



XXXT,186» He therefore, when the Father willed, proceeded from

the Fatherj and He who was in the Fathert (proceeded from the

Father; He who was in the Father,) because He was of the

Father, was subsequently with the Father, because He

proceeded from the Father; being of that same divine substance,

whose name is the Word, through whom all things were made, and

without whom nothing was made,



XXXI,167. Omnia enirn post tpsura sunt, quia per ipsuai sunt, et
(St

merito ipse est ante omnia oed post patrum, quando per ilium

facta sunt omnia, qui processit ex eo, ex cuius voluntate

facta aunt omnia, deus utique procedens ex deo. secundum

personal;': efficiens poet patrern qua filiua, sed non eripiens

illud patri, quod unus est dens.

(



XXXI,187, For all things are after Him, since they are

through Him, and naturally He is before all things - though after

the Father - since all things were made through Him, He

proceeded from the Father, through whose will all things were

made; God assuredly proceeding from God, consisting as Son -

second Person after the Father, but not thereby robbing the

Father of His oneness as God,



o

XXXI,188* Si enira natus non fuisset, innatue comparatus cum
b C

eo, qui esset innatus, aequatione in utroque ostensa duos

faceret innatos, et ideo duos faceret deos, si genitus non
d

esset, collatus cum eo, qui genitus non esset, et aequales
£

inyenti duos deos merito reddidissent non geniti, atque ideo

duos Chrietus reddidisset deos, si sine origine esset ut pater,

inventus et ipse principium omnium ut pater, duo faciens

principia duos ostendisset nobis consequenter et deos. aut si

et ipse filius non esset, sed pater, generans de se alterum

filium, merito collatus cum patre et tantus denotatus duos

patree effecieset et ideo duos approbasset et deos. si
A

invisibilis fuisset , cum invisibili collatus, par expressus

duos invisibiles ostendisset et ideo duos comprobasset et deos,

si incomprehensibilia, si et cetera, quaecumque sunt patris,

merito, dicimus, duorum deorura, quara isti conflngunt,
•f

controversiam suscitasset.

^si invisibilis fuisset- Pausset (op.cit., p.119-

note ^6) remarks that "the omission of the sentences si

invisibilis fuisset down to nec Innatus est» was evidently due

to theological considerations," Paraelius added these

sentences to the text. The earlier editions had instead:

Christus autem non innatus est.
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XXXI#188# For if He had not been born, as unborn He would be

comparable with Him who is unborn; both would then be shown to

be equals, and so He would make two unborn - and therefore two

Qods. If He had not been begotten, He would have been ranked

with Him who is not begotten, and being found equals in that

they were not begotten, consequently they would make two Gods,

and so Christ would have given two Gods. If He were without

origin like the Father, and were found to be the beginning of

all things like the Father, then this would have made two

beginnings, and consequently would have shown to us two Gods

also. Or if He were not the Son, but the Father, begetting

another Son from Himself, He would be consequently ranked with

the Father; and thus designated as great as He - in which ease

He would make two Fathers, and therefore would support the

existence of two Gods. If He had been invisible, He would have

ranked with Him who is invisible, and so He would have shown

the existence of two Invisibles, and thus proving that there

are two Gods. If He were incomprehensible, and if He possessed

all the other attributes of the Father^^, then we may rightly

say that there are two Gods, as this party in the controversy

would have it.

He possessed all the other attributes of the

Father- This resort to subordinationism to escape ditheism is to

be considered in the light of the fact that this discussion is

in relationship to the "economy"; of other statements that



^2 $

teach Christ's equality to the Father in His essential Being, and

of the fact that outward divergencies in the Self-revelation of

the Persons of the Godhead are seen as being indicative of

their peculiar and proper modes of existence in one antecedent

Being (See note XII.65).



(fft £3
XXXI, 169, Hunc £.utern, quicqued est, non ex se est, quia nee

innatue est, eed ex patre est, quia genitus est, sive dun

verbum est, eive dum virtus est, sive <3uxn sapientia est, sive

dura lux est, sive dum fillus est, et qui equid horum est, dura

non aliunde est quern, slcut diximus iam superius, ex patre,

patri suo originem suarn debens, discordiam divlaitatis de

nuinero duorum deorum faeere non potuit, qui ex illo, qui est

unus deus, originem nascendo contraxit, quo genere, dum et
e:

unigenitus est et primogenitus ex illo est, qui, quia originem
J e.

non habet, unus est omnium rerum et principiuro et caput, unura
fi

deum asseruit, quem non sub ullo principlo aut initio, sed

initium potius et principium rerum omnium comprobavit.



£3o

XSXX»139» Wow then whatever He ie, He la not of Himself} for

He Is not unborn but of the Father, because He is begotten. For

whether Ke is word, whether He Is power, whether He is wisdom,

whether He is light, whether He is Son - whatever He is of these,

He comes from no other source, as we have said earlier, than the

Father. Since He owes His origin to the Father, He could not

cause a division in the Divinity by making two Gods; for He

derived His beginning by being born of Him who is one God. In

this state of existence, since Ha is both only-begotten and

first-begotten of Him who has no origin, He alone is the

beginning and head of all things. Therefore He declared that

God is one, whom He has proven not to b© limited to any origin

or beginning but rather to be the beginning and origin of all

things.



c?l

XXXI.190. Idem est denlque, quod nihil ex arbitrio suo gerlt

nec ex consili© 3uo faclt nec a se venit, eed iiriperilB

paternis omnibus et praeceptis oboedlt, ut quamvis probei ilium

natiritas fIlium, tamen morigera oboedicntia aneerat ilium

paternae voluntatis, ex quo est, ralnistrum. its dum se patri

in omnibus obtemperantem reddit, quamvis sit et deus, unum

tamen deum patrera de oboedientia sua ostendlt, ex quo et
L

orlginem trax.it; et ideo duos facsre non potuit, quia nee dims
a.

©rigines fecit, qui ex eo, qui origlnem non habet, principiura

nativltatis ante omne tempus accepit. nam cum id sit principium
ceteris, quod innatum est - quod deus solus pater est, qui extra

originem est, qui ex quo hie est, qui not us est-dum, qui ex

ill© nasictur, merito ex eo venit, qui originexn non habet,

princlpium probans illud esse, ex quo ipse est, etiaras! deus

est, qui natus est, unum taraen deurn ostendit, quern hie, qui
P

natue est, esse sine origine ooraprobavit.



XXXI.190* In the same way, the Son does nothing of His own

will, and makes nothing of His own counsel, and comes not from

Himself, but obeys every command and precept of His Father,

Although His birth proves Him to be a son, yet obedience even

to death declares Him to be the minister of the will of His

Father, from whom He is. Thus while He renders submission to

the Father in all things, though He is God as well as minister,

yet by His obedience He shows that the Father from whom He

derived His origin, is one God, And therefore it was not

possible for Him to make two Gods, since He did not make two

origins - seeing that from Him who has no beginning He received

the beginning of His birth before all time. That which is

unborn is the source of being to all else - which God the

Father alone is, being beyond origin, of whom is He who is born.

Now as He who is born is of Him, consequently He comes from Him

who has no origin, which proves Him to be the beginning of whom

He Himself is, though He who has been born is God; yet he shows

that God is one, since He who has been born has proven that He

is without origin.



XXXI.191. Est ergo deus, sed In hoc Ipsura genitus, ut esset

deus. est et dominus, sed In hoc ipsurn natus ex patre, ut

esset dominue. est et angelus, sed ad annuntiandura magnum del
a

consilium ex patre suo angelus destinatus. cuius sic
L

divinitas traditur, ut non aut dissonantia aut inequalltate

divinitntia duos deos reddidisse videatur. suhiectis enim ei
c

quasi i'ilio omnibus rebus a patre, dum ipse cum his, quae ille
J

subiecta sunt, patri suo sublcitur, patris quidem sui filius

probatur, ceterorum autera et dorainus et deus esse reperitur.



est-

XXXI,191# He is therefore God, but begotten with the purpose

that He be God^^. He is also Lord, but born of the Father to

be Lord# He is also angel, but He was destined of the Father

as an angel to announce the great counsel of God# In this way

His divinity is passed on to Him, so that He cannot appear to

have made two Gods through disharmony or inequality^. For

the subjection of all things to Him as Son by the Father, while

He Himself together with those things which are subjected to

Him, is subjected to His Father; which proves Him to be Son of

His Father, but He is found to be both Lord and God of all else.

^"begotten. ..to be GodM~ Harnack (Lehrbueh der

Dogmengeschichte. Vol#I,p#633»n#2,l) held that Novatian was the

same as Tertullian on the temporal generation of the Word#

Tertullian held that the filiation of the word was perfect only

at creation (Prx.7* Tunc igitur etiam ipse..#de quo procedendo

filius factus est.#.and Adv.Herm.3? Et pater deus est et iudex

deus est##.et quia patrem fieum faceret). But Novatian here

distinguishes between the temporality of incarnation and the

eternity of generation. He seems to have held (contrary to

Tertullian, Hippolytus, and Qrigen) that the filiation of the

Word proceeded creation, outside of time. This is a definite

advance in theology.

(2'HHis divinity is passed on to HimM~ d'Ales sees

this sentence as the solution for the apparently Irreconcilable

subordinationist distinction that Novatian draws between the



£"

invisibility (etc,) of Father# and visibility of Son; "II faut

reconnaitre qu'il poscede la divirdte, sur vtn pied d 'eg©lite avec

le Pere#.,ai le Pere est dit invisible et le Fils visible#

l'antitheae ne doit pas s*entendre de la divinite# selon

laquelle tous deux sont egalexcent invisibles. Bile dolt

s'eteadre au regard de la creation, qui ioanifeste la divers!le

dee attrabuts, II n'appartient ciu'au Fils de se rendre visible

pour reveler le Pere, Cette observation donne la clef d'autrea

antitheses#"
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XXXI *192n Ex quo, dura huic, qui est deus omnia substrata

traduntur et cunctu sibi aubiecte. fllius accepts refert patri
. <sc

<(_ et / totam dlvinitatis axictoritatem rursus patri remittit,
^ 1

uaus deus ootenditur verus et aeternua, pater , a quo solo haec

vis divinitatia emisaa* atiam in filium tradita et directs,

rursum per substantias coramunionem ad patrem revolvitur. deus

quldem ostenditur filius, cui divinita® tradita et porrecta

cons|3icitur, et tamen nlhilomiims unus deus pater probatur, dum

gradatim reciproco raeatu ilia inaiestas atque divinitas ad patrem,

qui dederat earn, rursum ab illo ipso filio raisea revertitur et

retorquetur, ut raerito deua pater omnium deus sit et principium
c J

ipsius quoque filii sui, quern dominura genuit, filius autem

ceterorura omnium deui" sit, quoniam omnibus ilium deus pater

praeposuit, quern genuit.

^Soheidweiller (op.eit., p.71) appears correct in

changing the punctuation as followed by Jackson and Pausset, as

follows: unus deue ostenditur veru3 et aeternus, pater (against

Jackson: unus deus ostenditur verus et aeternus pater,).

Scheidweiller denies the translation of Jos. Barbel (Ohristos

Angelos. Bonn, 1<&19 p.93-note 190)- which follows Jackson, and

comments: "Als einem Gott erzeigt sich der wahre und ewlge

Vater." Kein, es muss nach aeternus interpungiert werden und
u

zwar mit einera Boppelpunkt. Das Pater ist erklarender zu satz:

"Es erweist sich, dass es nur einen einzigen wahren und ewigen



Oott glbt* nahmltoh den Vator!" (Aa a second reason, he says

his punctuation gives a good metrical ending)-''Bel verus at* w WMMM MMMMMMM MMi

aeternus huh an. wir es nun auch mit einer Klausel au tun (1

(And 1/is found in. £g Trn.33 times).
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XXXI,192# Hence while all things put under Him are delivered

to Him who is God, and all things are subjected to Him, the Son

refers all that He has received to the Father, remits again to

the Father the whole authority of His divinity. The true and

eternal Father is manifested as the one God, from whom alone

this power of divinity is sent forth, and also given and directed

upon the Son, and is again returned by the communion of

substance to the Father, The Son is shown indeed to be God,

since divinity is delivered and granted to Him. Nonetheless the

Father is proved to be One God, while by degrees in reciprocal

transfer that majesty and divinity are gain returned and

reflected as sent by the Son Himself back to the Father^1^ who

gave them. So consequently God the Father is the God of all, and

the source also of His Son Himself, whom He begot as Lord,

Furthermore the Son is God of all else, because God the Father

put Him whom He begot as head of all things.

^'"In reciprocal transfer.».back to the Father"?

Harnack (loc.cit,, note 2,3) accuses Ifovatian (as well as

Tertullian) of teaching the heresy - supposedly held by Marcellus

of Ancyra « that the Son wotild finally be "reabsorbed" into the
%

Father, Fausset and d'Ales both show that this is surely not

the ease. In the first place, as they observe, Novatlan is

using these verbs (rcmittlt, revolvitur, vert itup, reto.rquet.ur)
in the present - not in the future* Thus the son's return to

the Father is not a future mingling and annihilation, but a
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continually present reality - i.e. His mode of subsistence in

the essential inner life of the Trinity (see Fausset, op.cit..

p.122, note 12; d'Ales, Novt.. p.130). Novatian bases this

analogy clearly on I Cor,15ff%0&## and for that reason it is not

necessary to think that he is particularly influenced by the

Stoic cosmic cycle theory (soe Spanneut, op.cit„, p.302, 303)•
His idea however is not entirely without earlier intimations.

Tertullian was the first * it appears, to give an explanation of

I Cor.l5i2h-28 (Prx.h)- but hie interpretation is different from

that of Ifovatian (thus he is not the souree - at least In his

extant works-of Novatia^s exegesis). In other places though

Novatian couid have found some parallels (even if they are

considerably less clear than his own statement) to his

explanation of this inner movement of the life of God. One

could mention Athenagorasr £eg.x; xxivj Justin, Dial.cxx.viii.3r
and perhaps Irenaeus, Demon.5 and 7 (on the movement-Father,

Christ, Spirit). E. Evans sees this "doctrine of reciprocity"

as a step forward in explaining the essential unity of the

Trinity, and an intimation of the Cappodocian doctrine of

-Keptx&f-pcric (op.cit* * P• 9) •



CH-D

XXXI.193# Ita mediator del et hominum Chrlstus lesus, omnia

creaturae subiectam sibi habens a patre proprio potestatem, qua

deus est, cum tota creatura subdlta sibi coneors patri auo deo
&-

inventus, irnuro et solum et verura deum patrem suum, manente in
•l

illo, quod etiam auditus est, breviter approbavit .

A

There are textual difficulties particularly in this

final section, and indeed throughout ch.XXX and XXI. While one

would not wish to go so far as Ganezyniec does (in BOS 32.2i4.6j

"• ••et opere finito duo capita adversus earn subiunglt, quae vix

cum ipso opere cohaerere videntur"), it is evident that some

words or phrases must be missing from the text, while perhaps

others have been moved about (see critical apparatus).

Concerning the last line, Fausset quote Paraelius: MLocura aliis

caatiganduni relinqulmus." Fausset may be right in seeing &

reference in the words "quod etiam auditus est" to Heb.5:7»

D*Ales doubts this, because it would require the illo to refer

to the Son. "Tout considered 3'inclineraie plutot a le
\ \ / \ \

rapporter au Pere, et a retrouver la une idee familiere a

Novatien. cells du Pere se manifestant par le Fils, selon Heb.

1,2~locutus est nobis (deus) in flllo. Pour la construction,

rapprocherais 27, p.98,1 (i.e. Fausset ed.)-manente tarnen
A

distinctione, ut nam sit pater ille qui fAlius. Mais peutetre

on aimera raieuX tenir le texte pour desespere" (Novt., p.126,

note 1). There may also be a reference to the position of the

Son under the Father in the work of Lordship over creation (as



in Hippolytus, C. Noet#6#9)# In that case, Weyer (op.oit##

p»2G7, note 112) suggests an altering of anditus to subditus

(though he holds this as unlikely)# Or there may he a reference
to Christ as mediator between Ood and man from I Tim#



XXXI»193» Accordingly the Mediator between Qod and man, Christ

Jesus, who has power over every creature, which has been

subjected to Him as God by His own Father; together with every

creature thus subjected to Him, found in harmony with His

Father God, has briefly proved God His Father to be the one and

only and true God, by abiding in that condition in which "He

was heard*M
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1.1. Sequor divi3iones paragraphorum quA far Weyer facta sunt.

& 0
2. mensurnis Pam mcnstruis Gel om. 3 radios...lucis) variis radiis

fulgoribusque micantis lucis noctem B
a b

3. etiaia om. W post...oculorum) postea ut ipsi3 quoque delicias pro-

curaret oculis B

4. afingit F

5. Scui W

aquem) quae W J F ^in om, F °doceretur Lat J F ^et ut W J

®mortalitas Pam J F
q. be

7 7. dsus add. W J terram B W redemptionis W vel re3urrectionis vel

revelationis J ^arcetur) ft caetera B eicitur Wo
& be

9. namque Pam Lat J F neque om. B W infra Wo J F

11. ainfra Wo J F Dr
& b

12. dum add. B dum om. W

13. "sermonis om. F ^ne) quia B Cpoterit B Gel oportet add. B
e £ &
edici Lat Pam £ F ne dici Wo quia B &oportet add. B et om. B

^"posset B ^autem B ^illi B

14. anec B W J F

15. ahebescit B Lat Pam W J F
& b c d

16. quod W viriosior J virilior F melior B Gel W Wey omnia W <J
e
deum W id deu3 esse quoddam eiu3modi esse B id C3t deus quod est huiusmodi

Wo gest enim) et enim B

17. aet add. W F
si be

18. quern Lat J F nostram W quasi B
p b c q

19. 'timidos B putaremu3 Wo J F agnoseerem B auditorem B
auctorem Wo

q. b
20. recedunt B videntur B

21. anam ft si B
3. b c ci

22. facessit F vendicat B Gel recessisse Lat W J esse B

24. aesse add, J manet B Pam F Dr
3 b

25. habet Lat Pam F Dr ita fit ut parem non habeat B deus, quicquid
c d e

enira esse W deu3 enim, quicquid lun J desinet B W erat add. B id W
26. aaut add. B ^aut Wo
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27 ^
perplexo...producto W J F Dr perplexa.,.producta B Gel Pam Wey

28. "'legimus W J F legitimas B C-el C Dr
fl.

30. quandoquidem B Gel Pam W J Dr

31. ahos B sed om. W J F
& b c

32. imputeritur Gel tabernaculum.. .intra om, B clusus om. W

^angusti B

33. aeum add. W

34. aomne3 F ^omnia Pam J F Dr °robor B
a b

35. nec auribus...voluntates om. W sine om. W

36. aecce B ^recident F Cquam W sed hanc J ^illum J Ce3t add. B

37. aputo B Gel Pam Dr ^facien3 W J F Dr Csic om. W

38. adeficit W F

39. arefector Pam Lat J F Wey refertor B Gel W ^et creator om, F

recreator W J
a b

40. quoque J continentur W

41. asubolem F Wey

42. adversi3 Wo

43. &non providentia F ^sigillatim B Gel W Csinit B Gel W ^ipsa W
© £ ft hadulescentiura F captivorum sarabala W 5omnia orn. B Gel ad cuius B

A4. &chcrubin B Gel W Dr '"'ortus B Gel Pam J artus W F Wey Dr

Cignem B ^sed) si La.t elucent Lat luce vigent W *ministraret W J F Dr
si b

45. tanto om. Pam numerus infinitus et immensus B innumerus infinit-

iuus Gel et reliqua B Pam (suppl. Weyer Rom.11:34-36)
51 b c

47. hunc om. F repositum W prophetam W F
<3l

48. principium F
3. b c d

49. aut quia quod B dixit Pam W J "loca B ipsis haereticis, sed et j
omnibus W et om. B

51. ate add. W ^patre B °non om.B
3, b

52. circumferres B alter W

53. &in om. B Denim add. Wo <J F Cne non) neque Lat neque enim
^induit F 6ne qra. F *nostro Pam J F no3trae J ^illum B ^fabularium Iun
fabulare W

$4. ain add. B ^quia W
51 b

55. qua F Wey Dr quia B Gel Pam W mortal.is dissolutions, peccati B

56. aobloquendi W bet add. J F
cl b

57. antequam nihil 3 praeter patrem om. B
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3L bed

58. fragilitas B ab B Gel Dr invenitur B suscepta W

59. aquoraodo B ne si) nisi B Cest add, B eadem...credendum) &
c f &

scriptura deum B quod B sic add. B W F &periclitatur B
3 b

60. hominem et hominis filium W J ita dominus David) non 8 Wo

Cqua deus nuncupatus est) qua deus, hie qua deus, non qua homo, filius dei

nuncupatus est Wo detiam Iun J item W F edominus est B

61. acreditur F
3. b c d ©

62. eo Wo se om. J ilium om. B esse B Pam W Dr esse B Pam W Dr

^quara B Pam W ®eam add. Gel F
si b

63. quod cum Esaias dicat B Christus W
o. b c d

64. adventum B confiteantur W J F dominum B Gel quia Pam C quasi
® f £

Jg Gel si qua filium cur dei filium om. B Gel veritatis B W Sesse W
h x
domine B noluerunt B

ci b
65. Abacuc B Pam W Dr plangam B

a b
67. plenum B W F qua Lat

si b c
68. ipse W et add. B comprobatur W

si b
69. inquit om. J non aut ab B aut per hominem om. Gel

be
70. deut om. J quod 3 quoniam per ipsum omnia B

si b
71. non J sunt W nec deum tantummodo, qui ante omnia est, sed et hom-

inem, cum caro factus sit add. F post enim add. Wcy. et deum esse neges, cum

per ipsum facta sint omnia quern sequor

72. aanimadverterit B
si b c d

73. tantummodo F non om, B quomodo de caelo venit et quae W audit
B £ajr. Gel C Dr audiit F
74. aindicetur B

3. b
78. scilicet J caelo Wey ;

si b
79. si B Gel suppl. Pam J F Wey veniam) venerim Pam et)aut Pam
Q
solam om, B Gel solum W

81. asit Pam C Wey

82. are F
cL b

83. est add. Pam. deus est add. J F Wey
3. b

84. per divinitatera praestat immortalitatem W immortalitatern per divi-
nitatem W immortalitatem W

85. aquisquam J ^illud W Cipsum B Gel W F digitur om. F
el b

86. agnoscb meas Wo agnosco eas J possit W F

87. add. J bChristus J F Cgestiissent F ddei add. W J F

#blasphemat B *dei add. W J F
88. adepositione M bse velit K se vellet J. cquia add. B. dspectat .W



J edicendo) ease in quo B

89. avivit Lat W J ^Chri3to B cest add. B W
& b

90. paraclitum F Wcy sed si a Christo accepit, quae nuntiet, non est
homo tantum Christus, a quo accep.it paraclitus deus non minor, quoniam nec par-

aclitus a Christo acciperet, nisi deus Christus esset: Christus ergo se deum
esse hoc ipso probat, quod ab eo accepit paraclitus, quae nuntiat, ut testimon¬
ium Christi divinitatis grande sit, dura ab illo paraclitus sumit B Chri3to F

91. aquod B ^se add. W Cse add. W J
A b c

92. deum B W 3e add. W esse add. J

93. ahabuit W
a b c d

94. etiara J intelligitur B Gel W cum et apui B gloriara W J F

edeprehendetur J F ^"asseratur Wey non ora. C ^tolli) in praede3tinatione
tantum dici B Gel W C

95.
& be
dicamus B Gel C provocentur W et add. J

96. per...filium om. Wcy

9S.
a b c
considerate W J clauditur B Gel G W J ipse omnia F

99. apraecipit F ^erat W

100, aatquin idem) ad quid autem B ^3i pm. 3 Cpossit W J F
102.

a b
ergo mala ratio B deus pm. B Gel

103.
a b c ci 6
sua B interrogavit B accepit B porrexit B scripturae B

fqua W F ^patri subditus et om. B Gel W

104.
a b
hie pm. B Gel W etiam ilium Pam J

105.
si b c
deum 3 copia lactis ipsis vel ipsis copiam lactis J et add. W

propria reddatur) competat B eproprie B qui et) quia B ^est add. B
credatur w

106. adeus B Gel ^deus B Gel W Cquia W ^hospitibus B Gel C "et acceptus
om. J deu3 B Gel W gfilius J

107.
a j-J c
et deus om. B audisset infantis Wo F audivit pm, B deum W

'coelo B ^vendicat B Gel Pam ^deus add. B Gel C ^aperiat B ^qui add. W
vocans angelus est J °positus J

108. ased B Gel et pm. B Gel W
109. &erexisti B Gel W

110. aitaque B Gel ^quippe F Cad B ^cum B
. 1

111.
cL u C Ci C
testatur B quia) qua lun voventi B esse B 3ub3tracta B

112.
a b
suppl. J eius et emarcuit latituduo femoris post ftmori3 etiam W

J Cut add.. W J F
113.

a b
fortis F quia lam lucifer oritur om. W
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114. &vincen3 W vincebat W Gvisionis add. W J F ^si F Wey sic B Gel C

edubitavit B

115. &et add. W J F hos add, Pam C Wey

116. aalterura deura add, W bex quo) eo quod W Cponeret W ^futurae W

Ceum...fuisse om. B *in) et Gel Pam 'ex.. .benedictione J

117. aat B Gel W J ^contendere Wo J °in add. Iun ^subditi (vel sub-
iecti) add. J F dicuntur dii, iure et deus Christus. dicunt enim quod quivis B
dicuntur dii, iure et deus Christus. et 3i Pam W J proferetur Pam est add.

cr ]"}
if quivis subiectu3 J 6itaque J dicetur J

& ID C
IIS. deus om. J in synagoga add. W reperitur W J
119. aac) at W F

120. aitem J bmali B

121. ain alio F Wey brecipiendi W J
a be

122. accepit £ qua Iun comprobatur B Gel W
3t b c

123. omni B Gel C dura B Gel C; del. Dr secundum F ornnem -om. F
d &
deus add. J humanitatis lun W

124. acarnem W bex resurrectione Lat in resurrection® J resurrectionem B

Gel C deus, qui est indutus atque etiam exutus, sit oportet, propterea quod is
d q 'P

W J, propterea om, W quod add. F Wey Dr homine F Wey homo B Gel C ' quaedam
W J ^contexione B

125. ^in om. B Gel W buvae om. B Gel °amictus ipse B Gel W ^quis W J F
3 f

Wev quisquis B Gel C Dr amictus W qui Iun W J F insanguine lun uvae sang¬

uine W F ^et om. W babluit W ^amictus B Gel W qui add. Wey ^sic ut B Gel F

,:'monstratur lun W J

126. ailli ora. B Gel

127. asin Gel bin om. B °"actus est angelus? F din add. W Cesset B
& b c

12B. quandam divinitatem om. W ex substantia J et om. W J F

^suscipere 3

129. ahumanae W J bnon exinanitur om. B Cat B Gel W ^quomodo)non
^ £ £

deitat-em caelendo B autem add. B exserens Lat ^exinanivit Pam

130. omns J ut nomen illud, quod est super omne nomen, sit eius, qui
be d

3uper omnia est dei F deus J et om, F omnes B flecterent B
R b c d

131. et dum) duffi et B dum F nativitate tf J se Pam F sui currere

Lat sui decurrere Iun succedere vel sui cedere J
R b e d

132. adversariis B etiam ut Veritas B esse B Pam esse et F et add.

B "eura add. W ~«3t add. W J ^putarint B W F bergo oras B Gel "*"sit hie B

r



1 k^etiam J confitentes F confiteri B Gel £ movit quosdam effrenatius et effus-
ius in Christo divinitatem confiteri, ut putarent J

£
134. haberet J

& b c
135. nec W comprobatur W ipse F

a b c
136. dei om. Gel scriptura pm. B hominera sed deum B Gel Pam
137. asic e3set) dixisset W

& b c d
138. nascitur W sed...loco om. B Gel in om. W sociatum W ut...

Q
faciat Wo J at W et vel et ut J

ci b c d
139. collocaret W F eundem om. B Gel et hominis om. W denunciare B
e f
sibi filius dei vel filius dei sibi J nativitate W J F

140. &urgens J ^dei om. B Gel W Chominem J ^ex utroque connexum pm. F
0
ex utroque contextum om. W J

1/(2. °ut add. W J ^ex sese facile om. W

143. aqui...anima pm. B Gel ^patiatur F Ctimueris JB ^cum scilicet W J_
0 f ? h i i

2HP Z immortalis J °posset Wcy credulitas B item F Dr eadem B W Jin
illo Lat in lico (illico) J

ci bed©
144. mors quoque in B solvit F Christum F se pm. Wey exerere Lat
W

146'. adeus B Gel ^dicatur add. J Ctu pm. B Gel W ^desideratus scriba om.

B Gel dixit Pam C dieit B Gel W haec dieit dominus pm. B Gel &quoniam om.

Z Gel W ^conlocutum B Gel Pam *et add. J ^dexteram B Gel W F
147. anon pm. F ^ne si)nisi 3 Calteri...dicatur om. B ^Christus om.W
edicetur W

148. aaeque illos 3 \eo et Pater Gel Pam unum B Catqui 3 W ^discre-
Q

vit atque distinxit B quia W
^ be

149. edicitur Inn nec)non J exprimitur W J 1
150. a«go add. W J F ^essentiam B Cpertinet Lat Pam W J ^per essentiam'
concordiam B Cille W

sl be
151. et add. B W et 3 quantum vero ad concordiam in una fide et sent-

entiam pertinet Lat ^sunt B 83patio 3 ^ips.i 3 Gel
£L b c

152. blasphemat B Gel C dixit filius. est B non pater suppi. W J F
d C

Wey et nunc Pam C Dr hoc,..probat om. B Gel

153» Per om. B

154. ablaspheraat B Gel ^sic B Cfilius B

155. aproprio J F ^illud J °enim) item vel autem J ^is B eesset B

156. asunt om. F ^sunt J F Cvobis B Gel C Dr ^accessit G Wey Cpro~
£ p Yi

phetissam B W F prophetin Iun et dicebat B r:,suum B Christus pm. Wey
vocatur W J F vocabitur B Gel Pam

di b C
157. praevidens J et add. J ut add. B :?K
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158. adiliget C W bsubdit J
3 b

159. promit W J si,..caritate om. 3 Gel
3 b c

160. aeque ac B in om. F imaginem B crescere om. B et crescere om.
d c f

Gel haec W condiderit J habet B
161. a& suam B bcorde om. F

3 b c
162. sint, & iam B sufficiat add. B quasi add. Wo quibusdam effossis

if effusis B offu3is Wo

163.
164.

165.
166.

167.

168.

B °requiescat W aeum) spiritus dei add. «J 'implebit W 1aeque B

169. aqui) vel quo vel facit...efficit J bdonum B °agens in nobis) agit
d c

in nobis ut J producit W aeterna divinitate W

170. acompr.imit Wey ex Greg.Tract.Orig.XX repellit B Gel C bfugat W

refugit Greg.Tract.

171. aitem B Gel W Dr bde) et B
3

172. castitatis W constantiam signatae carnis includit Greg.Tract.

bquoque corrigit B Gel C_ improbos quosque conprimit Greg.Tract.
173.

175.

176.
177.

samus Wo

178.

179.

180.

181.

neque illi W *est J "offici) non ideo effici B J"ab...ci) quia unus 3it deu3

per hoc B ei quod unus est deus per hoc W
183. ain Gel

184. aautem J

185. &quin B Gel W J bquadara ratione add. B Gel Pam W Cquodamjnodo add. B
d g £

Gel Pam W aliquo pacto add. B Gel Pam W simul.. .nascitur om. B Gel W qua

Iun vicinu3 'vox corrupta1(Pam) divinus 'vir doctus1 (dieit J)

3 be
et add. J i3te B meos add. F

3 b c
hie B paraclitum F Wey qui .3
adividitur B Gel W baliter B °dat et commoaat B Gel

adhibitus Wey per) po3t Lat J spiritus B Gel W

adividit J
3 b
admissus B Gel W illo...operum) illorum donorum aono atque opere

3 b c
et de filio om. W propansiore tJ perpensiore Wey promitur W

adeu3 Christus, Christus B Gel W besse om. B Gel Cet J dat J

aego add. J bquia unus B
3. b c d
si B W 3ciat in scripturis Wo nec B scilicet Lat fideles

'esse add. W *deus B Gel C W %eus benedictu3 B W F
3 be
dispositione J credetur J quia B Gel W
ailium aut J
3 bed c
est add. W J F attamen W F i3to3 J dictus om. Gel iisdsm W

aat B Gel W J_ beffici B °ei orn. B did B W ®ei on. B fneque B
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186, processit...fuit (vide Dr £.75.* adn.24) per dittographiam repstita

om. F; retinet Wey et cum pairs B
187# ssd post patrera om. B Gel W

£L b c d ©
188. non on. B Gel est W J ostensi B Gel est W J genitos Wo J
f
si invisibilis fuisset...suscitasset om. B Gel W

189. Snunc autem...ex se est om. B Gel W bquia nec) Christus autem non
c d ©

B Gel W qui Pam W J quia Gel qui quia B unum W idcirco om. Wey idcirco
unum deum asseruit om. J ' opportet asserere B 6potius ora. Gel

& be
190. idem e3t denique quod Gel F Wey deos add. W deo quia originem B
d 6 f
est quod om. B Gel merito ex eo venit om. W comprobabit B

3. b
191. ex) a <J aut et_ aut inaequalitate om, B Gel W aequalitate J
c d
quasi)qua J dura ipse cum his...subicitur ora. B Gel

cl b
192. et (vel totamque) add. Wey quern sequor patri Pam illi B Gel W

c d e
unde ora. Para J F Wey ipsius quoque om. B Gel deum W dominus Lat

193. amanente...e3t) manentem in se quod audivit ab illo 13 manentem in
illo quod etiam auditus est W raaneno et in illo, cui etiam subditus est J_



The "Rule of Truth"

1, Its origin in the baptismal formula.

2. Its development as witnessed to by the early Fathers.

3« A summary of its theological significance.

Stoic Logic and Epistemology

1. Influence of Stoicism in general upon the Early Church.

2. Historical background of Stoicism.

3. The basic doctrines of Stoicism.

a. Cosmology

b. Ethics

c» Logic

1. Its basis

2. Its development towards increasing realism.

3. The framework it makes available for logic and epistemology.

Stoicism and the "Rule of Truth" in Novatian's Dg, Trlnltate
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Novatiani-DK TRIKITATS LIBEK

I*1« Regula exigit verltatis, ut primo omnium credamus in Deum

Patrem et Domlnum Gmnipotentem, id est rerum omnium perfectiss-

imura conditorem,,,

Novatian begins Ms work with the verltatls.To under¬

stand its place and significance in the theology of Novatian, a

brief survey of its source and historical development is necessary.

The rerula veritatis is witnessed to by the early fathers of the

Church, and ultimately stems from God's self revelation as it is

attested in Scripture, In both the New Testament and in the Fathers

the regula is intimately connected with baptism. It is essentially

the threefold formula which comes directly from the command of

Christ in patt,28:19 "Go ye, therefore, and teach all notions,

baptising them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost,.." This Trinitarian concept is an integral part of

the entire structure of the New Testament revelation.

While the Trinitarian Name is given explicitly only at the

end of the Gospel of Matthew, and also of Luke—2dikSl yet the con¬

cept is implicit at the beginning of all four Gospels in the bap¬

tism of Jesus. As Saint Augustine pointed out, at the Jordan Fiver

one will find the Trinity; for there the Father speaks, the holy
•1

Ghost is seen, and the Son is baptised. So from the very begin¬

ning of the New Testament the revelation of the Triune God is

connected to baptism.

A

Augustine, On the Gospel of Saint John. VI.6.
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Baptism in the New Testament signifies death to sin, self,

and separation from God, and new humanity of Jesus Christ, the

Son of God# The name and nature of God are repealed in this

transaction Because it is specifically into tae family and life

of tiie Triune God that one is passing# The name and nature of God

are revealed as man is saeramenfllly incorporated into the people

of God#

Behind this symbolic New. Testament action and. appellation

lies the whole Old Testament economy in which God reveals His

name and nature to a people whom He "calls out" in order that they

may experience and express through their corporate existence the

very nature of this self-revealing Godj and in so doing, to glori¬

fy His name before all creation, God reveals His name when He

makes His unilateral covenants of Fatherly mercy and loving kind¬

ness with Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, As prologue to the

great redemptive event of the Exodus from bondage and death in

Egypt to freedom and life in Canaan, God reveals Hie name(and

through His name, iiis nature as the "Self existent One") to Moses,

vicarious representative and leader of God's people. When on

Sinai God reveals in accordance with His own nature bis will for^
the life of His people in tire Ten Commandments, as foreword and

basis for the la?/, God names Hie name: "I am the LORD#?

The essence of the law is contained in the "credo", wnich

the faithful Israelite from the Old Testament age to tin time of



Christ, to this day, knows "by heart: "Hear 0 Israel: the Lord

our God is one Lord# And thou ahaIt love the Lord thy God with

all thine heart and with all thy soul, and with all thy mi^ht"

(cf.Deut.6jJ4,5; 11:3-21; Num.13:37-41; Lev.l9:l8j Mett, 22:34-40;

Mk, 12:28-34). There as elsewhere the name of God stands as the

prologue and "basis of the revelation of His will for the life

of His people.

The revelation of God's name (and through His name Bis nat¬

ure) as the foundation of the redemption and constitution of His

people is therefore a powerful Old Testament concept that lies

behind the invocation of the Triune God in Christian Baptism.

Acts 2:42, shows that at the centre of the worship of the early

church was "continuance in the apostle's doctrine, fellowship,

breaking of bread, and prayers". Acts. 2:39, shows that baptism

was the entrance into that community's corporate life. In obed¬

ience to the command of Matt.28:19, the ceremony of baptism is

made in the name of the Triune God. This baptismal formula came

to symbolize the heart of God's redemptive revelation of Himself

to mankind, in the thinking of the church. The ground and centre

of the church's faith was therefore seen to rest in what God is

in Himself, and in His r velation as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

In this Peality, was grounded not merely baptism, but the whole

life and belief of the reconstituted people of God.

The baptismal formula became the symbol and safeguard of the

church's faith. This was a natural development because converts
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(most of whom were coming from heathendom), who were to be admit¬

ted to the church through baptism into the name of the Trinity,

were asked if in fact they believed in the Persons signified by

the names# From subapostolic days onward, a brief summary state¬

ment of the redemptive work of each of the Three Persons began to

be attached to confession of the name. This was already so around
2

the year A.D.130, at the baptism of Justin Martyr In Ephesua".

This baptismal "question and answer" is the source of what be¬

came known in the Western Church as the "Apostle's Creed" early

in the second century#

This threefold formula was useful not only as a symbol for

entrance into the household of faith, but it also served as a

safeguard for true belief against the attacks of the heretics from

within and without the church, as well as against the polemic of

the Jewish community# It is particularly in this regard that we

so often find reference to the re tot la veritatls in the writings

of the early fathers.

From the subapostolic age down to the Council of liicea the

"rule of truth" is always expounded by the fathers as a witness

to God's revelation of Iiimself as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in

Eis creative, redeeming activity# In the writings of the fathers,

this reuula usually involves three basic elements: (1) a brief

historical exposition of the self-revelation of the Persons and

activity of the Triune God; (2) the apostolic, scriptural basis

^Ganday, "Recent Research on the Origin of the Creed," Journal of
Theological Studies. Vol.1, 1899, p.9.
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of this tradition; (3) the ecclesiastical unity that this belief

produces and maintains.

Saint Ireriaeus of Lyons gives a rather full discussion of

these three points, as he expounds the reaula in \dversuo haer-

eoes. e.180? "The church, though dispersed throughout the whole

world, even to the ends of the earth, has received from the apost¬

les and their disciples thi3 faith? in One God, the Father Almighty,

Maker of heaven and earth, and the sea and all things that are in

themj and in One Christ .Jesus, the Son of God, who became incarnate

for our salvation; and in the Holy Spirit, who proclaimed through

the prophets the dispensations of God, and the advents, and the

birth from a Virgin; and the passion and the resurrection from the

dead, and the ascension into heaven in the flesh of the beloved

Christ Jesus our Lord, and God, and Gaviour, and King, according

to the will of the invisible Father, "fivery knee should bow, of

things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth,

and that every tongue should confess to Him"; and that He should

execute ju3t judgment towards all; that lie may send "spiritual

wickedness" and the angels who transgressed and became apostates,

together with the ungodly and unrighteous.••among men, into ever¬

lasting fire; but may, in the exercise of His grace, confer immort¬

ality on the righteous, and holy...and may surround them with ever¬

lasting glory.

"As I have already observed, the church, having received this

preaching and this faith, although scattered throughout the whole
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Yrorld, yet as if occupying but one house, carefully preserves it.

She also believe3 these points just as if she had "but one soul, and

one and the seme heartj and she proclaims them and teaches them,

and hands them down v?ith perfect harmony, as if she possessed only

one mouth. For although the languages of the world are dissimilar,

yet the import of the tradition is one and the same. For the chur¬

ches which have been planted in Germany do not believe or hand

down anything different, nor do those in Spain... But as the sun,

that creature of God, is one and the same throughout the vdiole

world, 00 also the preaching of the truth shineth everywhere, and

enlightens all men that are willing to come to a knowledge of the

truth. Nor will anyone of the rulers in the churches, however

highly gifted he may be in point of eloquence, teach doctrines

different from these (for none is greater than the Master). Nor

y/ill he on the other hand, who is icient in power of express¬

ion inflict injury on the tradition. For the faith being ever one

and the same, neither does one who is able at great length to

discourse regarding it make any addition to it, nor does one who

can say but little, diminish it.""^
Some fifty years earlier than Adversus Unerases.Artstides,

a "Christian philosopher of Athens", wrote an apology to the

emperor liadrian (c.130-1u0), in which he expounds the substance

-*Irenaeus, , dversus Haereses. I#X.1,2.
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of the "rule of truth" without actually using the name* His ex¬

position seems to be an expansion of I Tim,3:16, and looks very

like a proto-form of the "Apostle's Creed", His brief explanation

of the redeeming work of Christ, involving as It does the three

Persons of the Trinity, is so close to the other fathers * expos¬

ition of the r rmla. that he must surely have had this rernula In

mind, though he does not specially call it that in this apology

to Hadrian, Perhaps this is because in this early period he is

more concerned with convincing the heathen of the goodness and

truth of Christianity, than in protecting the faith and refuting

hereties (on the basis of the remula) as had to be done in a

slightly later period* In the earlier situation it would not yet

be so imperative to specifically explain that the Veritas is a

reftula as it was in the later time. The substance however of the

remain vorltatis is clearly there.

Around the year C,150-132, Justin Martyr In his First Apology

To Antoniup Plus, in a similar manner reproduces the main substance

of the rule of truth, though this is done in a rather disjointed

way. He too does not employ the technical term "rule of truth".

The anonymous Anistle to Diognetus (perhaps c,140-180),
seems to contain a reference to the substance of the rule of truth,

particularly as regards the handing down of the tradition from the

Apostles of the Incarnation of Christ and "mystery of the Father",



The church is the guardian of the "traditlo apostolorum" (ch.XI),

These two elements of the central fact of the Godhead as being

the truth, and the task of the church to safeguard this truth are

identical with the main elements of what was soon to be known as

the "rule of truth", hence I.iop.notus contains an early (and some¬

what incomplete) form of this rule,

Theophilus of Antloch, an Eastern contemporary of Irenaeus of

Gaul, wrote Ad Autolycum around A*D,181, This work was written, he

says (in III.xxx) "That you may have a or pledge of

the truth". Grammatically the words "pledge of truth" would appear

to refer to the actual book that Theophilus has written. Even so,

this very term seems to reflect a knowledge of the concept of the

"rule of truth" which is expounded (in substance) in the book.

Though separated by a great geographical distance from Lyons'of

Gaul, this cr|p£oXov contains the same elements as the rejyula

veritulle of Irenaeus,

This "rule of truth" is also witnessed to by the pseudonony-

mous keco^nltiotis of Clament, Both the author and date of this

material are unknown. It appears to be a composite work that was

added to and. re-edited over a period of years, probably from the

early third down to the fifth century. Gome sections of the source

material, particularly concerning doctrine and morality in the

"Preaching of Peter" appear to nave been taken from antecedent

works of the late second century, or possibly earlier-though this
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is by no moans a solidly established fact. In this doctrinal

material that may be from an early source, one finds reference

in two different places to "an entire and firm rule of truth

from the Scriptures.•.handed down from the fathers#" here the

author i8 more concerned with the use of the rule than with its

content. Therefore he does not in these places specify what it

contains, but rather stresses the fact that it is to be used as

a means of e atablisuing the true sense of scripture, but since

he uses the received words "rule of truth", and since through¬

out the doctrinal sections of these "Recognitions" the Trinity

is proclaimed; one infers that he meant by rereula veritatis

what the other fathers meant by it - Father, Son, and holy Ghost

in their creating, saving activity. Since however the date of

this composite work is so uncertain, one cannot place any real

weight on it as regards the very early history of the r>nula.

In the works of Irenaeus of Lyons the rule of truth is fully

expounded and extensively quoted. Along with the Recognitions of

Clement, he sees it as useful in establishing the true meaning of

the Holy Scriptures CAdv. haer.II.xxvli). However unlike the

..ecognitlons. and most earlier works that refer to the reaula,

he gives a very complete explanation of how it was derived, what

it involves, and the results it produces when faithfully maintained#

^Recognitions of Clement. X.xlii; and li#



He clearly connects the regula to the baptismal formula,-*

Baptism, and with it the rule of truth (and the reality that

stands behind it) have come down to the church from the apostles

and tneir disciples**, and ultimately from the Lord Himself: "But

the Lord, having suffered, and bestowing the Knowledge of the
7

Father, conferred onus solvation.,,"'

The content of the regula is the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

"For to him all things are consistent: he has a full faith in one

God Almighty, of whom are all things, and in the Con of God, Jesus

Christ our Lord, by whom are all things, and in the dispensations

connected with him; by means of which the Son of God became man;
Q

and a firm belief in the Spirit of God,,," This content though

is not simply an Intellectual knowledge that there is a God who

exists in Three Persons. The heart of the content of the regula

is a witness to what this God has done. God has unilaterally re¬

vealed Himself to humanity in the Person of His Son: "But as we

follow the one ana only true God, and possess His words as the

x*ule of truth, we do all speak alike with regard to the same tiling

knowing but one God the Creator of this universe, Who sent the

prophets, Who led forth the people from the Land of Kgypt, Who

in these last times manifested His own Son, that He might put

-*Irenaeus, /.dv.IIaer.I.lx.H: Demonstration. 3»

6Adv.naer.I.x.l: III.xil.7; IV.xxxiil,8,
7
'Aqv.naer.II.xx.^. also IV.xxxv.U,

8Qp.Clt.IV.xxxlii.7: V.xx.l; Demonstration. 3;6;9b;100,



the unbelievers to confusion, and search out the fruit of unright-
q . .

eousness,"^ He 3ays in the same work (IV,xil.h): "In the first

place (we must) believe not only in the Father, but also in His

Son now revealed; for He it is who leads man into fellowship and

unity with God,"

Without humanity being brought into a living relationship

with the Son, the other Persons of the Go&head-and thus the

very reality of the re^ula verltatis - would have no meaning for

mankind? "For God is powerful in all things, having been seen

at that time indeed, prophetically through the Spirit, and seen,

too adoptively through the Son; and he shall be also seen pater¬

nally in the kingdom of Heaven; the Spirit truly preparing man in

the Son of God, and the Son leading him to the Father,,, ana for

this reason He (although) beyond comprehension and boundless,

and invisible, rendered Himself visible and comprehensible, and

within the capacity of those who believe, that He might vivify
10

those who receive and behold Him through faith,,," The reality

then to which the rule of truth witnesses - i,e, God-is made known

to humanity in the Person of the Son: "Therefore God has been

declared through the Don, who is in the Father, and has the Father

in Himself-He Who is-the Father bearing witness to the Son, and

the Son announcing the Father," ^

9 10
,4dv,Haer,« IV,xxxv,H. hdv,Haer«. IV,xx,5*

13-Gp, Git,. III,vi,2,

4



In Irenaeus and the other fathers, the true church must

ever order its faith and life by this nebula. for in the Reality

for which it stands-and nowhere else-lies salvation: "The preach¬

ing of the church is everywhere consistent,•.and that well-grounded
12

system which tends to man's salvation". In Demonstration 7,

Irenaeus connects our very regeneration to the three points of

the regula: "For this reason the "baptism of our regeneration pro¬

ceeds through the three points: Cod the Fattier bestowing on us

regeneration through His Son by the Holy Spirit,,,"

In Irenaeus, and as we shall see, in Tertullian and Hlppolytus,

other subsidiary points are connected to the re .en. la veritutls

(such as a holy life and the presence of the Holy Spirit), but

the three main elements are clearly the Trinity, Apostolicity of

the Christian tradition, and unity of the Catholic Church, These

three are briefly summarized by Irenaeus: "Since therefore the

tradition from the Apostles does thus exist in the church, and is

permanent among us, let us revert to the Scriptural proof which is

furnished by those apostles, who did also write the Gospel, in

which they recorded the doctrine regarding God; pointing out that

our Lord Jesus Christ is the truth, and that no lie is in Him,

Clement of Alexandria mentions the re/mla verltatis as test¬

imony against the Gnostic heresy with its modernity, and hence its

122a.£iIII.xxv.7, •^Adv.haer*.Ill.v.l.
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confuslon. Writing around the year 180, he says: "They (the church)

preserve the tradition of the blessed doctrine derived directly

from the Apostles".^ The church further holds to the first

article of the rule of truth which is that God is the Creator

of the world, over against the gnostical denial of Cod * s connect-

ion with creation. J

Clement with Irenaeus, sees the reimla not merely as a

naming of the Three Persons of the Godhead, but more particularly

as a witness to the way in which man is brought to the Father

through the Son: "In order that we may know the Father, we must

believe in the Son...and the knowledge of the son of the Father,

which is according to the gnostic rule-that which in reality is

gnostic-is the attainment and comprehension of the truth by the

truth." some however refuse the truth. Clement likens them to

one drugged by Circe: "So he who has spurned the ecclesiastical
17

tradition, and darted off to the opinions of heretical men." '

The successor of Clement in the catechetical school of Alex¬

andria was Origan. In his jjg, Princlulls (c.223), he gives a very

full exposition of the rule of truth, which is reminiscent of

Irenaeus in Adv.iiaer.. I.x.1,2 (previously quoted), he stresses

the same three elements of apostollcity, unity, and the reality

of the Three Persons of the Trinity in their creative, redemptive
18

activity. In his Homilies on >Teremlah. Origan mentions the rule

Ik 15
\01ement of Alex., Strom..1.1. ^strom.IV. 1.

l6Strom..V.l. l7£a.£i£.,vn.xvi 180rl«:en.De
I*2,U (Preface).
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of truth; though there his intention is not to expound its contents

so much as to state the results it brings to those who hold it:

"Quondo vero secundum Ecclesiae regulas et senae doctrinae prop¬

osition particeps conanuniones, non solum circumcisus ecf verum etiam
19

circumcisus ©s Deo." *

Hippolytus of Home, who was already a renowned teacher of

the faith while Origen was still a student, is in the same line

as the other fathers as concerns his understanding and use of the

rule of truth. He is particularly close to his doctrinal teacher,

Irenaeus, in tuis regard. In his great work-Phi1osophumena -

(c,222-235)» after enumerating in detail many of the confusing

heresies of the day; he then makes reference to the only remedy

from confusion and falsehood*«We have frequently propounded
on

demonstrations for those willing to learn the rule of truth,.,"

In the same treatise, HippolytuB shows that the rule of truth is

a witness to tire nature of God: "••• Plxecuting our treatises in

knowledge of truth and good sense, our object being the demonst-
21

ration of His (nature)," In the sections immediately following

(X.xxvili, xxix) he goes on to discuss the nature of the Creator

God and the Logos, In his work-Contra Hoe turn - he "turns to an

exhibition of the truth itself" (8), The content of this exhibi¬

tion is none other than the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost:

"The knowledge of whom we gain from Scriptures" (C,Ii«9),

19
Or1gen, JLrj .Jer,,V.llr,

210p, Git,. X,xxvii,

20
Hippolytus, Philosoohumena, x.l.

see also X.xxx.
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Elsewhere he relates how some early presbyters cast out a heretic

who rejected the truth "which we have learned" (£#j|#,l)# The truth

here was in connection with the historical Incarnation of the

Second Person of the Trinity#

Hippolytus understood the historical connection "between the

regula veritatls and baptism. ".,#(Christ) gave this charge to the

disciples after He rose from the dead - *G-o ye and teach all nat¬

ions, baptising them in the name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost * (Matt#28il9)» And by this He showed that

whosoever omitted any one of these, failed in glorifying God

perfectly# For it is through this Trinity ( Tp,4put> ) that the
Father is glorified# For the Father willed, the Son did, the

22
Spirit manifested# The whole Scriptures then, proclaim this truth#"

Along with Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus sees

the rule of truth as embodying not merely an impartial enumeration

of the Persons in the Godhead, but more specifically as witnessing

to the way in which mankind is actually brought to the Father in

and through the Son# "These testimonies are sufficient for the

believing, who study truth, and the unbelieving credit no testi¬

mony.,. Let us believe then, blessed brethren, according to the

tradition of the apostles, that God the Word came down from heaven

into the Holy Virgin Mary, in order that taking the flesh from her,

and assuming also a human, by which I mean a rational soul, and

22
Hippolytus, Contra Iloetum. lb#
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becoming thus all that man is with the exception of sin; He might

save fallen man, and confer immortality on men, who believe on His

name. In all, therefore, the Word of Truth Is demonstrated to us,

to wit; that the Father is one, whose Word is present (with Him ?),

by whom He made all things; who also, as we have said above, the

Father sent forth in later times for the salvation of men."

Tertullian appears to make reference to the rule of truth

in his writings more often than any other of the fathers. His ref¬

erences to it can be subsumed under one or more of four rancor points:

its apostolicity (and dominicity), its content, its unity, and its

connection to salvation, Tertullian most often uses the rule to

establish the apostolicity of the doctrine that is held in the

true churches, over against the lateness (and thus non-apostolicity)

of heretical teaching. He shows in Apologeticuro that the rule of

truth is in fact dominical - in contrast with heresay (Apo.H7)«
2h

!;£ Aresc. Haer. he shows it to be both dominical and apostolic.

In this connection he mentions two tests that one may use to est¬

ablish the true churches, where the rule is rightly held. First

is the question of succession of bishops from the apostles; and

secondly the identity of current doctrine with apostolic doctrine,2"*
Tertullian along with Irenaeus is especially impressed with the Ro¬

man Churchy which has always held to the regula. and is "doubly

apostolic", in two other places, he mentions the recentnoas of

^Qp.Clt.. 17, ^Tertullian, be.Aresc.haer..xx.xxl.

25Ibid.. xxxiii. ^6Ibi,.<l,,xxxvl.
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heresy, and the necessity of being apostolic in order to know the

truth,27
.As to the content of the regula. Tertullian is no different

from the other early witnesses of the church. The content is the

Three Persons of the Trinity in their creative, redemptive activ¬

ity, A representative sample of his exposition of the contents of

rogulo is found in De. Presc. Hasr. "Now with regard to this

rule of faith,,, it is, you must know, that which prescribes the

belief that there Is one only God, and that He is none other than

the Creator of the world, who produced all tilings out of nothing

through Mis Word, first of all sent forth; that this Word is call¬

ed His Son.,. at last brought down by the Spirit and Power of the

Faith into the Virgin Mary: was made flesh in her womb... having

been crucified, he rose again the third day; having ascended into

the heavens, He sat at the right hand of the Father; sent instead

of Himself the Power of the Holy Ghost to lead such as believe;

will come with glory to take the saints.,.to condemn the wicked

...This Rule, as it will be proved, was taught by Christ, ona

raises amongst ourselves no other questions than those which here-
pg

tics introduce, and which make men heretics," That the nature

and activity of God is the centre of the regula is also mention¬

ed (though less fully) in Adv.Prax.,3s Veil.Virg..1: and Adv.Marc..

I.xi, xxi.

27Tertullian, Contra hermo«..lt £e Cay.qff, £f>ii.
n Q

Tertullian, l)e Aresc. i.aer. .xil.xiii.
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Another important aspect of the rule of truth is that it pro¬

duces unity. The reaula is productive of unity because it has unity

within its very nature as one truth. Bo Tertullian states in . dv.

Bare.. that the reaula is the very same in all four gospels (in

opposition to the "scissors and paste" theological method of the

heretic Marclon}.2^ Among the many churches there is a unity,

because in them there has been deposited and kept one tradition.^
Tertullian is agreed with the other catholic fathers in link¬

ing this one tradition to the salvation of humanity. He states in

J2fi Presc.Haer.; "Now faith has been deposited in the rule; it has

a law and salvation...To know nothing in opposition to the rule is

to know all things " (xlv).

Two other fathers who were contemporaries of Novatian, give

a similar witness to the regula verltatis. Cyprian of Carthage in

an epistle to JuManus (LXXI), brings out the connection b etween

baptism, the Great Commission of Christ, and the three points of

the rule of truth. In Epistle LXIX, he congratulates Januarlus

for holding "the truth and certainty of the catholic rule."

Dionysius of Alexandria in a polemical letter against Nov-

atian to Dionysius of Rome, also establishes the relationship

between baptism and the rule of truth.Novatian has sundered

the church...and. rejects the holy baptism, and overturns the Faith

and confession which precede it, and entirely banishes from them

the Holy Ghost,Though this is a polemic against Novatian, it

2^Adv.Hare..IV. 11. -*°De rresc.Haer. .xxvlli

^Eusebius, Church History. VI,
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nonetheless shows that Dionysius of Alexandria has essentially

the same understanding of the regula as Novatian himself, and

the earlier fathers already mentioned*

Prom these and similar passages in the early fathers of the

church, we may draw certain conclusions concerning their view of

the truth* Truth is for them the objective uncovering of the great

realities* The heart of all reality, in their view, has been un¬

covered and opened up in the Person and work of Jesus Christ*

Because of Him, truth is seen in the theology of the fathers to

"be some thing that is personal and concrete. Truth is anchored in

the new relationship between God and man that has been wrought out

in the Incarnation, Atonement, Resurrection, and continuing mini¬

stry of Jesus Christ in His Intercession in heaven, and in His

Holy Spirit on earth* Fallen humanity is to be brought into this

nev/ relationship with God, and hence into the truth itself (as in

I John) by incorporation into the new, saving humanity of Jesus

Christ* This incorporation is seen in the rite of Christian Bap¬

tism in the Church of God*

So from the beginning of Christian history, truth is made

manifest, entered into, and proclaimed through the objectively

given baptismal formula. This formula was understood as a faith¬

ful, arid indeed essential, witness to the truth which has been

objectively given by God Himself* This witness to the truth in

the baptismal regula is divine, dominical, and therefore was
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held "by the apostles* It is constitutive of the people of God, and

so is carefully preserved and "handed down" from generation to

generation in the true church. The life and teaching of the

Catholic, Apostolic Church centres in this truth of the Triune

God, Aho has acted once- and for all to bring mankind into a sav¬

ing relationship with Himself# A community that is not founded on

this given truth is no true church#

regula verltatis therefore is used "by the early church

to distinguish what is to be received as canonical in the sacra¬

ments, doctrine, and ministry of the church, from what is to be
i

rejected as untruth (neb-canonical). The fathers put a great emph¬

asis on this rule of truth (whicn was later to be enshrined in

the "Apostles* Creed" and Creed of Nieea) not merely because of

an impartial, academic Interest in various aspects of truth: but

because the reality of salvation itself is inextricably connected

to the rule of truth# Irenaeus is quite plain in this regard when

he points out that the her tics are not prepared to back up their

beliefs with their lives, because behind their heretical, non-

canonical formulations there stands no reality# "For this reason,

persons of such a persuasion are also ready to recant, yea rather,

It is impossible that they should suffer on account of a mere name,
xo

since they are like to all#"

32J Irenaeus, Adv.Haer#. I.xxlv.6#
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When Novatian bases his theological work upon the rule of

truth, he shoves himself to be a follower of the central tradition

that was passed down by the fathers of the Apostolic, Catholic

Church. lie is thus the inheritor of a line of teaching that ever

attempted to place itself under the control of the given truth.

This truth was seen as objective. It was not produced by the

creative faculties of the mind of man. It came from outside of

man. This truth was given by God, Man did not work his way up to

this truth (as the heretics thought they could do). Truth haa. to

come down. It came down to mankind in personal form in the Incar¬

nate Son of God. Ke is at toe centre of all reality. Truth exists

and can be known because He exists and can be known. All truth

(the uncovering of what is there) "coheres in Him" (Col.1:17).

He is the truth (John lh:6)» He is toe Word (John 1: 1-lh), He

lived out truth in His life as Word of God. He spoke the truth

of God in His words ("The words that I speak unto you, they are

spirit and they are life" - John 6:63),

Therefore - in contrast to the cowardly heretics of whom

Irenaeus speaks - words and names have objective meaning. They

are bucked up by reality. Truth shines through them. Under toe

impact of this understanding of truth, the fathers necessarily

expressed themselves on toe basis of, and thx-ough the medium of

a strong epistemological realism. They understood words to have

objective meaning beyond themselves. ?tords and names point to
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definite reality# These very word© and name© are brought into use

because reality itself is pressing in upon the speaking subject,

end causing him (or the wider community) to enunciate these words

under the pressure of the outward, objectively given reality#

This epistemoiogicul realism that is so strongly maintained

by the fathers in their exposition of the rule of truth in its

various aspects in the church's life - in teaching, preaching,

ministry, am sacraments -undergirds axid flows into the thinking

and writing of Novatian of Rome, one of trie most remarkable feat¬

ures of his work - JL/£ Trlnitat,.. - is its consistent and powerful

realism. Throughout Trinitate. both directly and indirectly,

he constantly refers to or presumes the fact that truth is an

objectively existent reality outside of, and independent of the

mind of man# Truth imposes itself on the rational subject, and

then from this impact words and names arise, which faithfully

point to, and open up the nature of the reality under whose press¬

ure they came into being.

The very blunt starting point of Novatian with the rule of

truth is an evidence of his epislfemological realism. He simply

starts with the objective, God-given truth. This truth has impo¬

sed itself on the church in the form of the regula voritatla.

The words of the re&ule are witnesses to and "bearers of reality,

because they come from and are anchored in God himself, Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost. The theology of Novatian does not begin by



attempting to argue its way up to God, It simply accepts what He

has given, and then proceeds to examine the given reality in its

various aspects, in order to "bring to light the "hidden things11

that are involved.

There is however ample reason for believing that the epist-

emologieal realism of Novatian (especially as it influences his

starting point) was influenced not only by the Biblical-Patristic

line of Christian realism; but also by the widespread current of

Hellenistic Stoicism. As will later be seen, this stream of Stoic¬

ism, particularly in its logical ana eplatemological framework,

is so influential in the starting point, proc.e.*fure, and results

of Trlnitate. that one would be at considerable disadvantage

for understanding the theology of Novation, if one does not take

tola infhence into view.

Stoicism was a powerful intellectual force in the ancient

world for around 500 years (c,250 B,C, - 250 A,D,). Its physics,

morality, and logic were well known throughout the Greco-Roman

Empire, Its influence extended to late Judaism - e,g, in the

Wisdom of Solomon. Sen Sirah. Testament o£ . euben. IV Saccabees,
and others,33 The early church did not escape encounter with this

great philosophical movement. Justin Martyr of Home, one of the

33See Charles, R.H., Tlje Apocrypha ajid P^udppjfirapho of the

Old Testament in Bngliaft. Vol,II; Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1913*
Also Metzger, 3.M., An Introduction to the Apocrypha, New York, 1957#



early apologists or the church (c.A.B.110-165)» considered himself

even after his conversion, a philosopher (originally of the Stoic

school). Nearly all of the apologists and later fathers up to the

end of the third century are influenced in verying degrees by

Stoicism. Even one apostolic father (Clement of Pome) shows in

an early writing - hoistie to Corinth (c.A.D.95) - definite aff¬

inities with Stoicism. This impact of Stoicism on the fathers of

this period has been well documented.-"^
The work of Novatian bears continual witness to his contacts

with Stoicism. Several points may be briefly mentioned here as ex¬

amples (all of which are further elucidated in appropriate places

in this commentary). Kovatian is at one with the Stoics in he Trln..

Ill, 12, 2-13 - in seeing the unity of the world as a witness to

G-od: "lie teaches in the things that are manifest, the hidden things."

In ££ Cibis. Ill, the stoic idea of natural law 1© brought forward.

The stoic theory of the world cycle may influence at least the

vocabulary of Novatian in De Trln.XXXI.122.7-10: "The Son...emisoa

...rui'sum...revolvitur. .. to the Father." The stoic theory of the

universally powerful, divine may bear some relation

to De Trln..III.10.8t XV,5,37; XVIII, 65,3-hj 13-lhj of"God going

through all tilings, moving the whole, and vivifying the universe,

and supplying breath to all"j and in De Trin., 11,6,9} II, 7»3;

9»18-19; of "God containing the whole..." These places may well be

•^See Spanneut, Le Stoicisme des Peres de 1 *E.p;lise.pp.78-128;

G. Verbeke, L1Evolution de la Doctrine du Pneuma du .. t icismc a

&&• .ugustin Rtyfrp Ph^^oqp-ph^que; M.Pohlenz, Pie Ptoa, Gfigc^chtfr

einer geistip:en Bewegung. (50pp.on the fathers)} J. Lebreton,
Pistoire du Dogma de la PrinitcP among others.
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connected to the animlst system of the Stoic world soul. The stoic

view of warm air- ( X&roc ) penetrating matter, and their theory

of "conspiration" seem to "bear some relation to he. Trin.VII.27.

3-7J and J2& Coect.Ix. 1,2. Novation's eloquent rhetorical intro¬

duction to the witness of created nature to God in Trin.I.3.3-

hj 2,7-10; his mention of the complete unity of the world in Bp.

Gyp.XXXVI.lhIt and his use of the term "permixtus" in De Trin..

XXV,91,15-16; XXIV, 89,2, are all to "be understood in the light
35

of earlier similar concepts among the Stoics. ^

We have further reason for recognizing the influence of Stoic¬

ism upon Novation. If one is to take Cyprian of Carthage literally

(as in j£g»LV.13), then some part at least, of the unyielding, rig-

ourist morality of Novatian that led to his schism, is to be att¬

ributed to his position as a "philosopher" (i.e. Stoic). Novation's

use of hypothetical syllogism (e.g. De.Trin..XV.85) - rather than

the Aristotelian, unconditional syllogism, clearly goes back to

the Stoics, who brought this particular form of syllogism to light

(see pp.T^^of this work). But most important of all, the way in

which Novation conceives of the relation of language to being-

aspecislly his epistemologlcal realism - is a sign of his Stoic

background in logic and dialectic. While this is to be seen through¬

out his work (as ia discussed in this commentary), it is particularly

^Most of the citations on this page have been directly

suggested by the very helpful book of M. Spanneut, Le ::toicisroe



evident in his explanation of anthropomorphisms and theophanies,

and the manner in which he relates the written words of Scripture

to Christ, and Christ to the Father (e.g.XXVI).

Now in light of this pervasive influence of Stoicism through-

ou,fc S&L Trlnltato of Novatian, it would "be unusual if his starting

point were not also affected by the same school of thought. This

is in fact the case. The starting point of Novatian with the

reaula veritatis rests upon the realist epistemology, earlier

mentioned. It is to be considered precisely how Stoic epistemology,

logic, and realism in general, contribute to the thought of Nov¬

atian, and in particular help determine his actual starting point.

Generally speaking it may be said that Middle and Late Stoic¬

ism, combined with certain aspects of Middle Platonlsm, provided

a logical and opiatemological framework which a number of the

fathers of the Orthodox Church (East and West) used as they strove

after a deeper understanding of the realities of the Gospel them¬

selves; and as they endeavoui^ed to speak these realities in an

intelligible fashion into the culture of the Kcman-Kellenistic

world in the first three centuries of our era. We nave already

suggested that the substance and impetus of the faith, and to some

extent the missionary methodology to be used in spreading the

faith, is an objectively given reality in Christ and in Scripture.

However in the face of this tremendous reality many questions

arise. On the one hand the truth itself presses for a deeper under-
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standing and "in-working" in the life of the believer; and. one the

other hand the educated non-believer is bound to come to the faith

with a whole philosophical background which causes him to place

certain basic philosophical questions to this new reality.

As was adequately made clear by St. Athanasius in his struggle

with the Anions, the understanding that both faith and philosophy

demand is not satisfied by a mere collating of scriptural texts.

The heretics can do that only too well. What is called for is a

deeper understanding that opens up the real inner meaning of the

substance of the faith-ln such a way that light is thereby thrown

on the subject being investigated, and the pathway of the investi¬

gator is thus illumined. The way in which one must proceed in order

to arrive at this deeper understanding of the realities of the faith

has been well summarized by T,F.Torrance: "Theological statements,

that is reflective statements as to the message and content of

the biblical statements, are made however, not just by stringing

together biblical citations, but rather by hard exegetical activity

in which we interpret biblical statements in the light of the

truth to which they direct us from all sides. In this activity

we compare the different biblical naradei.gniata. gathering togeth¬

er from them what they have to say and summarizing them in exact

and disciplined propositions by which we point to the basic pattern

of truth in the objective reality, and at the same time allow the

objective reality to Impose its own rationality upon our thinking



end articulation of it. The supreme example Athanaslus gives of

that exegetlcal and theological activity is the homoouaion

formulated by the Fathers of Kicea,"^
Two basic sorts of questions generally arise as one seeks

this deeper understanding of the substance of the Faith. First

what are the logical connections between the various parts (or

doctrines) of the given subject matter itself ? And secondly

what is the relation of the verbally expressed doctrines to the ac¬

tual reality itself ? The very awareness of these questions first

of all; the way in which they arise and are expressed; and final¬

ly the way in which they are answered, are to a large extent

determined by the educational background that the particular

wfrriter haa-above all as this regards his understanding of the

meaning of language and its relation to reality. Therefore not

only the more philosophically minded of the fathers (e.g. Justin

Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Crlgen, Gregory of Nyssa), but

even the most Biblically oriented of them (e.g. Clement of Rome,

Tertullian, Athanasius) must of necessity use the particular

philosophical framework that they have received in order to come

to a deeper understanding of the faith, and make a clear form¬

ulation of it. It is certain that their philosophical understand¬

ing and questions will in turn be questioned and transformed by

the reality of the Gospel itself. But the fact remains that the

J T.F. Torrance, T.hdplQgy Reconstruction, p.33.
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philosophical framework in whldJh the theologian, works is most

important - and can be a great hlnderance or a great help -

depending on the philosophy, for his whole approach to the

reality of Christianity: including his stax'ting point, his method¬

ology and procedure, and. his resulting theological formulations.

The works of Kovatian give evidence that he approaches the

Christian Faith with a background of strong Early and Middle

Stoicism (with certain elements of Middle Platonism, as later

to be seen). All through gg. Trln.one can see how his theological

procedure and methodology, and to some extent his resulting theo¬

logical formulations are closely connected to the realist episte-

mology he received from Stoicism. Our particular interest at this

point is to see how Stoicism contributes to the realist starting

point with which Nov&ti&n begins £e Trlnitate.

To bring to light this influence, some general account must

be made of tire historical background of Stoicism: its basic doc¬

trines, the changes it sustained in its philosophical development,

and the resulting logical and epistemological framework that it

then made available to the fathers ouch as Novation. This inform¬

ation will make It possible to clarify not only his starting point,

but also his procedure and results.

Stoicism from its very inception as a philosophical movement,

and. throughout its entire course of some 500 years in tire history

of thought is to be connected to tire desire to establish and main-



tain realism and certainty in the field of human knowledge, and

in all other related areas. To understand the final development

of Stoicism, it is important to note that the Stoic Philosophy

through its founder-Zeno-aroee at a time when the great dogmatic

philosophical systems of Plato and Aristotle had been widely

questioned and criticised. These systems were no longer such

safe, strong bulwarks of certainty in knowledge and conduct. Due

to inner and outer criticism, the walls, as it were, had been

broken down, and a tide of relativism and scepticism was sweeping

the halls of learning.

The great philosophical system of Plato, which tied reality

and objectivity in knowledge to the transcendent ideas, had been

attacked by Aristotle, student of Plato, as well as the later

Stoics had been concerned to establish a i*ealiet epistemology.

Plato wished to establish objectivity in knowledge of the real

world} an objectivity that would not be dependent on the mind of

the individual thinker* Be eventually did this by moans of the

laeae. According to Aristotle (in Metapitjraics A), Plato derived

the theory of the transcendent ideas as the result of the teach¬

ing of Keraclitue, who taught that "All is flux" so that mar; and

all he knows are constantly changing, thus making it impossible

for perceptions to be established as definite objective facts of

knowledge. Plato derives hi© theory on the other hand from a

second source, which is opposed to the relativism of Beraclitus -



i.e. the teaching of Socrates# Socrates, perhaps under the influ¬

ence of the Pythagoreans, with their realist view of an unchang¬

ing world of numbers above - and in one sense, at the root of -

the transitory phenomena of nature, seemed to posit above the

flux and difference of earthly events and human opinion, the

objectively true reality of virtue as knowledge# Plato then to

maintain a scientific stability in face of the flux that const¬

antly occurs in the world of nature, and in face of the differ¬

ences in human opinion, developed the doctrine of a transcendent

world of ideas# Visible phenomena in the world of change and be¬

coming are real and knowable through their connection with the

archetypal ideas in the world of actuality# Two Images wore

used to express this relationship of things in the world of be¬

coming with their transcendent archetypes in the world of unch¬

anging reality. One metaphor speaks of realities in time and flux

as "participating in" ( uidtEie ) the ideas of eternity. Another

(perhaps taken from the Pythegoreans) sees the phenomena of

nature as "imitations" (utuAamte ) of the transcendent archetypal

ideas.

It would seem that Plato*s main concern in postulating the

theory of ideas was not to expound a literal spatial-temporal

cosmology (l#e# a world of ideas "above" and imitators "below"),

but rather to guarantee objectivity and realism in the knowledge

of phenomena. That is to lift science from a matter of differing



opinions relative to every individual observer to a state of

general objectivity for all; in which things as they ate can

be known to all impartial observers equally for what they are,

because their actual existence is guaranteed by their own self-

consistent reality. It is not produced by or dependent upon the

mind and opinion of the individual, nor is this objective, know-

able reality thwarted by the constant changes in the world of

becoming. Science, the knowing of things as they are in their

own constant and objective beln; is made possible then, by see¬

ing through the theory of ideas (or transcendent forms) a uniform¬

ity and constancy standing behind and shining through the facts

and eventa of the world of becoming.

As A,5. Taylor states in his Commentarv on. Iimaeus: "Timaeus

attempts to prove the existence of forms by distinguishing between

yo*€ (scientific grasp of truth) and (a belief which

happens to be true) - the latter implies a purely sensational!stio

phenomenalismj i.e. one need only assume the reality of man's

senss (and no other objects). But if scientific knowledge amounts

to more than this - i.e. is concerned with universal and necess¬

ary connections - the objects studied in these sciences must be

more than the personal impressions of anyone - so there must be

Forms, which we apprehend not by sense, but by thinking. (If one

can give satisfying reasons to distinguish genuine science from

personal impressions; this is a sufficient defence of the meta-



physical assumption of Forma#)""
It was not long "before Plato's doctrine of Forms was inter-

preted in a literally spatial and. material way. The way in whifih

he states the doctrine by means of different dialogues, instead

of a strictly systematic set of propositions, tends to leave his

teaching open for varying interpretations. It may be, as some have

pointed out, that his successor in the Academy, Xenocrates, both

interpreted and taught the Platonic doctrine of Forms in a spat¬

ial, materialist manner. What is important for the history of

philosophy is that AriBtotle (whether Influenced by Xenocretes or

not) understood Plato to be projecting mental concepts (i.e. tran¬

scendent, archetypal Forms of individual phenomena) Into actual

material existence. Instead of seeing Plato's Intention of guar¬

anteeing objectivity of science in his doctrine of ideas, Aristo¬

tle takes it as an unnecessary "relfication" of concepts - i.e.

projecting into spatial end material existence imaginary forms of

things, which would thus confuse the pursuit of knowledge rather

than tend to its clarification and objectivity.

In light of Aristotle's own powerful stress on reality as

being comprised in the material, arid contained in space, it Is an

open question whether or not he is reading back his own view of

spatial, material dualism into the Platonic Theory of Forms - a

view that may not have been explicitly intended by his teacher.

A.E. Taylor, Commentary on Timaeus,pp.337,3J8> Also Taylor,

Plato, p.AO.



The suggestion that Aristotle may he reading' hack his own theory

of space and materiality into Plato appears to have some measure

of confirmation in the context (Metaphysics 4 } in which he crit¬

icises the ideal theory of Plato. This can he observed in the

kind of teaching Which he would substitute in its place. Briefly

stated, nristotle would explain reality in terms of four causes:

material, formal, causal, and final. Thus for him reality is

hound up, if not finally exhausted by material existence within

limited space. Knowledge for him is essentially concerned with '

what human sense experience can abstract from Individual material

objects of existence.

This is quite a different approach from Plato, who especia¬

lly in his theory of the pre-existence of souls, as this is rel¬

ated to "recollection" in learning, aeens to be saying that sense

experience suggests more than it is able to reveal or exhaust (as

it leads one to think of ordt-rly forms behind the brute facts of

nature). A.2. Taylor has described this difference: "Aristotle

denies the thought of sensation as suggestive of what it is

powerless to reveal. The work of the Intellect in construing

science consists simply in educing and disentangling from sensous

experience what is implicitly contained in them. The one function

of thought is thus to abstract and generalize; by attending to the

common elements of a group of sense experiences. The "universale"

are thought of not as beyond the things apprehended by sense, but

as contained in them, and calling merely for disentanglement#



Hence a reduction of thought to the capacity for abstraction and
Xft

generalization,.*"^

In effect Aristotle gives the impression of reducing knowable

reality from the broader, less confined view of Plato in seeing

objective universal realities expressing themselves through indi¬

vidual phenomena, to a narrower, spatially confined state, in

which one through individual sense experiences draws out the ess¬

ential reality of specific, single objects - which is entirely

contained in the object itself, on this basis Aristotle and his

successors in the Lyceum eomb&tted the Platonic Theory of Forms,

These criticisms so far as they were successful (which from our

point in history is not easy to evaluate) did at least two tilings.

First they narrowed the scope of reality in knowledge from a

broad realist view of the objective actuality of significant uni¬

versal terms: terms which though first elicited in changeable sense

experience, are nonetheless anchored in unchanging reality, which

is understood through the conceptual work of the intelligence

(and thus stands above the merely individual elements of sense

experience).

If the opistemological realist? that was based upon the Plat¬

onic Thesis of Forms had been weakened, it was the intention of

Aristotle to supply a clearer and more certain basis for knowledge,

TT. . i'L-xL

~xQ.
•* A,E. Taylor, Platan! sm. p.U8»
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^ x „ Certainty of knowledge was then to be construed

empirically - one would by use of sense experience draw out and

clarify the essential reality of the Individual, perceived object*

This more restricted, materialist realism of the Aristotelian

synthesis was itself soon under attack. Aristotle had attacked

Platonist realism at the heart of its thesis: namely, the reality

of significant universal terms. The Aristotelian form of realist

Knowledge was in turn attacked at its very heart: the reliability

of sense experience in the knowledge of facta. Thus realist episte-

mology and objectivity in science suffered further decline. At the

hands of the sceptics, a widespread relativism began to ensue.

Our knowledge of the effects of scepticism is better than

our knowledge of its actual teachings. Most of what we know about

this opposition to the possibility of man possessing true knowledge

of the external world, comes to us through the scattered, writings

of Timon of Phlius, disciple of the famous sceptic, Pyhrro, ag, well

as uextus fr.plr jons.Wi thout going into much detail, we can simply

observe that he denied the possibility of true, objective knowledge

of reality; essentially on the basis of the differences in the

opinion of various observers concerning what they have observed.

Even granted that the sense organs were in a good state of health,

it was denied that they could give a faithful transcript of reality,

which would be independently true for other observers. One must

therefore withhold judgment ( ) on whether the perceptions

one receives, and the notions one builds on the basis of those



perceptions is a faithful representation of an objective, exist¬

ing outer reality.

Some sceptics apparently tended toward the position that

everything is real and true for the individual (though it may

well have no meaning for another individual). This position, if

consistently carried out (which in most cases it was not) would

lead to a complete relativism. Other sceptics leaned toward the

thought that both the sense organs themselves as well as all

other phenomena are in such a flux that no real knowledge (even

in an individualistic sense) is ever possible. This side of scept¬

icism leaned toward a complete nihilism of knowledge (though this

too was seemingly seldom if ever taken to its logical conclusion).

Something of a middle ground between these two extremes of

scepticism appears to have been occupied by the eclectic success¬

ors of both Plato and Aristotle in the New and Middle Academies.

Arcesilas (c.31&-2h0) who lived about the same time as Seno,

founder of Stoicism, maintained the strong sceptical position

that even though the individual may think he has practical know¬

ledge, and so on this basis order his life, yet in the end of the

day one really knows nothing. A later head of the Middle Academy,

Garneodes (c»21h-129 B.C.) held a less rigid scepticism. He held

that while certitude in knowledge was impossible, one could, and

in fact had to attain various degrees of probability in judgment

for the practical maintenance of life. He was influenced by Pyhrro
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and Tiraon of Phlius especially In his precept that while one must

suspend judgment (i-nnvft ) so far as it implies an objective know¬

ledge of reality, one can still be reasonably well guided by per¬

ception and jedgment in making practical choices and decisions for

the on going of daily life.

It was into this background of widespread scepticism tnat had

followed in the wake of the weakening of the realist system: first

of Plat©;, and then of Aristotle, that Stoicism in the person of

Zeno, its founder, first comes to light. Prom the very commence¬

ment Zeno was concerned to re-establish end maintain the possib¬

ility of objective science through the demonstration of realism

in knowledge. The philosophical system that Zeno and his immediate

successors - Cleanthes and Chrysippus - held; and the elements

they borrowed from earlier philosophies to construct their system

is abundant witness to their interest in realism,

While most of the voluminous writings of the Stoics (notably,

those of Chrysippus, the prolific "second founder" of the 8tea)

have been lost, such ancient witnesses as we do have to the Stoic

dogma very often connect their teaching to the question of realism

in knowledge. This is true even for the earliest of the Stoic School,

Zeno. Diogenes Laertius writing on his teaching, connects his eff¬

orts to the establishment of objectivity in science: "A present¬

ation (faryogfa ) is an Imprint on the soul; the name comes
exxvTcujfat

from the imprint of a seal on wax. Two series of

can be named: one apprehending a real object; the other not#



The former, which they take to he a test of reality, is defined as

that which proceeds from a real object..."39 cicero, in discussing

the epistemology of Eeno (in .-.caciemlca 1} is also at pains to

demonstrate how he goes about establishing the reality of know¬

ledge through sensation. There may be some question as to whether

Diogenes aiid Cicero are not reading back later Stoic epistemological

details into Eeno, but be that as it may, we can be sure that the

thinkers of the Hellenistic period understood even the early Stoics

to be strong realists.

Very little of the writings of Cleanthes, the Second Stoic

head, have come down to us. We do have his celebrated "Hymn to

Zeus", which in its own peculiar form of pantheism gives us a clue

to the Stoic view of nature; which as we learn from the next great

head of the "Porch" - Chrysippus - was the actual basis for their

eplstemological realism. Chrysippus, because of his immense number

of writings, end. because of his powerful influence throughout the

whole philosophical world, was known as the eecond founder of Stoic¬

ism# Here we can only mention the aspects of his teaching that are

related to our main Interest in this section: namely, the contri¬

bution of Stoicism to epieteraological realism and objectivity in

scientific endeavour.

While there may be some uncertainty as to whether or not the

establishment of realism was a primary motive in the thought of

"^Diogenes Laertius, Vol.11 (Do«b Tr.), p.155.



Zeno, it is quite plain that this concern is a controlling factor

in the works of Chrysippus. This is most evident in the arguments

he uses against the scepticism of Carneades and the New Academy in

general. An interesting citation from Clement of Alexandria shows

this church father using Chrysippus as a realist authority to com-

bat scepticism. Clement quotes several paragraphs of Chrysippus to

refute Pyrrhonic Scepticism (which continued its influence in his

day)A0
Light is cast on the great emphasis of the early Stoa on

realism "by considering some of the elements that they borrowed from

earlier philosophers to build their own system. The basic thrust

of Stoicism as regards its desire to establish a realist episte-

mology, would seem to come from their Platonic background. M.

Spanneut has said: "Les idees stoiciennes ne sont pas originelles-

ils viennent par exemple de Platon-mais les Platoniciens ne l'ont

pas exploiters, alors que les Stoiciens s'en sont faiteune these

essentielle#"^* As we consider in a later section the development

of Stoic Logic, it will be seen just what they borrowed, and what

they rejected from both Plato and Aristotle; and how this borrow¬

ing is determined by their bent to realism. The Stoics for inst¬

ance put to useful service certain elements of Plato's Cratylus.

as it dealt with the natural relation of language to reality in a

way that was useful to the Stoics. Other examples could be given

^Clement of Alex..Strom.VIII.15.2-l6.5.

^Spanneut, Cp.Cit.. p.75»



to illustrate how their borrowing was commanded by their realism.

Other seed thoughts which were never greatly developed by the

Platonlsts, "but which were helpful to a realist position, were taken

over by the Stoics, Points for example, were taken out of Phaedo

and Meno (such as the use of hypothesis to lead to higher form of

reality) and developed in a way that was not done in Platonism

proper. The dynamism that the Early Stoa seems to have taken over

from beraclltus for use in their logic over against the more static

syllogistic reasoning of nristotle, can be shown to have aided them

in establishing further objectivity in the field of knowledge. Their

use of Antisthenes and the Cynics, and their borrowing even from

Democritus (favourite philosopher of the Stoics* great enemy -

the Epicureans) ie all related to their overriding goal of demon¬

strating how the mind of man can truly know objective reality.

These realist objectives of the Early Stoa were in one sense

gathered up and concentrated into one major proof that knowledge of

truth is possible; the operation of the cataleptic uhantsam. This

tended to be the keystone to the Stoic arch of realism. The Stoic

foundations in physics, Its structure in logic, and its outer com¬

pletion in ethics are all either built towards, or resting upon

this central keystone of objectivity and reality In human knowledge.

Commenting on the differences between the Stoics and the New Academy

on perception, T.W, Levin wrote in 1671: "It was to stem this torrent

of scepticism that Zeno and the Stoics, while maintaining the



empirical nature of all our knowledge, endeavoured to derive a

■basis of certitude from those intuitive perceptions of the real

qualities of objects which they thought were to be found in the

cataleptic phantasm. Thus the attention of philosophers was

concentrated upon the psychological process in which material

objects of knowledge assume the form of mental perceptions, and

on the validity of the assent or instinctive belief (owm-cdQecrtc )
h.2

afforded by the mind to the testimony of consciousness."

It will be later apparent that with all the development that

oecured Early Stoicism and the Middle Stoicism of Panaetius of

Rhodes (c.185 B.C. - 110 B.C.) and Posidonius (c.135 - 51 B.C.),

one thing remained firm: the later philosophers still rested their

case for a realist relationship between language and being upon

the reliability of direct perception and mental assent comprised

in the cataleptic phantasm. That there were changes in Stoic

epistemology is 3ure. We will be later noting how the developments

in Middle Stoicism led to an even stronger epistemological realism,

especially in so far as Stoic doctrines were refined in conflict

with Epicureanism and various forms of Middle Platonlsm. The

point here however is that the various parts of the Stoic philo¬

sophy are joined together to form a realist structure, and that a

good deal of the weight of this structure rests upon the truth

of the cataleptic phantasm.

^Levin, On the Philosophical Writings of Cicero, p.21.
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With this in mind we can see an underlying unity in the seem¬

ingly diverse teachings of the Stoa, which, like the spokes of a

wagon wheel, coma together, and in turn branch out from the central

problem of realism between knowing and being. Before examining the

main doctrines of Stoicism in detail, it is required that one have

some comprehension of the essential unity of the philosophy as a

whole in order to better grasp the details. That unity is to he

found in the effort to demonstrate objectivity and realism in know¬

ledge, This much sought after realism is for its part based upon

a consistent materialism by the Stoics of all three periods (early,

middle, and late). Realism and materialism are the major threads

that are used to weave together the pattern of Stoicism, In gen¬

eral one can summarize this unity by noting that realism is demon¬

strated by the usefulness and correctness of sense perception;

and that this empiricism is founded upon a thorough going material¬

ism, Empiricism is then a central factor in Stoic materialist

realism. The heart of Stoic empiricism is the cataleptic phantasm.

The following statement illumines the relationship of empiricism

in the establishment of scientific realism through the reliability

of the sense perceptions, "The doctrine of ..rlstotle, later taken

by Locke 'Nihil in intellectu, quod non prius fuerit in sensu'

(was central to Stoicism), But the Stoics gave a fnuch wider sign¬

ification to this principle, for they not only meant to imply

that there was nothing in the mind which had not entered through
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the senses, but there could be nothing in the mind that was not

founded upon something existing in the real ana external universe.

It was by this, indeed, they hoped to turn the principal argument

of the Sceptics, viz, the inability of reason to correct the mis¬

takes of the senses,"^
If one wishes to prove the truth of knowledge on the basis of

the correspondence of what Is in the mind to what is in the world,

then naturally the psychological and physical question arises:

what is the relationship between the structure of the mind and

the structure of the external world, so that one can indeed bji

known by the other ? To answer this question in such a way that

it would all the better establish epietemological realism, the

Stoics developed their philosophy along the lines of a harmonious,

unifying materialism.

The three classical divisions of the Stoic Philosophy: physics,

logic, and ethics, are all expressions of this unitary view of

reality as material. All three flow from and ebb back into this

central source. We can see the materialist relationship between

the three parts of the philosophy by noticing the corporal anal¬

ogies that they use to express its unity, L, Hobin has summarized

these Stoic analogies in Pensee Qrecoue.as follows: "On comparalt
AN A V

la philosophic tantot a un verger, tantot a un oeuf, ou encore

^ Levin, Ci&. Git,. p.6/,
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(Posidonius) a un animal# La logique est invarlablament la cloture

du verger, la coquille de l'oeuf, les os et les muscles de 1*animal.

Mais selcn qu'on donnaIt la priraaute, ou bien aux conditions fonda-

mentales, ou bien a ce qui en resuite, la hierarchie de la physique

et de l'ethique 8*611 trouvait re tournee. Sn tout caa, la physique

6tant la condition de la logique et de la morale, celles-ci ne

peuvent etre Men comprises que si on connalt les prlneipes gener-
\ n f

aux de eelle-la, tant par rapport au raonde que par rapport a 1'

homme,"^
Physics then is basic to an understanding of every other doc¬

trine in Stoicism, as well as providing the major philosophical

understanding for the Stoic assertion of realism between language
IlS

and being. In sum, to the Stoic, everything real is body# v They

indeed went so far* us to deny the void (non-body) as being mean¬

ingless, irrational, and therefore non-existent (by reason of the

senses' affirmation of a rational, material world)# According to

Diogenes Lnertiue, the Stoics held: "II n'y a Men de vide dans

le monde, mais 11 est uni (fi v&rtkn, j: C*est la conspiration

et le concurs (crtnxvotay ml owrovftw ) dee choses celesi.es

avec les choses terrestres qui forcent a eette conclusion#"** This

means, os M# Brehier points out: "S'll y avait du vide, 1*action

if j a -»»
Robin, lenses Grecciue. p.qlh# See also Seller, otolcs.Kplc-

ureans* and Gceptics. pp.65 - 69.

**5See: Plac. i.lb,hj iv#20. Stob., Gel.1.336,338. Diogn.vii.56.
Senc. Rp.58,8.

h6 /
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^Diogn, Laert. , VII»li|0« This citation taken from ?<toe.Raymond-

Virieux, La £fc £EE atoiciena. leuye rapports

fiv.ep, IE h°FMW d^Aristote. la fr9flft„§,Uq,ue £& IE -?pnsep gpn^mppya^q,

p* 2h3.
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qui doit se repandre a trovers tone lee corps ne pourrait pas le
A ^ V

faire et mem®, ajoute Cleomede, les sensations seraient impossibles

sans un continu doue de tension, qui lie le corps sensible a l*or-

gane impression®#"^ Here we clearly see how the Stoic© have based

reality and true knowing upon reliable sensation, which in turn

is baaed upon a materialist (and thexefore, to them, rational)

universe#

The world is rational (and movable) because it, and all in

it, is entirely material. The Stoics took two approaches to explain

the material, which they took to be the underlying component of all

reality# First they uncle; stood matter to be a living, active tiling

which was continually bringing all reality into being as a realis¬

ation of Itself. Their view of the self-realisation of living

matter may not be entirely unrelated to the much later Hegelian

Dialectic (cf# Phanomenologic ues deletes) in which the "Eternal

Spirit" is said to be bringing himself into self-realisation

through the development of humanity in the constant movement of

world history# This living matter the Stoics generally called

logos (the term itself and the dynamism it involved almost certain¬

ly are taken from the philosophy of Heraclitus). This active logos

pervades all reality, and seems to be the cause of all that is#

The logos. while pervading and activating all matter, is yet itself

material# Two things can be said about its makeup. First it is

^Brehier, Incoroorels. p#H5j quoted from Eeymond-Vir1eux,

o. u it.. p.2h3#
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smaller and finer than other matter, and thus is able to lnterpen-

etrate all else (perhaps a reflection of one aspect of the atom¬

istic theory of bemocritue ana Leucippue), Secondly it is essent¬

ially a living fire# The idea of the essence of reality being fire

may conceivably have come from various aspects of Empedoclean

Biology and Hippocratean Medicine, which in their own way stressed

the life-giving properties of heat In the blood and body, Be that

as it may, this fine materialist fire - the logos - was not a

destructive fire, but a creative fire, Diogenes Laertius so des¬

cribes it (in the context of how it manifests itself in the nature

of the soul): "Its,., nature is an artistically working fire,

going on its way to create, which is equivalent to a fiery, creat¬

ive, fashioning breath.,,"**®
Elsewhere fire is described as the "seminal reason"

aTMpun/mtdr ) which by its universal pervasion, seems to give form
and rationality, and coherence to all the higher and lower stages

of life. It causes reason in man, sensible movement in the animals,

and even causes growth in lower forms of life, as well as cohesion

in inanimate objects, Theophilus of Antioch is in the direct line

of Stoicism at this point, when he attributes to the "Spirit" what

the Stoics usually attribute to the logos. He in fact identifies

logos and Spirit in ^ Antol.II.x. In another place where he is

** Diogenes Laertius,yil , (Loeb Translation,II.p.251)«
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commenting on Gen.l, he writes: "And by the Spirit which is borne

above the waters, He means that which God gave for animating the

creation, as he gave life to man* mixing what is fine with what

is fine. For the Spirit is fine, and water is fine; that the

Spirit may nourish the water, and the water penetrating every¬

where along with t >e Spirit may nourish creation".*^
xAvoc oTtepuattxAc can be described as generative reason

and as e nourishing power, which is the creative force in all

nature. It would appear to contain in itself the "germ" of all

things, and the form of all things. As the main k6yoc <mp}iavtxdc
"realizes itself", it leaves its mark in whatever it brings into

being and shape: in accordance with the important Stoic principle

"like is produced by like." Thus this central life giving reality

manifests itself in the difforient phenomena of tire v*orld as

^6yot qxsppavtxof , jn this way (from a common maker, and

having a common make-up) all things axe interrelated. Since the

central maker and component is rational and material, all things

are rational and material (though of course in differeirt ways).

This X&roc crwepucmx&c is at times (in Ghrysippus and Posidonius)
called *Se. t,x6v (thinking, volitional aether). It produces

from itself the worid by condescension arid expansion. It leaves

traces of itself in man; as his reason, and guide of his soul

and body - xSvoc Vet-toym&v . This is in essence a spark of the

no
Theophilus of Antioch, ^ /tutolveum.II.xiii.



celestial, divine fire. It is spread throughout the universe, and

makes the whole world a living soul.

The first and major approach of the Stoics to matter as an

active, living entity, thus leads to their view of the world as

a material, rational, harmonious, and living whole. They had in

addition to this a second description of material reality, as pass¬

ive rather than active - hut also living. This distinction was not

always clearly adhered to even in the most prolific and detail¬

ed of the Stoic thinkers (especially Chrysippus). But where some

distinction is made between active ana passive matter, the passive

is considered to he that out of which things are produced. It is

often pictured as formless bodies interpenetrating each other

(which seems to ieflect elements of Democritus' atomic theory of

interpenetration, plus Aristotle's idea of fiTOxefuevoy - under-
\ "iO

lying, unformed substance). But what is important for Stoic¬

ism is their view that even the passive substance was living, and

therefore could be harmonised by the active counterpart into a

unitary "organism".

Across all parts of the "world soul" organism there is a

common "sympathy" of one part with every other. The world is des¬

cribed on the analogy of animal body. Certain of the early Greek

physicists thought human sensation took place by "air-currents"

running from the surface of the body where an impression had been

jr Q
See for example Simplicius, Categ,, 16, S.
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made, to the Interior, intelligible faculty of man. In the same

way the Stoics thought that sensation and response in particular,

and sympathy in general throughout the living world organism was

carried on through a sort of material "air current" pervading the
51

whole* These "air currents" are described as being a very re¬

fined part of the original "fire" ( k&y&c or wvegua ), which

therefore not only has the primary function of bringing things

into being, but in addition continues to maintain and activate

them. Further it makes their interactivity rational by its all

pervading presence. This universal "sympathy" is closely tied in

to the primary thrust of the Stoic Philosophy, which intends to

establish truth ana reality in human judgment on the basis of the

common connection between the material human mind and the material

external world. This concept of world "sympathy" was stressed by

Middle Stoicism - in particular by Poeidonius. lie taught the

inter-sympathy between the "lunar and aupra-lunar worlds" as

being united in man, the microcosm, and thus the bond { Siopoc )

of the macrocosm. The belief in divination which was held by the

Early Stoics; thrown out by P&naetius of Rhodes (first of the

Middle Stoic leaders), and then revived by his successor, Posi-

donlus, rested upon the assumption of a eoamological sympathy

between time and events. The concept of sympathy between all parte

51
Seneca, |&.102,7* Alex. Aphrod, Dg. aixt.lh2 a.



of the living world system has an influence in every section of

the Stoic Philosophy. It is useful in explaining the existence

of "common ideas", the necessity of man living in society, the

adaptation of means to ends in nature, the appearance of prov¬

ide ce in the affairs of the world, and the existence of God

Himself.

Sympathy in all parts of the cosmic system is "based upon the

belief in complete monism. The Stoics saw this living, harmonious

whole as more than a sensous organism or "animal". It was finally

a great eoul (with the fact understood that "soul" is material).

This great organic soul is nothing less than deity itself. When

reduced to its "essence", deity is the celestial fire that realizes

itself through its production, harmony, axid control of the material

universe. This pantheism wee to some degree modified in the devel¬

opment of Stoicism. In the Early Stoa apparently the conception

of deity was far more materialist (though the remarkable "Hymn to

Zeus" of Cleanthes speaks of God in quite personal terms). In the

Middle and Latex* Stoa there was a more spiritual conception of

deity, which in some cases appeared to give him some independence

from the material aspect of reality (though never a separation

from it). The Stoics - both early and middle - were concerned to

explain away the iramoral and limited human - type behaviour of

the "gods" of the ancient Greek myths. They were certainly not

the first to take part in this particular form of "demytholog!zing".
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According to one writer, Theagenee of Rhegium (sixth century B.C.)

was involved in this "clearing of God's name",-*^ Plato (of.:»;er>ublic

II) and Aristotle "both rejected an allegorical interpretation of

myth, but came out for the spiritual nature of God by completely

rejecting the unacceptable myths themselves. The Stoics at diff¬

erent times apparently followed both paths. Their efforts in both

cases though led to the same results - a unifying doctrine of God

as being One, roughly identical with the fine airy material comp¬

osing the fire which formed the great, living world soul. This is

seen in Tertullian, where he quotes the famous Latin Antiquarian,

Varro: "In this manner also, Varro has considered the world soul

to be made from fire, so that in the world fire governs all; in

the same manner in which the soul (governs) inside of us,"^
In the varied Stoic descriptions of deity one finds at diff¬

erent times diverse aspects of his existence emphasised. At times

he is equated with the lottos; at other times with the whole world;

and sometimes it is said simply that he is body (without specify¬

ing just what body), Zeno, according to Tertulllan, describes deity

as logos ot* spirit: "Your philosophers are agreed also in saying

that the Iokos. i,e, the Word and Reason, is the author of the

universe, Zeno names him the artisan, who has formed all things

and disposed all things; he says that, and calls him also destiny,

God, soul of Jupiter, necessity of all things, Cleanthes gathers

«52
Jowett, Commentary on the .epublic. II.

-^Tertullian, Ad Nat..II.2.19.
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all this together in order to attribute it all to Spirit, which

according to him, circulates through all the universe,"-^ Clement

of Alexandria describes God in the same way that the Stoics des¬

cribed the cosmic fire: "God is present throughout all substance.""
Novatian describes one of the activities of God in language remin¬

iscent of the Stoic Logos: "God moves across everything, moves the

whole, vivifies the universe, and holds it all together.""^

Cicero and Virgil, in the line of the Later Stoics, saw God

as the Spirit that pervades nature, and perhaps as nature itself.

££. batura Deorum (Lib.I.27), Cicero quotes: "Pythagorus thought

that God was the soul pervading all nature." Likewise Virgil writes

in Georgics (IV,221): "Deum namque ire per omnis", and in Aenid

(VI.726): "Spiritus intus alit, totamque..." Minucius Felix

quoting the three old Stoic leaders, gives a good summary of the

various descriptions of God's nature: "Cleanthes indeed gives the

name God sometimes to the mind(mens). sometimes to the spirit

(animus), sometimes to the aether, but most of the time to the

reason (ratio). Zeno, his master (gives it) to natural and div¬

ine laws, and he prefers (it) sometimes as aether, sometimes as

reason - the principle of all...Chrysippus is nearly in the same

case. The divine rational force, nature, and the world, and the

same time also fatal necessity he considers as God. And he follows

~^Tert..Apol.XXI.10. "^Clement of Alexandria.Strom.V.89.3.

-^Novatian, De Trin..II.6.13-1U.
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Zeno in interpreting physically the poems of Heeiod, Homer, and
£r "y

Orpheus• "3'
This text from M. Felix brings out the salient point that

deity is also identified with "fatal necessity" (•?> eluofuhm )*
This follows from the Stoic belief that whatever moves is body.

There is a meaningful movement all through the "body of the world"

which i© itself caused by the active presence of a fine, fiery

body. The movements of this interior body give order and reason

to all that happens throughout the cosmos in such an utterly

harmonious manner, that no event could have happened otherwise

than it in fact did happen (because all was under the control of

the movement of this one all-penetrating body). This controlling

moving body is God.

What is basic to every Stoic description is the fact that he

must be body to be real. So says Tertullian in Adv.Prax.,7: "For

who will deny that God is body, even though *God is Spirit'? For

spirit is a particular kind of body in its own image..." The Stoic

view of man (including his soul and spirit) is no leas material

than their view of God. Man is a reflection of God because his

reason is a part of the fine fiery spirit that is the essence

of God and the world soul. Man in this way participates in G.4.

As Seneca puts it in one of his letters (12» 52): "Membra sumus

corporis magni." According to Cicero in Academics.the rational

in nature is known by the rational in roan - e.g. There must

-^Minuoius Felix, Cctavlus. XIX,10,11.



be a first principle established for wisdom to follow whan she

embarks on any action, and this first principle must be consist¬

ent with nature} for otherwise appetition ( ). by which

we are impelled to action and seek to get an object presented to

our vision, cannot be set in motion, but the thing that sets it

in motion must first of all be seen and must be believed in, which

cannot take place if an object seen will be indistinguishable from

a false one; but how can the mind be moved to appetltlon if it

does not perceive whether the object seen is consistent with

nature or foreign to it our concern here is not with Cicero's

epistemology (which is dealt with under the heading of Stoic

Logic), but with the fact-which is brought out in this quotation -

that man can know because his own rational natur-e is of one piece

with the rational world soul which surrounds him.

The Stoics did not have the clear cut dichotomy between body

and soul of Plato and Socrates. Since to them the soul was material,

it was riot always neatly distinguished from the body. They saw

the soul as having functions (some of which were definitely

physical - e.g. reproduction), all under the control of the"head¬

master" of the soul: k&yoc •farepovtxSv if there is any imm¬

ortality of the soul (an idea which varies in the history of Stoic¬

ism), it would be the iiyepoytx^y which survived and rejoined

the great outer world soul. This is perhaps relaied to Aristotle's

idea of the "active" soul of man (which survives) over against

"^Cicero, Acadm.. (Loeb Transl., pp.500t 501).
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the "passive" soul (which deteriorates)* Also with Aristotle, some

of the Stoics leaned towards the view that each man does not have

an individual soul so much as a temporary participation in the

rational world soul* This thought appears to have been held by

Panaetius of Rhodes, though it would have been denied by the

later, ethically minded Stoics, such as Slpictetus,

Man then with hie coarser, earth-like body and finer, heaven¬

ly - like soul, is the - or bond of the whole universe*

Rational man is (to use a modern term) a "model" of the rational
RC)

universe*-'-' What must be underlined in summarizing the Stoic

view of man is this* His existence, specifically his rationality,

is dependent upon his materiality* If man is considered the key

to understanding the universe, arid man is essentially rational

and material} then as a corollary, the essential nature of the

universe is rational and material. This observation leads to a sum¬

mary of the Stoic teaching on Physics. It has been noted that the

Stoics v/ished to prove that reality was knowable in contrast to

the radical doubts of the Sceptics, Further, for the Stoics, what

is real must of necessity be corporal* Mme.Reymond-Virieux explains:

"Pour le Stoicieme*••tout ce qui est reel se presente eomme un corps

qui a une indivduallte propre et distincte de toute autr#. II aglt
A \ ✓

f \et p&tit, il possede une spontaneite motriee essentielle (tension;
A \

g V
grace a laquelle il fait effort pour a'etendre, tout en inaintcri¬

ant sa cohesion* Matiere, form® et moteur ne font qu'un. Les

59
Arnold, ,>oman Stoiclem. p*23&» discusses this concept*
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qualites dfun corps.,.sent elles - memes des corps; elles coex-

istent entre elles et avec lul. Cheque corps est une qualite
\

propre qui subsicte a travers le changement et qui, par sa ten¬

sion unifie en une solidarite naturelie ce qui sane eela serait

agregation.

Realism is guaranteed by materialism. To the Stoics, material

reality is first rational, and secondly is one tremendous united

body, including all that is. The Stoics had a picture of the world

soul as being a huge vivified sphere. Everything-including the

entire universe and God Himself - is contained in the sphere.

All reality there-God included — is limited. For a thing to be

unlimited, vsrould cause it to be irrational; because it would not

bo a part of the harmonious, rational world body. For a thing to

be without body, would render it without capability of action,

and finally non-existent. M. Brehier points this out in Incoro-

orels (p.51): "Seulement les Stoiciene ne pouvaient admettre la

conclusion logique de ce raisonnement (le monde illimite) parce

que le monde pour eux etait divin, et qu'un Dieu illimite ne

sennit* pas vivant, suivant la direction de Carneade." Commenting

on this quotation Reymond-Virieux adds: "C'est pourquol ils rej-

ettent le vide en dehors des liraltes du monde et retablisBent

ainsi la rapport ftupprlme#"

60
Reymond-Firieux, Co.Pit.. p.129.

61 "
The quotation from Brehier and the following comment both

come from Rey.-Vlr..0p.Cit..p«2Uh.



For til© Stoics therefore the universe though real and rational,

could never "be transcendent, because anything not rooted in toe

world's limited existence could be neither real nor rational.

This assumption left its mark for centuries not only in secular

philosophy, but also in Christian Theology; where - as for inst¬

ance in Tertullian and Theophilus of Antioch - God, because he

is real and rational, has to be body. This meant that He was

limited as the universe was limited. It was to be the work of

later theology; and we hold it to be a contribution of Novatian

(in some measure) - to preserve the Stoic emphasis on the reality

and rationality of God; yet to purge out the materialist, spatial

limitation which the Stoics placed on ills Infinite Nature.

The Stoic understanding of Physics was determinative for

their doctrine of God and man, and therefore quite naturally det¬

ermined the basic lines of the second great division of the Phil¬

osophy of the Stoa: Stales. While Stoic morality is not our major

concern in this section, some account must be made of it to prov¬

ide a general view of the whole context of Stoicism, here again

morality has the same essential basis as all other parts of the

Stoic System, namely realism and materialism. The proper behaviour

of mankind is in the end of the day an outworking of the* same

fiery logos that gives existence and order to the rest of the

universe. Stoic Ethics derive from the general Stoic world view.
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Proclus states it: "Platen, dit Prod: etablit 1'unite" du monde

sur l'unlte da sa models; Aristota, eur I'unite de la matiere et

de la determination des lleux naturels; les Stoiciens, sur 1'exist-

ence d'une force vivifiante de la substance* corporelle#"

This "vivifying force" that runs through corporal substance,

gives form to material and meaning to activity# The place of moral

man is to "submit" to this natural force that pervades himself and

the outer world# Clement of Alexandria was in this line of Stoic

morality when he advised the progressing Christian to submit his

life to " ^T°C an(j a» ii}iese are, as bpanneut says: "les
A

clefs de voute de tout 1'edifice moral#"

The Stoic dogma that saw man's life being controlled by the

universal, pervasive fire led to a determinism, which was nonethe¬

less counter balanced by a strong stress on individual responsib¬

ility in ethics. Many have seen in the works of Virgil (e.g.neneld.

(-ecrrlcs) a poet who was influenced by the Stoics Posidorius,

Scaevola, and Varroj a wrestling with the various (and not always

consitent; Stoic views on the destiny of man: as variously deter¬

mined by fate, the gods, or choice# Bis poeme seem to indicate

that "fate" (the fiery aether that runs through all) is the ulti¬

mately decisive factor. This thought is very present in Stoic

Ethical Teaching#

Proclus, Commentary on Timeeus. I8j5e# This citation from

ney.Vlr#, ^ n # it#,p#hl#

^Spanneut, Op.Clt.. p.251.
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It is beyond our purpose to delve into the attempted Stoic

harmonizations between all-determining, materialist fate, and

free individual moral choice. In the long run perhaps the most

important and lasting distinction that the Stoics made between

general determinism and individual activity is one that was later

widely used by the seventeenth century Orthodox Scolaetlcs in

their doctrine of Predestination, Windieband briefly describes

this Stoic distinction: "The Stoics on free will make the point

that responsibility as a judgment pronounced on- the ethical qual¬

ity of actions and characters is quite independent of the question

whether the persons or deeds might in the course of events have
6/'

been other than they were or not." (In other words even if a

thing in which I am involved is predestined, it is still myself

who does it - and not another. Therefore I am responsible).

It is true that the Stoics were never able to harmonize fully

their main assertion that man is to submit willingly to the fate

which will eventually control him anyway (though the sooner he

submits, the easier is his pathway), and their secondary exhor¬

tations to the individual to live a rlgourously simple, industrious,

and pure existence "in accordance with the nature of which he is

a part." What is however of large importance for our study at

this juncture is the fact that the Stoic desire to safeguard

individual moral choice (in opposition to the accusations of the

^V/lndleband, history of Philosophy, p. 19k
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Sceptics and Middle Academy that they had surpassed it), led them

to make new, more precise distinctions in the realm of perception

and assent, which in turn opened the way to an Increasing realism

in their epiatemology. The keystone of all Stoic realism was the

xaTaXyrxTixfr yamaota . and it is precisely this concept that was

deepened and clarified as a result of conflict and development

within Stoic Morality on the question of free individual choice#

In the earliest £>eriod of Stoicism it was apparently held

that all sensation was true. The objection was raised that if this

were the case, then there would be no individual freedom in moral

choice. The individual would have to receive all sensation as

truth. His knowledge therefore would be determined for him, in

that he would be powerless to reject any sensation as untrue, be

could not then be held responsible for his actions; fox1 these

would, be based on knowledge that had been determined fox^ him,

outside of his own powers of choice. This objection was evidently

dealt with in the very days of the Stoic Movement by Zeno himself.

While wishing to retain the epistemological realism that was

anchored to the empirical viewpoint of realiability in sense perc¬

eption, he also vanted to safeguard the freedom and responsibility

of the individual in moral choice (against the hedonistic ethics

of the rival Epicureans). To do this he began to stress the factor

of the individual's own assent In the process of "presentation";

sensation; judgment; knowledge. "Zenon introduit 1*assent pour
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sauvegar&er le libre arbitre, et qu'ainsl l'homme puisse etre tenu
\

responsatole de aes actions; de cette raanlere une saine morale peut

etre fondee." **
Later in the history of Stoicism, as wc shall find in the

next ma^or section (Logic), this concept of assent was further

refined and. developed into an even more psychologically and epist-

emologically stronger realism. This was to he largely the work of

Chryslppus as he expounds the cataleptic phantasm as an answer to

further controversies, primarily over the responsibility of indiv¬

idual choice in moral decision. Thus the Stoic goal of realism in

knowledge was given a deeper, more objective basis through contro¬

versies that involved not so much the question of epiatemological

realism as atieh, as the all important question (for the tv*a cent¬

uries on either side of the birth of Christ) of the responsibility

end destiny of the individual "moral" man.

At the centre of the Stoic Ethic was the morally "wise" man.

Over the years they moderated their view of the ideal individual

who lived in complete harmony with nature. In the early days of

Zeno and Cleanthee, the ideal "moral man" was an unattaina'bly

exalted figure, who was utterly free not only from the grosser sins

of pleasure seeking and love of worldly approbation, but also was

cut off from the more normal human desires for reasonable happiness

through a moderate measure of friendship, sufficient physical

^Reym.-Vir,, QsuClt..p.50
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provisions, and good health. This gave to history the stereotyped

view of the Stoic Sage, who with cold resign was quite satisfied

not only to he "spoiled of his goods", but also to lose hie phy¬

sical limbs and even life; if this seemed "in accordance" with

the inner movements of nature. Earlier Stoic Ethics seemed des¬

igned to speak only to this sage, and to none else. All others

beneath his rigorous self-denial and moral attainment were hope¬

less.

This segregation however was not really consistent with the

Stoic world viaw in which mankind is one harmonious lump with

nature, through all parts of which the fiery was real¬

ising itself. To some degree in Chrysippus, arid to a greater degree

in the Middle Stoa, the picture of the self-sufficient, morally

pure Stoic sage was brought more into line with actual reality;

and Stoic ethics began speaking not just to the "perfect", but

to those who were far down on the scale - but were interested in

advancement. Panaetius of Rhodes devoted an entire book to the

morally deficient, not yet "wise" probationer ),

entitled**^ xafrfrtowoc it was translated by Cicero as ifi'icila.

and far from limiting itself to the perfect sage, it discusses the
66

"services" (o:ficla j to be rendered by the moral probationer.

66
See Arnold, Roman Stoicism.

.✓ •
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With all the developments in the Stoic idea of the moral

man, the assumption of the physical basis of human morality was

never questioned. The individual, whether a full sage, or only

a probationer, was to live in accordance with nature in him and

around him, he could do this only because he was a part of nature

itself. The fiery logos that formed and continually activated the

world pervaded his own soul and reason. Be had only to listen to

the testimony of this all-pervasive reason, and so in obeying he

would be conforming himself to "nature," Nature spoke to him in

basically two ways: first, through the ideas that were received

into his Intelligence and *otval Svvotat ) ana

secondly through the circumstances in which he was placed. To

live in accordance with nature, one was to apply these given

ideas to one's own situation} and then proper "naturally" moral

action would follow.

To understand what was intended by the two types of ideas

given to men (xpgXnfrt c and muvat ewoten ) * leads us to an

examination of the Stoic doctrine of society, since this is

closely connected to general moral knowledge and choice, Thvujh
these types of ideas are more a matter of logic, they will be

briefly described here insofar as they are connected to the

broad moral sense of society, Cicero describes these types of

ideas in Academics (11,1, 1 to 19»63)« ?he first sort of know-
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ledge (nptiknitc ) is based almost exclusively on the sense

organs. Through sensation the mind of man is pre seated with piet-

urea, which when they are in accord with reality, are "assented

to", and bo a "clear presentation" of reality (jeamtiayeKM*—-
fftVTCKyfo ) is stored in the mind. From these accumulated pict-

ures comes experience ( iwtetota ). The "mind-pictures" oioocsioi.——)
of experience fire used to build "notions" (or rational mind pict¬

ures), which also require assent of the will "before becoming

clear comprehensions, and, entering scientific knowledge. Now in

a way (which the existing Stoic texts do not so clearly explain),

these tixwoefa* are connected to the general "Knowledge of class

concepts that must "be assumed in the individual for rational dis¬

course (e,g, of cows or horses). This assumption is called /-

(antlcioatio) or preconception. One may paraphrase in few words

the long description of Cicero on this: xpjfanttg is a general
term - a mental shaping in accordance -with man's nature of things

in general, Kenee this is a variety of Iwoiai These precon-

cexitions are foreehadowings of truth insofar as they correspond

to the common judgment of mankind. If these preconceptions are

rightly applied, they become clearer by use and thus attain to

the rank of true knowledge# ^
Thus upAamfi*: is the first instrument that man must

possess and use in order to receive the testimony of nature con-

67
Paraphrased from Cicero, Acadm.. 11,1-19#
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cerning how to make proper choices which will order his moral

life in accordance with what is objectively there. But secondly,

beyond this rather individual, sensual type of knowledge, man -

because he is part of larger society - is endued with more gen¬

eral ideas that are not so directly dependent on individual sense

experience. All society, being a part of the one world soul, and

pervaded by the central reasonable wctpft is hence endowed

with a general, which gives rise to "general notions" (notvol
svv<na» ). To explain this we paraphrase Cicero again: Common

reason (»o»»&c X6y°C ) gives rise to its parts, which are "common

notions" (notvol evvoiat ) shared by gods and men. Its content

includes conception of what is morally good; belief that gods

exist| and that the world is governed by providence (this content

is very close to the earlier teaching of Plato in the )-epublic

and the Laws). These are in rough outline innate (epytreoi
«»vota* ). t)U-t only fully attainable by wise

The probationer by using the general iueas he receives as a

member of society, and the particular knowledge he receives as part

of his own sense experience can order his moral choices in such

a way that he will attain the rank of a "wise man". Once again it

is clear that the basis of the Stoic Ethic rests upon the Btoic

Physics, Men can live lives in accordance with nature because they

are in fact part of nature. The same fine, fiery logos that

68
Ibid.
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activates and makes rational the world soul also penetrates the

individual soul, giving it a rationality akin to that of nature.

In later Stoicism less stress was laid on the individual soul in

himself, and more emphasis was placed on his "being a member of

world wide society. As a part of the great living material organ¬

ism, man received the common ideas (from which the later idea of

"common sense" is developed), and through these ideas as well as

the makeup of his own nature; man is led to see his common citi¬

zenship with all humanity in all the earth. The later Stoics

showed that to live in accordance with nature is to live and

share as one part of the great Whole. Thus in consonance with

this doctrine, the former slave, Epictetus, could be teacher to

the Emperor of the Roman Empire. Both of them would be merely

parts of the same whole. Both would be pervaded by the same fiery

rational logos; and both by applying the inner logos to their own

outer situation, would somehow make a contribution to the ongoing

development and increasingly clear rationality of the great world

soul. Living in order to the good of the whole was a goal calcu¬

lated to reduce the self-importance of the individual, and appre¬

ciably increase common brotherhood and citizenship; at least in

theory, if not in practice.

One then discovers in the historical development of Stoic

morality, a moderation in their view of the austere "sage", and

with this a corresponding broadening in application of the Stoic
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ethic to society in general. As a result of this, as time went on

less interest was shown by the later Stoa in Physics and Logicj

and more attention was focused on morality. This historical change

of emphasis within the Stoic Philosophy has been summarized by

Mm©• Beymond-Virieux (in Op.Clt..p.265) as followss "Les relations

entre la logique, la physique, ©t la morale ont varie au coura du

Stoicism©; Chrysippe, et d'une maniere generale l'ancien ?ortique

attrlbuant a la logique une importance plus consldeivable que sea

successeursj le Moyen Stoicism© preferant 1*investigation sclent-

Ifique dans tous les domaines aux luttes dialectiques, et le Nouv-
V

eau Portlque i■©commandant a ses disciples de ne pas abuser des

exercises dialectiquea, sans toutefoia considerer coram© une simple

propeceutique la logique a 1'etude do laquelle 1 'homiae, salon
v ^ \

Lpictete, doit passer le minimum de temps necessaire a apprendre
\ ^
a pencer Juste, afin de se consaerer speeialaraent a la morale,

N

ou mieux encore a la pratique des aetes vertueux."

Even with all the attention given to morality by the Later

Stoa, from beginning to end, Stoic ethics continued to be part and

parcel of physics and logic, be have examined something of the

relationship between stoic physics and the resultant Stoic moral¬

ity. One must now mention the very significant connection of morals

to logic in the Stoa. Perhaps the most beneficial contribution of

Stoicism to later thought has been their open, realist type of

logic. Early Christian Theology in general, and Novation in part-
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icul&r wore benefited by this Stoic epietemology and logic.

One basic reason why the logic of the Stos came to be diff¬

erent from the Classical Logic of Aristotle was the over riding

concern of the Stoics (even the Early Stoics) with moral questions.

The Stoics, as compared with Aristotle, had a different goal and

different tasks for logic to do. Therefore the Logic itself that

they developed was different from the "essentiallst" logic of the

Stagarite. This different substance, task, and goal of logic among

the Stoics was related to their moralism. "La logique (de 1'Orranon)

repond d'une part au besoin de la discussion (•. .a mettre un adv-

ersaire en contradiction avec lui-meme), d'autre part au beeoln

de la demonstration scientifique, telle qu'elle exlste dans la

geometrie. La situation chez lea Stolciens est bien different©;

ce ne sont pa3 deo geometres, maIs dee moral!ofea; raais d'une
maniere remarkable, e'eet le meme mot, Inn^jtTfa 1ul <iealgne

^ A
la conduit® consequent avec elle~meme qui eat celle du eage^ l?en-*

A S y

chainement deo causes qui definit la volonte ou le oeatin, et enfin

le lien qui unit 1*antecedent au consequent dans une proposition

vraie. Ce simple rapport montre la raison du eouci que lee Stoic-

iens avaient de la logique. Epictete... repet© plusieure foist

on ne saurait tvoir la condulte d*un sage si l*on n*a pas appris

"quelle chose est la consequence d'une autre chose." La logique
^ n *1 £Q
penetre toute la conduit©• y

^Rey.-Vir., Qp.Clt.. p.v
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Interest in a wise conduct "penetrated by logic" led the

Stoics to develop a new sort of logic, that was far less prescr¬

iptive than that of Aristotle# Thus (in many cases) it was remark¬

ably open to discovery and description of external reality. The

same author haa distinguished the logic of the Stoa from that of

Aristotle in this way: "L'accord avec soimeme n'est done plus

(ou plus seuleraent) comrae le prineipe de contradiction chez Aris-
✓

# A
tote, une caractorietique de l'etre; 11 est une norma dont la

valeur s'etend ce la pensee theorique a la vie; e'est probable-

rnent cette profonde transformation qui, interessant la philoso¬

phic tout entlere, a amene une veritable refonte oe la logique;

de meme que le monde n'eot au fond que la aerie infinie des even-

ements, cie meme une proposition simple n'est jamais que l'enonce

d'un evenemcnt (il fait $ouv) ©t une proposition complexe l*enonee

a'une liaison entro deux evenements (si le premier, done le second);

telle est la regie si simple qui a libere la logique de tone les
✓ / s ^ 70

precepts compliques qui pesont sur la logique aristctelicierme#"

Through the long years of Stoic history, there was consider¬

able development in the department of logic no less than in ethics.

Before we study the growth and flowering of stoic logic, we must

first examine its actual basis# Stole logic as well as Stoic

ethics is grounded in physics. The pattern of human logic is

directly based upon the nature of man and the universe# The central

7QIbld.



all determining assumption of Stoic logic is that man can know

reality. This is possible because the nature of man is harmon¬

ious with the nature of the universe, Vve have previously seen

that to the Stoic all reality - including man ana the world -

is formed from the same homogeneous material, Material reality

has form and is rational because it was originally produced from,

and is till pervaded by the essence of all reality - the fine,

fiery lo;;os. The seed of all reality is thus the Xftyoc
The definitive attributes of this fine, airy substance are mat-

thing it produces. The essential characteristics of reality

(including the outer world and the inner soul of man) will natur¬

ally be materiality and rationality. Since the mind of man is mat¬

erial and rational, -what could be more natural than that'it should

be able to know the outer world, which is also material and ration¬

al ? Or to put it another way, since all reality is a part of the

reasonable world soul (which can equally well be termed "god"),

then all reality is from its participation in God, reasonable and

knowable, "Du fait que le Dies, etre raisonnable, s*insinue partout,

il en resultera que notre raison humaine trouvera un donne pene-

tref ae raison sur lequel pourra s'exercer aa reflexion#"^

eriaiity and rationality. The K&yoc orxepuaiTH^c leaves

) in every-ite characteristic marks (X&yot (rmmnafttitot

^Rey.-Vir., Gp.Cit,. p,Uu
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From the broad conception of why knowledge is possible, we

move to the raox-e specific question of how it actually takes place.

The "how" of knowledge, as well as the "why" is closely related

to Stoic materialist physics. In Stoicism, reality is material.

This is true of events as well as objects. If events are to be real,

then they must be based upon and under-stood in terms of the raater-

ial. This is precisely what happens in the Stoic explanation of

the process by which knowledge takes place. The Stoics had to

overcome the arguments of the Sceptics, who said the mind of man

can either know nothing of objective outer reality (the more

radical view), or that while the mind can obviously make enough

contact with reality to "get by", still one can attain neither

certainty of knowledge, nor penetrate the inner essence of real¬

ity (the more moderate view). In face of this radical doubt,

Stoics asserted realism in the process of knowledge. This could

be established for them in only one way. Since material is real;

then one must prove that the events in the process of knowledge

are based on the material. If the events leading up to knowledge

can be explained in terms of what is materially "there", then

one has at the same time established the reality and rationality

of this process. They proceeded to do this in the following manner.

The first element in trie process of knowledge is outward real¬

ity itself. Some objectively real object imposes its presence on

the sensory organs of the individual, uhat is noteworthy In this

first step of perception is the fact that reality imposes itself
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on the Individual percipient. Therefore from the start the point

is made that outer reality le not "worked up" from within the mind

of man, but is already objectively there; and at some particular

point in time, makes its presence known. As a result of the init¬

ial sensation, a "picture'' of the reality which is imposing itself
72

on the sensory perception is "presented" to the mind,' The mind

is capable of receiving pictures of objects because through the

mind, as well as through the outer reality, there runs the same

rational Iomos. One has previously quoted Diogenes Laertius in

his paraphrase of 2eno as he describes these steps: "A present¬

ation (covtaoftt j is an imprint on the soul: the name coming

from the imprint of a seal on wax* There are two series of wavxcxrtat

one apprehending a real object, the other not. The former, which

they take to be the test of reality Is defined as that which pro¬

ceeds from a real object, agrees v.ith that object itself, and has

been imprinted seal-fashion and stamped on the mind. The other,

not proceeding from any real object; or if it does, falls to

agree with the reality itself,"^ Another explanation of the

favraqfa underlines the objectivity and priority of the out¬

ward reality: "The origin of all perceptions (<pavvagf04 ) $s refer¬

red to action of some object parscurtSv ) on the soul. The soul

at birth is a tz bitU rasa receiving definite features by experience

See Plut, Plac. iv,12, Blog,vii,50. Sext, Math,vli«2Ul.

'"^Diog,Laert, , (Loeb Translation, p. 155).
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from without# Chyrlssipus held a perception to be not 00 much an

impression as a "change''(t ) produced in the ruling
part of the mind#"^

The next major step in the process of perception leading up

to true knowledge is perhaps the one that history most identifies

with the Stoics - "assent" ^ or adsensus ).^ As

was mentioned earlier the Stoics were criticized from some quart¬

ers for making the knowledge process so realistic and determinis¬

tic that the Individual had absolutely no decision in the matter

- and thus could riot he held morally responsible for later actions

based on knowledge that was "forced" upon his mind# The Stoics

parried this criticism in their explanation of "assent#" The
mind of man, akin us it is by nature to the outer reality that

is being "pictured" to it, is able to decide whether the picture

(and therefore the object giving rise to that picture) agrees

with reality or not. If it does, the individual gives his assent

that the presentation is a true one, and thus has moved along the

path of inward knowledge of outer facts# Cicero, reproducing, as

he says, Seno's teaching, describes the general process of per¬

ception as it leads up to assent# "The mind cannot be incorpor¬

eal, for if so it were incapable of any activity - whereas any¬

thing capable of acting or being acted upon in any way could not

be incorporeal. Sensation he held to be a combination of a sort

^ Seller, Stoics, hoicurcans, and Sceptics, p.77#

See Sext.Math.vli.397. Diog.vil.51# Cicero...cad. I. lb. bQ#
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of impact offered from outside in the - to which he

joins the act of mental assent, which resides in us, and is a

voluntary act, Hot all presentations are trustworthy, only those

that hove a "manifestation" peculiar to themselves of the object

presentedj and a trustv/orthy presentation being perceived as such

by its own intrinsic nature, he termed "graspoble" (xatokfrreoy ).

After it is received and accepted as true, it is termed a "grasp"

(as an object in the hand), A thing grasped by sensation, he call¬

ed itself a sensation, and a thing so firmly grasped as to be ir¬

removable by reasoning, he termed knowledge, A thing not so grasped

is termed ignorance (the source of opinion),"^
The Jewish Hellenist philosopher, Philo of Alexandria, in he

0 ,n>tressu Cuaererflae mentions the work of assent: ,,,The mind is

the eye1o eye and the hearing's hearing, and the purified sense of

each of the senses; it uses them as ushers in its tribunal, but

itself passes judgment on the nature of the objects presented;

giving its assent to some and refusing it to others,»♦" ' The

individual hence does have a personal decision to make in the events

leading up to knowledge. It was the genius of the Stoic epistemol-

ogy to affirm the individual's choice in the process, without in

the least weakening the objectivity and given reality of that

process. In fact the Stoic emphasis on assent even strengthened

the realism of their epistemology in that it led them to clarify

and develop the central point and keystone of their whole realist

^ Cicero, Acad,I, translation from Loeb series,quoted in T,V.

Smith, Prom Aristotle to lotinus. p.199,

77?hllo, De Gon.Cr, XXV, (Loeb Translation p,533),
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system: the cataleptic phantasm* This was the one point more than

any other, that they used to assert their belief that man can and

does know reality as it is in Itself, This concept was to be fruit¬

ful in later Christian Theology in suggesting how man can in obj¬

ective reality know God. Reflections of this understanding are to

be seen in the work of Novation*

The cataleptic phantasm proceeds directly from the- "mental

assent" that the mind has given to a faithful picture (or "pres¬

entation") of some object in reality.^ Diogenes Laertiue exp¬

lains it this way: 'freedom from perclpitaney (in dialectic) is

a knowledge when to give or withhold the mind's assent (arpymtddecri^
to impressions,«.Earnestness (absence of frivolity) is a habit of

referring "presentations" (cavroatac ) to right reason. Know¬

ledge itself is either unerring apprehension ( xat&XTrtuc AotgaXfj
or a habit or state which in reception of presentations cannot be

shaken by judgment,•.The presentation meant is that which comes

from a real object,..(and is) accompanied by yielding and assent

on our part,,,The standard of truth is the apprehending presentat-

ion (tfo» rataXTHrnxfty <pavvaofav ) - i.e. from a real object."'^
As Wolfson notes there is a close connection in Stoic thought

between "assent" and "faith", lie says the re was one definition of

faith by the Stoics: "It is said of them that they defined faith

as a 'strong assumption' (IwftXTtfK tcrxvpd ;confirming, that which

^®Bee Cicero, Acad.I.11,62. IX«12»3&* Fin.V.26,76. Sext.

Math.vi1.253.

^Diog. Laert.,II (Loeb Translation, p.156).
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is assumed" (Stobaeus, .color,ae 11,7)# reproducing Aristotle's

statement that faith is a vehement assumption,••hat the Stoics

seem to have done hero, therefore, Is to extend the meaning of

that term (i• e.cr»yxaT&Oecnc ) so as to include also the mean¬

ing of Aristotle's term faith, and thus to use it as a judgment

of the truth of a thing as well as a judgment of the goodness of

a thing" (Wolfson, Philosophy of the Church Fathers, up,116,117).

T.F. Torrance in a study on Clement of Alexandria also underlines

the connection that the Stoics made bet-ween assent, faith, and

knowledge: "Scientific knowledge is thus not basically different

from faith, but is faith drawn out in its rational connection with

the reality upon which it reposes, while in this way faith itself

is accurately understood as it reposes directly on that reality -

Strom.II.ix: U5.6; XI, ("The Implications of 01KONGMIA for

knowledge and Speech of God in early Christian Theology" in GIKUfr-

QAIA. F, Christ, ed., p.22k)*

The Stoa in explaining how the cataleptic phantasm flows

from assent, showed it to be the ultimate standard of truth and

reality. "A true perception is one which represents a real object

as It really is. This can be known by the degree of strength with

which certain perceptions force themselves on our notice. Percept¬

ion by itself does not carry assent ( m>Y*0-'t^'QK{n€ j until the

faculty of judgment is directed to the perception, 'while assent

rests with us, some perceptions are of such a kind as to force
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asaent as corresponding with the actual nature of things. Such

perceptions produce in us that strength of conviction which Stoics

call a conception (hence a "conceptual perception" - (pavrcuTftu

xataXtpiTtxaf - or "irresistable perceptions"). These are the

standard of truth. Hence the test of "Irresistability" ( xotAXttHc )

is first applied to outer sensations - which supplied the material

for knowledge; and secondly, an equal degree of certainty is att¬

ached to terms deduced from originally true data fcy either univer¬

sal exercise of thought, or "by scientific processes of proof.

Since these derivative terms (among them xotval eyvotat ; serve

as the basis for deriving others; in one sense sensation and pri¬

mary conceptions are both standards of truth. However the real

standard lies neither in sensation, nor in primary conceptions;

but in the power inherent in certain perceptions of carrying conv¬

iction - xaxaXtpmx&> - & power belonging first to sensations,

and next to "primary conceptions" formed from them in a natural

way ( xotval evvotui or xpoX-flfretc )."80
The cataleptic phantasm was the ultimate guarantee of real¬

ity, because it was as a clear beacon light enabling the mind to

distinguish unerringly one object in the external world from anoth¬

er. Cicero brings out this point in Lucullus.26: "Omnia dicis sul

generis esse; nihil ease idem, quod sit aliud. Stoieum est quid-

em, nec admoflum incredibile; nullum esse pilura omnibus rebus talem,

®°2'.eller, Qp.Clt.. pp.S9~91»
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qualis sit pllus alius nullum gramen."

T.W. Levin summarizes Cicero's teaching at this point: "It is

in connection with these two notions (just mentioned by Cicero)

that we must look for an explanation of the cataleptic phantasm.

Eince perception was an intuition of a real external object, and

no two objects in nature were exactly alike, it was possible for

a vdtse roan to discern its mark ox* distinctive feature of the obj¬

ect; and by storing it up in the memory, make it a criterion with
81

which to compare other perception© or observations."

Cicero shows us that in the final analysis, the cataleptic

phantasm was the "faculty" in the process of perception by v*hich

the mind could "grasp" unmistakably the distinguishing mark© of

particular objects, and thus know with certainty reality. "It is

probable that the cataleptic phantasm was really a complex idea

in memory, composed of a group of those marks or qualities which

constitute the differentia of a species. Thus Zeno and the

closed fist...illustrates arrival at knowledge by observation,

comparison, abstraction, and classification. So the cataleptic

phantasm seems to be sometimes a single complex perception of an

individual, and sometimes a more general notion. Cicero however,

appears to regard it always as the former, although the basis

on which the validity of general notions was established (cf.

•■•cad, .oot.ll. )"S2

8lLevin, op.Git., pp.72,73.

82Ibid., p.72.
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The great strength of the cataleptic phantasm lay In the

absolute clarity with which it presented reality to the knowing

mind. It is certain that with their intricacy of detail concern¬

ing perception, the Stoics were never fully able to express pre¬

cisely how outer reality is related to the mind that knows r.ality

(nor has anyone else, for that matter). The closest that they

cam© to this sort of definition lay in their stressing of the

perspicuity of the aMaftaniih fgyfflgfo • did not have

to give a definition of the mind's relation to reality, so long

as they could point men to the light that came into the mind

through the cataleptic r>hantasm. The fact that this process act¬

ually worked, and brought by its working clarification into one's

knowledge was its own justification, Cicero says in . .cadm,:

"There was no need to define the essential nature of knowledge,

or perception, or "mental grasp".,, because there was nothing

clearer than lyqpoeta truths so manifest did not need de¬

fining,"®^ This later was used to help shed light on the way of

man's knowledge of Cod in Christ, as is to be seen in Novation's

treatise £& the Trinity.

The experimental evidence, power, and clarity (tvapycfa )

with which truth actually imposes itself on the individual's mind

is the ultimate stoic defence for the cataleptic phantasm; which

is Itself, in turn, the final stoic proof for epistemological

realism. Though they held that man's own assent is an integral

8"5
-'Cicero, ncadm.. (Loeb Translation, p,hS9),



part of the process of knowledge, yet - In consistency with their

realism - they subordinated man's power of assent to the objective

power of reality (rather than subordinating; the final shape of rea¬

lity to the constructive power of man's mind). In bucullus.12.

Cicero brings out the power of reality over assent: "For as it is

evident (says Lucullua) that one scale of a balance must be dep¬

ressed when a weight is put In it, so the mind too must yield to

what is evident; for just as it is impossible for any to forbear

desiring what is manifestly suited to its nature, so it is equally

impossible for it to withhold its assent to a manifest fact which

is brought under its notice." As we shall soon observe, even though

the Church Fathers of the first three centuries could not accept

many of the doctrines on which the Stoics based their epistemolog¬

ical realism (e.g. absolute materialism), yet they were able to

maintain much of the stoic contribution towards realism precisely

through holding to this discovery of the power of fttrapYcf" aru3,
corresponding assent. These two facto are to some degree indepen¬

dent of cosmic materialism, and can be held even if one drops many

aspects of the materialist physics from which they sprang (as

Kovatian appears to do over against Tertullian, who holds on to

much of the materialism with the realism).

The full certainty that comes through man's assent to clear

presentations was illustrated by Zero's famous comparison of the

process of knowledge to the closing of the hand. Simple sensation
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was like an extended finger; assent was the first activity of

the power of judgment, and was illustrated by the eloeed hand;

conception was likened to the fist, and scientific knowledge

was seen as one fist firmly grasped "by the other. In other words

these illustrations represent the steps through whica one arrives

at true knowledge - "by observation, comparison, abstraction, and

classification.This well known illustration is an example of

how the Stoics held true knowledge to be a taking hold of what is

objectively present in reality. Reality is in its makeup material,

and so knowledge is based on one's experiences of material reality.

This is the empirical approach to science. Experience leads to

knowledge. The fac-tov r that clarifies experience so that it

can develop into clear knowledge is the cataleptic phantasm, A

number of experiences in which the cataleptic phantasm causes the

mind to assent to the sense presentations is the way in which one

advances to the summit of the stoic ideal in logic: true knowledge.

This empirical process of attaining firm knowledge (like the.

closing of the fist) can be described as follows: "After the

gamaoHa imaXTpmxfi . then the soul compares many like

pictures, and so comes experience ( Ipwipfa ). Then come other

comparisons based on the general principle of likeness ana unlike-

ness. From this is reason (logos). Sensation shows us the present

only; but reason brings in past ana future, and points out to us

8\evin, £&. nit.. p.7h.
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workings of cause and effect. The mind pictures (oavxaataA )

derived from sensation, are used by reason to build "notions" -

"rational mind pictures"; which also require prudent assent of

will before becoming comprehensions and entering scientific know¬

ledge, These are e»»ota* Everyone must assume in his hearers

the knowledge of certain class concepts (termed *p6lrafrtc ),

These preconceptions are foreshadowing8 of truth insofar as they

correspond to the common judgment of mankind. If these preconce¬

ptions are rightly applied, they become clearer by use, and thus
8b

attain the rank of true knowledge," ^

Even as the illustration of a hand being closed and grasped

by another hand shows movement, so also the Stoic conception of

science - or true knowledge - is a dynamic movement. It is of

course based on the elementary stoic assumption that the world is

material and rational; and that the mind is akin to the world in

its materiality and rationality. Therefore the mind can know the

world. Cicero says in Academicst "The senses contain the highest

truth, given that they are sound and healthy and also that all

obstacles and hinderanees are removed," The stoic empiricism

is different however from certain other forms of empiricism.

With the Stoics the senses are servants and not masters. The senses

provide faithful information to enable the mind to uetor-mine the

^(Paraphrased from) Cicero, ncad..II,1-19-especially 10,

See also on this point Seller, Outlines in Philosophy, pp,235-236.
ac

Cicero, Acad.. (Loeb Translation, p,k93)»
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objective state of outer reality. But the senses are not "masters"

- i.e. are not responsible for giving "form" to formless matter

(that which "presents" itself to the senses already has its own

form); nor is reality limited to those things that remain within

the immediate graspable limits and control of the senses. Rather

are they "servants" v/hich point out beyond themselves and second¬

ly, they relay this material to faculties higher than themselves,

which in their own way point back out to the great original real¬

ity.

The Stoics did not overemphasize the mechanics of sense per¬

ception in a way that turned the interest away from (or even ex¬

cluded; the outer reality that this process was supposed to con¬

vey. The senses were a means to an end, and not an end in them¬

selves. They pointed beyond themselves to objective reality in

such a manner that reality was not understood to be "enclosed"

by them. They were in one way windows opening up to what is there.

Thus the emphasis is not laid on the senses, per se, but one by

means of them moves beyond them to a more precise view of things

as they are.

Put in other terms, "percepts" lead to "concepts", and the

mind by use of these developed concepts is able to move from a

restricted (thougn correct) view of one particular object, to a

broader, higher view of reality in general - including class

concepts and understanding of cause, effect, and purpose in the
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external world, Cicero explains how sense percepts lead up to

concepts in Academics, "But then whatever character belongs to

these objects which we say are perceived by the senses must be¬

long to that following set of objects which are said to be per¬

ceived not by actual sensation, but by a sort of sensation, as

for example - 'Yonder thing is white*,,. This class of percepts

consists of comprehensions grasped by out mind, not by our senses.

Then 'Yonaer object is a horse*»•»Next follows the rest of the

series, linking on a chain of larger percepts - e«g. the follow¬

ing, which embrace as it were a fully completed grasp of the

objects* 'If it is a human being, it is a rational mortal animal,'

From this class of percept are imprinted upon us notions of things

without which all understanding and all investigation and all

discussion are impossible."®^
In the preceeding quotation it was shown that sense percepts

are used in giving the mind an understanding of general class

concepts (one of the requisites of "science"). Another factor that

is present when the mind has attained true knowledge is an under¬

standing of cause, effect, reason and purpose. Further on in the

same Academics, Cicero brings out this as well, in his discussion

of the movement of the mind from sensation up to true knowledge,

"For the mind itself which is the source of the sensations and

even is itself sensation, has a natural force which it directs

^Cicero, head.. (Loeb Translation, p.1*95),
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to the things "by which it is moved. Accordingly, some sense

perceptions it seises on so as to make use of them at once;

others it as it were stores away; these "being the source of

memory, while all the rest it unites into systems "by their

mutual resemblences; and from these are formed the concepts

of objects which the Greeks term sometimes evvoKU and some¬

times TtpoX-fofretc . When thereto there has been added reason

and logical proof, and an Inummerable multitude of facts, then

comes the clear perception of all these things, and also this

same reason having been by these stages made complete, finally
OO

attains to wisdom."

In the same way that the Stoics saw the senses not as

structuring or enclosing reality, but rather being used as instr¬

uments to point beyond themselves to a fuller conception of things

as they are; even so they understooa science (the summit of the

whole sensory process) not as a final state which contained in

itself all necessary information, but instead as being the poss¬

ession of a developed set of tools that could be used to gain

more objective information from reality, Cicero uses the very

word "tools" (instrumenta) in this regard: "Hence the mind em¬

ploys the senses, and also creates the sciences as a second set

of senses, and strengthens the structure of philosophy itself to

the point where it may produce virtue, the sole source of the

DO

Cicero, Acad., (Loeb Translation p.508),



ordering of the whole of life. Therefore those who assert that

no tiling can toe grasped (no sc comprehend/) deprive us of these

things that are the very tools or equipment of life,

The Stoic conception therefore of knowledge is realist from

"beginning to end. The process of sensation is commenced when an

outwardly objectively existent object imposes itself on the senses.

The senses "being inherently akin to outward nature are able to

recognize reality as it is and assent to it. Through repeated

perceptions the mind stores up information, which it is then able

to use as "tools" to penetrate further into broader likenesses,

connections, and purposes in reality.

This Stoic view of &<xLtx*fon) as a "set of instruments" so

to speak, may well be related to the later patristic understanding

of given theological images as cools rather than actual enclosed

pictures, Professor Torrance has made reference to this latter

theological use of images as tools as follows: "Granted that images

have and must have a place in our knowledge of God, are they not

tools rather than pictures, pointing to a reality which they do

not describe, and therefore making themselves in © real sense

dispensable as they do their work and we apprehend the reality

through them?"^
This confidence that reality is knowable, and this openness

of the senses and science to what Is there is an important heritage

®^Cieero, Acad,. II,x,

90^ T»F, Torrance, Theological Science. p,19»
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for later Christian Theology as it attempts to understand the

revelation of God in Iiis Word. One of the early Fathers in fact

gives a useful summary of true knowledge from the Stoic viewpoint.

In Strornateis VI.VII.3U3> Clement of Alexandria states: "For pro¬

phecy is full of knowledge (wficnc ) inasmuch as it was given

by the Lord. And is not knowledge (mtSknc ) an attribute of

the rational soul, which trains itself for this, that by knowledge

it may become entitled to immortality. For both are powers of the

soul, both knowledge and impulse. And impulse is found to be a

movement after assent. For since learning is older than action...

knowledge turns out the beginning and author of all rational action.

So that rightly the particular nature of the rational soul is

characterised by this alonej for in reality impulse like Knowledge

is excited by existing objects. And knowledge is essentially e con¬

templation of existences on the pert of the soul, either of a cert¬

ain thing, or of certain things."

Throughout the entire Stoic logic objectivity in knowledge is

connected to the assumption that both the faculties of the mind and

outward objects are material - and therefore rational and knowable.

The typically stoic statement of Clement that "Knowledge is excited

by outwardly existing objects" would appear to assume the material¬

ity of outer objects and sense perception. One would expect this

strong empiricism to limit severely the field of reality that would

be amenable to knowledge. There was a sense however in which Stoic-



ism overcame - to some degree - its materialist limitations, in

that science with them was open to a much "broader scope of real¬

ity than would have "been anticipated from their "basic assumptions.

Stoic logic while always closely connected to materialist sensual¬

ism, nevertheless reaches "beyond it in at least three ways.

First the stoic approach to science instead of' "being narrow¬

ly turned inward to the one particular object of reality project¬

ed through the cataleptic phantasm, was on the contrary turned

outward to a general comparison of this object with other objects

in the light of reality as a whole. Perhaps the basic stoic belief

of all things participating in the one world soul, led to their

openness and broadness of view in which they considered the single

event or object in light of the more meaningful reality as a

v/hole,

Mme,Keymond-Virleux points this out: "Le seul critere de

verity admis sera aesorrnais la representation cataleptioue 'sans
\

obstacle'; ce qui conduisait a penser que "Ce que fait la certi-
. ' A N

tude, c est moins la representation elle-meme que son rapport a

1*ensemble, dont elle fait partie" (cf. Brehier, Klstoire de la

Philosophle, I, p.394)*" The Stoic logic was broadened and

opened up through its approach to knowledge as a totality.

Secondly there was an openness to reality in the stoic logic

that went beyond a materialist sensualism through their doctrine

^Rey.-Vir,, Op.Git.. p.31*
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of an inherent rationality in the universe. Thought tended to be

centred then not so much on the materialist basis from which know¬

ledge is derived, as on the rational way in which it comes, and

concomitantly on the rationality pervading all things, Philo of

Alexandria shows in one passage that the steps in the sensory

process leading up to knowledge are all dependent for meaning up¬

on the rational present in them (and in some sense ult¬

imately above them - thus opening sensation to a higher reality),

"And that is true too of one who opens the womb of all from man,

that is reason and speech; to beast, that is sense and body.

For he that opens the womb of each of these, of mind to mental

apprehensions, of speech to the activities of the voice; of the

senses to receive the pictures presented to it by objects; of the

body to the movements and postures proper to it, is the invisible,

seminal artificer the divine Word, which will be fittly dedicated

to its Father,"^2
The manlier in which Philo bases the entire knowing process

on the presence of inherent rationality is in no sense a view

peculiar to himself. It is typical of Stoicism in general, While

the Stoics always placed the cataleptic phantasm at the centre of

their realist system of knowledge, yet even this rested upon the

more ultimate assumption of inherent rationality, or "right rea¬

son"; so that reason tends to take a higher position in the Stoic

Philo, Quia ;^er.Piv.lier». xxiv, (Loeb Transla tion,pp,3U1-3- 2).
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Philosophy than even materiality and materialist sense processes.

The importance of' the principle of "right reason" has "been descr¬

ibed as folios: "Les critiques d'Arcesilas a l'egard de la dial-

ectique telle que la concevalt Zenonj ses critiques portaient sur-

tout sur la representation cataleptique, mais celle-ci n'etait pas

le seul critere de verite admis par les Stoiciensj au-dessous de

ce critere de verite, ils placaient la droite raison. En effet,

la representation cataleptique fournissait des instantanes, qui

rneme vrais n'auraient pas suffi a reconstituer la trame du reel,

il fallait aussi assurer les liaisons entre ces instantanes, Cette
\ \

droite raison conforms a la raison universelle est done un critere

de verite indispensable a leurs yeux... Pour eux la raison cosmi-
/

que immanente agit en tant que principe dans toute representation,

bien que cette merae representation fournisse a la science son point

de depart,"^
Thus the stress on the totality of things, and the rationality

in things kept the stoic scope of knowledge from being unduly narr¬

owed by its materialist basis, A tnird factor that made Stoic emp¬

iricism open to various levels of reality was its principle of

knowing reality through intuition or direct perception. Though we

can only mention it here (it is discussed in detail under the next

section) there is a sense in which this intuition, through which

the mind could contact immediate reality transcended the stuaround-

-^Rey.-Vir., Qp.Cit.. pp. 213*211;.
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ing material environment and even ordinary sensible processes,

thus cperdrig one's knowledge to the highest realities that the

Stoics could conceive of as being in existence (ultimately to

the fiery lo&os which "stood In the shadows", hidden in all else),

French scholars have seen tills as an idealist heritage from Plat-

onisra, as contrasted with the more enclosed essentiallsra of Aris¬

totle, "Cette intuition intellectuelle traneceride chez Platon le

monde sensible alors que pour son disciple Aristote, la pensee so

degage de la perception sensiblej elle immanent© a la sensation

comme l'esaence l'est a la chose. La pensee chez lui, poursuit

M» Brehier, "Loin de se separer du sensible, va done se tourner

vers lui pour degager lee essences, mais il y n*a pas chez lui

de methods pour degager les essences s implement une confiance

general© dans la penoee qui saura les deccuvrir (Brehier, hist-

oire de Philosophic. I.p,197)."9i+
?he goal in stoic logic was to demonstrate that the mind can

truly know reality. They began with the assumption that reality

(including the sense organs and the mind itself) are material

and rational. The mind is structured in such a way that when

outward reality presents itself through the sense perceptions,

the mind is able to "agree" that the presentation is a true pic¬

ture of reality, and. thus "grasp" that reality. So the ultimate

aim in stoic epiatemology was to insure that "science" ( )

^Rey.Vir., fro.Cit.« p,52.
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was indeed "standing upon" (l%\ crrnui ) what is objectively

existent. One's knowledge was "scientific" "because its harmony

with the pattern of reality was guaranteed "by the clarity of" the

cataleptic phantasm - which presented reality in such an unmistak¬

ably lucid way that one had to assent to it. Thus one gained a

grasp of various elements of reality which could be "stored up"

and used to obtain an even wider under standing of "what is there."

On the one hand the stoic claim for realism in knowledge is based

upon the way the mind is able to "grasp" and enclose like natured

outer reality through the clear presentations of the sense per¬

ceptions. This is its more materialist side. But on the other

hand, stoic science not only grasps and encloses material objects,

but intuitively opens out to a higher reality of cause, effect,

and purpose; and through that is in direct contact with the inner

rationality that lies behind all objects and events. This is the

more "idealist" side of stoic logic, which tended to implant in

their science an openness to a reality that was not exhausted in

the structure of material objects, nor finally contained in the

patterns described by human discourse. The liberating power that

this concept later had for Christian Theology's apprehension of

the revelation of God, and the God of revelation is to be illust¬

rated throughout Novatian's De Trinitate.

Part of the wide appeal of the stoic philosophy in the early

Christian Fathers and in the Roman-Hellenistic World before them



was the clarity, objectivity, and realism that it made available

in its theory of knowledge. Its cloutle-eidednes8 in having a firm

grasp of objective reality on the one hand, and still on the other

hand being open to view larger and higher fields of reality mad®

it extremely useful, especially In the pragmatic Roman World. It

is not a mere coincidence that in the days of Latin pragmatism its

contemporary Stoicism also had a practical bent in it® philosophy

- particularly in its ethics and logic. In the period commonly

known as late Stoicism (o.lOO B.C. - A.D.100) the main interest

of the stoic philosophers was, as we have already observed, in

ethics. This was natural in the Hellenistic environment of that

time which was intent both on the happiness of the individual, and

the best form of the state; and what conduct would lead to those

goals. The pragmatic interests that helped shape the later Stoic

Stiiic was not without its influence upon the Stoic logic. There

were important developments within the logic of the Stoa as well

as in ethics. Often there was a relationship between developments,

in both deportments. One has previously how (very early in the

history of Stoicism) the necessity to safeguard the concept of

free choice and moral responsibility led to considerable refine¬

ments in the episternological doctrixxa of the cataleptic phantasm

axid assent. This early development is only one instance of how

the various changes and refinements that took place in Stoic

logic were ever developing it in one certain direction - that is
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towards an increasingly stronger, yet broader realism, Laving

examined the basis and general structure of the Stoic logic, att¬

ention must now be turned to just what this development towards

increasing epistemological realism involved.

We have frequently suggested that the keystone to the whole

structure of epistemological realism with the Stoics was the cata¬

leptic phantasm. As was seen in Cicero, the "clarity" ( Ivapyefa )

with which this comprehensive representation presented a picture

of reality forced the mind to assent to it. The truth that was

conveyed through this experience was the final proof that the mind

of man can know objective reality. By examining the development of

this very central concept of stoic logic, one will have a represent¬

ative example, and indeed a key to the development of the logic of

the Stoa as a whole towards increasing realism.

First one notices in the Stoa a historical development in the

outward images that are used to describe the process of represent¬

ation ( faywofa ). With Zerxo, representation of reality to the

mind was compared to the closing of the palm of the hand. For Clea ti¬

thes, the image more often used was that of the Imprint left in wax

by a sealj whereas for Chrysippus, this process v/as described as

an alteration of the soul, or more precisely as the effect that

an outer object produced on the soul (cf.Aet.Plac.,IV.12,1).

These changing images mark a progress in the thought of the Stoa.

They show that the stress is being moved from what happens in the



mind to the objectivity of the outer reality. The first Image port¬

rays the senses as closing in on the reality, while the latter two

Images show the outer object as having the priority over the know¬

ing mind in that it presses itself objectively upon the mind# The

further the Stoics went on, the more emphasis they placed - not on

the knowing mind - but on the object known# Though the burden of

evidence was clearly laid on the cuter known object, yet v.ithai

the knowing mind was more strongly than ever anchored into true

reality.

Secondly one can note this historical development leading to

a stronger objectivity in the concept of representation by examin¬

ing the refinement that the Stoics made in their understanding of

what happened v.ithin the actual process of representation# be have

some pages ago made reference to what this refinement was. Pres¬

umably to take into account the agency of personal choice, the ear¬

ly Stoe moved from the simple concept that reality ie of necessity

always grasped by the senses, to the more sophisticated "model",

that while leaving room for free personal decision, still threw

even more light back on the object that had been presented# What

they introduced was the mechanism of "assent" which the mind can

grant or withold to "pictures" that are presented to it# In intro¬

ducing this mechanism (to guarantee moral choice and responsibility)

the Stoics were led to refine the related mechanism of "represent¬

ation". From the simple assertion that the senses represent real¬

ity, they brought in the more complex idea of "comprehensive" rep-
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resentation, That is when a real object has presented itself, the

senses give such a faithful picture of it, tnat the mind will nat¬

urally "grasp" and assent to the picture in a way that could not

happen if there were no reality behind the representation. This

introouetion of the related processes of assent and cataleptic

phantasm led to a greater objectivity in science, as follows,

"Ce qui distingue la representation simple de la representation

cataleptique est 1*evidence que possede la seconds et dont est

privee la premiere,•,1a representation cataleptique ou comprehensive

est une representation telle qu*elle entraine I'a sentiment puree

qufelle montre son objet d'une muniere plus claire que ne le fait

la representation simple,"-**
The result of this development within the process of represe¬

ntation is exactly the same as that with the various outer images

portraying the process. In both cases emphasis comes to be laid

ever more firmly on the objectivity of the reality known, rather

than giving priority to the knowing subject, When the Stoics clar¬

ified the agency of personal assent in the mechanism of knowledge,

one could have thought that this would therefore weaken the object¬

ive character of the reality known. However precisely the opposite

happened. The cataleptic phantasm instead of exalting the construct¬

ive powers of the mind, is used to throw an even brighter, clearer

light on the outer object that has been presented. This particular

^Key,-vir, .Co.Clt., p.57#
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development of the cataleptic phantasm Illustrates an important

general principle for understanding the growth that took place

in the dtoie logic as a whole# The Stoic© on the one hand contin¬

ued to maintain o "realist" relation "between the knowing mind and

the outer object or event known. But on the other hand the greater

interest - including the source of knowledge and final burden of

proof - was placed not within the mind, but upon the outer reality

known. To recapitulate, the senses, the cataleptic phantasm, resul¬

tant "science", and the entire process of knowing were servant® to

reality that transcended ordinary physical structures with their

ordinarily adequate patterns of logic# The stoic logic developed

therefore in such a way that it was open to previously unknown

areas of reality, instead of having to fit (and so narrow down)

all new reality into previously known patterns#

From the cataleptic phantasm, resting at the heart of the st¬

oic epistemology, one has to move out to consider corresponding

developments within what might be compared to the great skeletal

system of logic - or otherwise stated - the very fabric of stoic

logics their development and peculiar U3C of propositions. The

stoic understanding of propositions will further illustrate the

double character of their epistemological development that result¬

ed in a realist grasp of truth, which was at the same time open

to yet ungraeped reality#

The way propositions are theoretically structured and practi¬

cally used in a system of logic is on the one hand dettrmined by
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the undersLanding of reality that is held by that system, and on

the other hand determines 3ust how much that system can be outworked

from its own starting point to Its logical conclusions - and there¬

by be applied to actual situations. In other words, if a system of

logic is attempting to order in some proper fashion the relation

of the various sections of being one to another, and of words one

to another; and then of language to being in external reality by

the instrumentality of propositions, then the only way it can be

coherently ordered within Itself so that its structured thought is

intelligibly applied through words to form these propositions that

will in turn be used as instruments to open up the underlying order

in outward reality, is also a question of propositions within the

system. That is to say, propositions are not only the outer tools

that a logical system uses to examine the eaternal world, but they

are the very inner machinery making up that system of tools, (When

we say propositions are used as tools to examine reality, we are

anticipating the Stoic definition and application of proposltlons-

which is to be given directly, In one sense we are using metonomy.

That is when we say "proposition", wc include the peculiar stoic

basis and results of prepositional logic: intuition and openness

to broad areas of reality. It is certainly true that many systems

of propositions instead of opening up the real world, actually

dictate preconceived patterns onto it - and in so doing cut them¬

selves off from empirical realities in favour of a purely logical

system. This is not what is meant here;#
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Hence we see the central relevance of propositions to a system

of logic. To understand the distinctive stoic development and emp¬

loyment of propositions is to understand the basic contribution

that this school made in the field of logic in particular, and phil¬

osophy in general.

With *A.E. Taylor we understand a proposition to be "A signifi¬

cant sound indicating the Inherence or non-inherence of something

in something else." Those philosophers who would deny the exist¬

ence of propositions, have to use them even to assert their non¬

existence. Therefore propostions are fundamental to any communicat¬

ion and more especially to the ordering in thought and words of

the essential structure of the outer world which imposes itself on

thought and causes words to spring forth.

To see how the Stoics understand and apply propositions prov¬

ides at least a partial answer to the question posed at the very

beginning of this study on stoic pliiloBophy - that is how does the

philosophical framework within which a particular theologian works

helps or hinders his approach to the reality of the Christian Paith

in his starting point, methodology, and conclusions ? Onderlying

his approach at every point will be his basic understanding of the

relation of the words he is using to the reality to which those

words point. Connected to this will be his view of the relationship

of the statements to other statements, and facts to other facts,

in addition to their relationship to each other.

Or as Bertrand Bubsell'a thoughts on the subject have been
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described (cf.iaind. 190h): "•••A prepositional act, such as judging,

is a multiple relation which (Ij has as its constituents a judf ing

mind (the subject) and the elements of the proposition judged (the

objects) and (2) which arranges them in a certain order,,,The judg¬

ment is true if there la a factual complex corresponding to the

judgment complex in the sense that what are the objects in the judg¬

ment complex exist es a unity on their own, and in the same order

outside the judgment complex,"^ (The Stoic would be careful how¬

ever to state in point two that it is not a question of the mind's

arranging outward things into order, but rather of the order that

is already there imposing itself on the mind). But the point is

clear that "coherence" statements and "existence" statements form

the heart of a logical system, and are expressed by means of prop¬

ositions,^
The stoic understanding of the relationship of facts to facts,

v/ords to words, and words to being is seen most clearly in their

system of propositions. As one examines their development of prop¬

ositions, it becomes more evident how this school provided a use¬

ful framework for early Christian Theology to answer the questions

that were put to it by the outside philosopher and logician, as

well as to seek a deeper understanding which was demanded by the

realities standing behind the word© of the Faith itself.

96
Gale, R«M,, "Propositions, Judgments, Sentences, and State¬

ments", The encyclopedia of hilusooh.v. Vol,VI, p,h97«

^ See T,F, Torrance, Theological Science. pp.l6li-172, on

these two types of statements.
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The very question of how we come to know reality through words

is dealt with in what is perhaps the most famous stoic contribution

to the locig of propositions: the hypothetical syllogism. Having

defined the hypothetical syllogism; we can then examine the pecu¬

liar stoic use of the singular proposition, and on the basis of

these two developments see the resulting general logic of propos¬

itions. One has first to look at what the hypothetical syllogism

is, and then at the significance it has.

The history of philosophy commonly attributes the hypothetical
QQ

or conditional syllogism to the Stoics.*7 The term "conditional"

or "hypothetical" contrasts this particular form of reasoning to

the "unconditional" syllogism made famous in the works of Aristotle,

To see the differences between these two forms of reasoning will

lead to the centre of the stoic understanding of the relation bet¬

ween statements and being. The Aristotelian syllogism simply states

certain facts, presuming that they are true. From these facts other

considerations will be drawn out on the basis of the relationship

that underlies the facts. For instance: "All men are mortal. Soc¬

rates la a man. Therefore Socrates is mortal." This is a type of

the unconditional syllogism. The conclusion ia drawn on the basis

of the presupposed relationship between the parts of the syllogism.

This relationship that is so vital to Aristotelian logic is usually

qft .? A.E. Taylor, Aristotle, p.27; and Barthelemy St. hilaire,

M hOKloue d'-.ristcte. tome II, p. 125, Paris, 1838.

^Examples of the Stoic syllogism: Sext.Math.. viii.109*261,
29h,U65j Pyrrh.,ii,112j Alex., Top../.a.
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called "inherence" or In some cases "essentlalism", The outstand¬

ing consideration being that the various parts of the syllogism

"inhere" in each other, or put another way, are derived from the

same "essence", Socrates is for example mortal because his essence

is manhood. That is, he is an individual who inheres in the sub¬

stance of the human race. Conclusions that may be drawn about him

are based on the underlying relationship that he bears to the

human race, he inheres in it; and therefore descriptions that are

in general true of the whole race, will as a particular application

be true of him. This form of reasoning fits well ine whole Aristot¬

elian view of reality; especially as it is set forth in metaphysics

A with its "esaentialist" view of space, objects* and events (i,e,

explaining the existence and shape of things in materialist, essont-

ialist terms of material, formal, efficient, arid final causation).

This common materialist relationship in things and between things

quite naturally gives rise to reasoning about then in terms of

inherence in and between them. Therefore the Aristotelian system

of logic presupposes a material, inherent relationship between

various examples of reality, and proceeds from that basis.

The stoic hypothetical syllogism is not necessarily based on

this presupposed relationship of essentialist inherence (though

of course in many cases, the facts with which it is dealing could

be described in these terms). Its distinctive difference with

regard to the unconditional syllogism is that It does not necess-
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ar-lly "base its procedure and conclusion upon a presupposed relation¬

ship of inherence between the facte of the syllogism* An example

of the conditional syllogism is given by Mme.Heymond-Virieux: "Si

le sole 11 luit, il fait jour} or ejy. fait le solell luit, done 11

fait jour."'*®*3
The relationship on which tills syllogism is based has in comm¬

on with the Aristotelian reasoning an underlying materialist struc¬

ture} but conversely It does not draw its conclusions on a predet¬

ermined system of inherence. Instead of "organizing" the syllogism

in advance by fitting the facts into place in accordance with the

presupposed inherent relationship so that the expected conclusion

will be drown, the Stoics first look at the individual facts them¬

selves} and then in light of these facts draw out the relationship.

Thus the stoic syllogism tends to place more stress on the indiv¬

idual facts seen in themselves, whereas the Aristotelian tends to

stress the relationship into which it understands the parts will

have to be fitted. That the Stoic should rest the weight of his

reasoning on individual facte of reality is quite consistent with

his entire philosophy.

he have found that at the heart of their proof for a realist

knowledge (i.e. what is in the knowing subjectfs mind is a faith¬

ful reflection of what is in outer objective reality) is the cata¬

leptic phantasm. For them the final proof that one can know real¬

ity rests upon the * reliability of this "comprehensive represent-

100key*-Vir.» Qp.Clt.. p.lhO



ation", through which facta of reality were presented In such a

clear, unmistakable way to the mind by means of the sense percep¬

tion, so that the mind could only assent to the truth of the real¬

ity presented# The cataleptic phantasm therefore turns one's atten¬

tion not so much to the processes going on within the mind, as to

the outward, individual facts in the real world, which have been

perceived and so has started those processes working. The Stoic

Philosophy thew in its argument for realism gives the greatest

importance to individual perceived facts.

These facts are known by immediate intuition through the

process of the xaTaXTmmft «uesflfi£cL_.* Therefore at its basis,

the hypothetical syllogism is anchored into reality by means of

individual facts which are immediately perceived. The Stoics were

careful to see that the parts of their syllogism had a foundation

in reality before they proceeded to consider the relations between

the various facts. In this way the facts or the subjects with

which they were dealing could speak of themselves before being en¬

closed in a previously determined relationship. In the stoic syll¬

ogism therefore, individual facte being directly tied in to real¬

ity are primary; while the relation they bear to one another is

important, but secondary.

The first point to be noted in the relationship between the

parts of the stoic syllogism is that they are individual facts

of reality known by the mind through the clarity of the cataleptic

phantasm. Their relationship follows from that. The way the parts
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of this hypothetical syllogism are related is not tlirough an

order of inherence (as is the unconditional syllogism), hut rather

through an "order of succession". That is to say, one looks at the

facts and the order in which they occur without necessarily pre¬

suming that their relationship will he established on the basis of

an actual inherence of the one in the other# As a French work

explains:. %,#Dans ces conditions le point de depart de tout©

demonstration eat une relation entre deux faits (fait obscur a

demontrer at fait perj?u par lea sens), relation qui se traduit

dans la pensee par des exprimablee, etant bien entendu que pour

les faits il s'agit non dfune liaison reelle (c'est a dire mater-

ielle) mais d'une coexistence ou d'une succession, celles-ci res¬

ultant de l'ordre universelie#"^
So we see that the relationship between the parts of the

hypothetical syllogism is not considered primarily to be a material,

inherent, spatial one. It is not always entirely clear just what

the relationship is between the facts or eventsj though it usually

is stated in terms of their occuring or being at the same time or

in closely successive times without tills implying that one is in¬

cluded in the other materially, or that they are in all cases re¬

lated by a course of necessity.

The philosopher M# Brehier, commenting on a section of hypo¬

thetical reasoning from Diogenes Laertius (VII#?!?), discusses this

hey.-VIr#, pp.Cit., p•136
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point: "#*»La neceesite exprirae aimplument 1© caractere pour une

proposition de ne Jamais devenir fausse; elle n'est done pas liee

a l'eternite d'une essence# Possible se dit de meme d'une propos-

2
ition qui se faase peut devenir vrale." If the relationship bet¬

ween the subject and attribute of the proposition is not one of

neceesitarian inherence, then what is it ?

A helpful explanation appears in the study of Reymond-Vireux#

"Quoi qu'll en soit de ce problem, les liaisons definies plus haut

permettent d'etablir 1 'armature et la valid!te' des raisonnements

sous la forme de connexions ayllo/is tlou.es. La verlto du sune-

ramenon (i.e# hypothetical syllogism) repose alors aur celle de

1'antecedent; on xaisonne comme suit: si le soleil luit, it fait

Jour; or en fait le soleil luit, done il fait Jour##,D'une fapon
^ ^ A

generale, les enqueteo logiques sur les dlverses formes de raison-
V V H.

nement se ramenent a la recherche dee ralaonnements concluant#"

We are to go into more detail on the matter of "concluding

reasoning" later. Here our point is that the relation between the

two facts in the stoic syllogism is a relation between an anteced¬

ent (which is known by direct sense perception) and a concluding

fact# Often one of the facts is much easier to demonstrate in that

it rests directly upon the cataleptic phantasm, vdrereas the other

may be more obscure (in that it may be in the order of reality,

which though opened up by the senses, is higher than the senses)#

Brehier, ChryBippe.pp.19Q.235 (citation from Rey.-Vir#,p#139)«

^Key#-Vir#, Op.Clt.. p.XUO.
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The hypothetical syllogism tries to catt light on the connection

"between these two facts, without at the outset trying to fit them

into a known pattern of connection (such as inherence)#

Diogenes Laertius gives examples of how the Stoics dealt with

this sort of connection in VII#76,77,78,79* he gives some iiluot-
ff

rations in VII 79 from Diodes Magnae. The French study comments

on his use of these examples: "Le syllogism© hypothetique est le

premier syllogism® indemontrable, dans lequel tout le raieonraent

se compose d'une liaison hypothotique et d'un antecedent sur

lequel s'appuie la liaison hypothetique et que conclut le conse¬

quent. Dans le syllogism© hypothetique, clttf plus haut, la liaison

logique est le si...alora. l'antecedent est la premiere proposition

(s'il fait ;Jour) et le consequent, la second© proposition (11 fait

clair). Le verite du consequent decoule tout naturellement de cells

de 1'antecedent (dont la vorite est admise eorrane un fait d'exper-

ience immediatement)#"^
In other words while there is a definite connection of truth

"between the parts of the stoic syllogism (lust as there is in Aris¬

totelian syllogism) - i#e# if one takes place, this show© that the

other has taken placej yet the rationality "behind the connection

is seen not as a necessary, material Inherence, but as definite

facts of reality that have taken place - involving each other in

time, if not in immediate space (though neither is ruled out)#

ijTbid.. p. Id.
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This can come close to Inherence, but it does not at all have

to be so* "La liaison du sujet et &e I'attrtbui n'est plus un

rapport d'inherence (Pierre est mortelj la mortallte est inher¬

ent® a Pierre) ou un rapport d'incluoion (Pierre est mortelj

Pierre est inclue dans la classe dea etres dont 1'essence est

d'etre mortal)j le rapport entre sujet et attribut est une liai¬

son de concomitance ( ^xoXooSCft ) ou do consequence ( ).

La succession constante replace 1* inherence; I'idee de loi rera-

place celle de 1'essence*

This relation of succession that the Stoics envisaged bet¬

ween the parts of the syllogism (subjects and attribute, or ante¬

cedent and consequence; is in some measure related to the approach

that was to be taken centuries later in experimental science* One

does not begin by supposing a certain, relationship and then pro¬

ceed to define the facts in terms of that relationship# On the

contrary one begins with the facts as they are imposed on exper¬

ience, and then asks questions about what is taking place when

the two occur together; how they are related, etc., so that the

consequence of the relationship is seen more in light of the sub¬

jects as they are in actuality than In accordance with a predeter¬

mined logical pattern. This view of the relationship between the

parts of the hypothetical syllogism has certain consequences for

their logical procedure in general. First it means there is a

5Ibid.. p.151.
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tendency in the Stoic logic to search out the real through quest¬

ioning* One looks at given facts, and asks certain questions of

the facts* This particular form of questioning is for the most

part hypothetical (thus the reason for calling this type of think¬

ing a "hypothetical" syllogism). One poses a hypothetical quest¬

ion to the facts ("if") in order to determine what the outcome is,

or would be, presuming certain things are given* One then locks

at the outcome to discover how well this would fit in with actually

known reality, and in this mariner is able to make some judgment

on whether the hypothetical relationship within the syllogism is

merely hypothetical, or has a basis in reality.

A second consequence of this methodology is that because one

is proceeding by means of questioning instead of on the basis of

a previously structured pattern, one is open to discovez'y of un¬

expected information at various points in the procedure* More

specifically, there can be in some instances of this procedure

an openness to reality that is beyond immediate sense perception,

which would not ordinarily be seen if one is limited to a pattern

of material inclusion or inherence.

The same sort of open questioning seems to have arisen again

in the work of Calvin in the Reformation* Commenting on the change

in Calvin from medieval queotio (in which one tried to solve a

problem on the basis of information and patterns already possessed)

to intcrroatio T*F* Torrance says: "Problematic thinking of this
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klnd (i.e. quaestiones ; has certainly an important and necessary

place, but Calvin felt the kind of questions it involves is not

primary and. is not finally a genuine question at all* A genuine

question is one in which you interrogate something in order to let

it drselose itself to you, and so reveal to you what you do not

and cannot know otherwise. It is the kind of question you ask in

order to learn something new, which you cannot know by inferring

it from what you already know,"

We saw earlier that even with the Stoic view of reality as

being a rounded, material whole which is known by direct sense

perception, still they made room for a knowledge of reality beyond

immediate sense perception on the basis of factors such as their

concept of all parts of reality fitting together as a meaningful

whole; their doctrine of Inherent rationality in the universe, and

their principle of knowing reality through intuition, Tris reality

above arid beyond the immediate senses could therefore be discovered

in their procedure of questioning where the seen facts lead to.

Or as has already been pointed out from the French study, when one

is concerned with contacting reality beyond immediate perception,

one is able to begin with "easier" less obscure facts (based on

the cataleptic phantasm), and then by questioning, proceed from

the known antecedent to the more obscure consequence.

This type of questioning that was developed by the Stoics

most likely had its origin in Plato, who is the source of much

that became distinctively Stoic, According to A.S, Taylor, the

T,F, Torrance, God and Nationality. p.3U.



origin of this sort of dialectic method may go back to such Plato¬

nic dialogues as Parmenides 128c-d (where 2eno said that the Pyth¬

agorean assumption that "things are many" led to paradoxes worse

than Parmeaidean monism) j or Philebua 3Sc-e» which shows the res¬

ults that can come from a systematic placing of questions; or the

distinction in Ximaeus and Phaedo between voflc and frurft

with the consequences that follow from this distinction; or espec¬

ially the logical procedure of Socrates in :eno 86.e.l. Here

Socrates describes as If, h-noQ&azoic oxoxefv - "considering

a question from the point of view of an initial postulate" (e.g.

whether Afc-rft can be taught). He will consider what solution

will follow (if AssB, then C), if you grant him a certain postulate

("virtue is knowledge"). His methodology is: he reduces the quest¬

ion to a different one, or restricts the scope of inquiry by intr¬

oducing an initial condition from geometry (as in matheouilics if a

special condition is assumed, tne problem may be soluble;. Phis

is the same procedure as in Phaedo. The ixeO&nc - "There

are wontS. cton is shown to follow from the more ultimate

Swoefoic - "science is more than a collection of prepositions
7

which happen to be true."

This aspect of Platonlam would have appealed to the Stoics,

because instead of relating facts in the more Aristotelian way

of abstraction (separate the distinctive characteristics of an

individual from the common features possessed by all, so that one

A.B. Taylor, Commentary on Timaeus. p.179.



is left with a uniform sameness, that would describe the whole

group) and inclusion, and inherencej one sees facts of reality as

they are - without having to narrow down their characteristics*

Both Platonic and Stoic questioning at this point appear to pre¬

sume an underlying rationality in and behind things, plus a whole¬

ness of meaning among all parts of reality. This gives a confidence

that examination of facts as they are will uncover something of

this wholeness and rationality without having to impose upon It a

previously determined pattern. Common assumptions such as these are

certainly one of the reasons explaining why the Stoics made a

habit of borrowing more from Plato than from Aristotle.

Such elements as these that were taken from Plato, were how¬

ever far more refined by the Stoics than they ever were by Plato

himself. The way the Stoics developed questioning in their syllo¬

gism and throughout their logic was one of the avenues leading up

to the summit of their system - true science - . it has

already pointed out from the works of Cicero that for the Stoics

"science" is itself a set of tools to be used for the purpose of

delving deeper into reality; instead of being considered a final

perfected system of complete information. Thus from its beginning

in the hypothetical syllogism to its end in . quest¬

ioning is integral to the Stoic logic. We shall later have occas¬

ion to see how this line of questioning was carried on by ouch

philosophers as Cicero and Cuintillian, and such Church Fathers as
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Jrenaeus, Bippolytue, Novatian, Hilary, Athanaslus, and others,

Another consequence that flowed from the questioning that

was basic to the hypothetical syllogism is that the final proof

of the reality of the knowledge that is set forth in the syllog¬

ism does not rest upon the syllogism itself - with any structure

or pattern that it may presuppose - but instead upon the actual

facts that are involved; hence turning the attention and resting

the proof on outward reality. This is part and parcel of Stoic

methodology, Pinal proof tends to return one to basic facts -

known through the "comprehensive representation," The main stren¬

gth of the cataleptic phantasm for establishing reality is the

clarity with which it presents reality; forcing assent by tlx© mind

to its truth. What this in practice means is that one is turned

to the outer facts for their own proof. The facts in this manner

are allowed to give their own self-evidence. One is looking at

the relations between the subjects in light of the particular

subjects. Therefore truth and proof are established not so much

through a previously worked out pattern, as through a general con¬

sideration based upon the particular subjects of the questioning

syllogism themselves.

In summary we may note that the hypothetical syllogism poss¬

esses the typical double characteristics of the Stoic episternology.

On the one hand, it is firmly anchored into reality (in this case

by means of individual facts known through the cataleptic phantasm),

and on the other hand it is open to yet ungrasped reality through



the procedure of open questioning and intuition wnich this question¬

ing involved.

The intuitive discovery which is more or less indirectly

implicated in the hypothetical syllogism, appears to have become

even more important in the Middle Stoic School, and also in Middle

Platonism. Reinhardt (in Kosmos unci ■...vrapathio) and Brehier (in

Kistoire de la Rhilosophie I»p»b03) have noted the vital function

of intuitive reasoning in the works of Posidonius, Mme.Keymonu-

Virieux says that: "Selon Reinhardt nous verrons alors que lu

perxeee de Posidonius ne voit plus dans la logique una propedeuti-

que indispensable a la connaissance qui devient, avant tout, int-
/ A

uitive et experimentale," Takatis, who wrote on Panaetius of

Rhodes (a Middle Stoic who had connections with Middle Platonism)

is cited as having observed that in the works of Panaetius:

"L*introspection decouvre lc role ;joue par l'irxtuition dans l'acte

de la coxuiaissance,"^ The development of the hypothetical syll¬

ogism involving as it does questioning and intuitive discovery is

an important step along the road to the stoic logic of propositions,

which provided an eplstemological framework so useful to early

Christian Theology,

Another factor in the reasoning process quite closely allied

to the hypothetical syllogism, which the Stoics used in the form¬

ation of their logic of propositions is the aIngular proposition.

®Sey,-Vlr,, Cp.Cit.. p.33,

^Ibid,. (Referring to Takatis, Panetlus, pp.3b»75)»
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Reference has already "been made to this, since essentially the sin¬

gular proposition is identical with 'die individual, perceived fact

that makes up part of the hypothetical syllogism. We have first to

examine the significance of the singularity of the proposition;

next how this is connected with the knowing of reality in its var¬

ious aspects; then how the certain knowledge of the individually

real thing leads to an openness to further levels of reality; and

finally how this whole process is an example of - and gives further

impetus to - an a posteriori approach.

A singular proposition is for the Stoic the same thing as a

single fact of reality, which is definitely known and attested by

the mind's assent to the cataleptic phantasm. As we have seen all

the way through, the Stoic is concerned to demonstrate that what

is spoken is founded in fact. This is done by examining reality in

its own individual manifestations, and then showing how these ind¬

ividual facts can be known truly by means of the cataleptic phan¬

tasm. What this means is that there is a circle involved in true

knowing. Reality must be known in individual instances. This ind¬

ividual is known through the "comprehensive representation",

which then turns one back out to reality aa a whole. Therefore in

the interest of establishing realism the Stoic needs to deal with

things as individuals so they can be referred to the cataleptic

phantasm. This is the reason why for the Stoic, a proposition must

be an individual fact. Its individuality guarantees its reality.

All parts of their logical framework necessarily lead back to this

X>oint.
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Singularity is associated with the knowing of reality in its

various aspects, How propositions are arranged to express the str¬

ucture of reality In words. A proposition is an Individual subject

controlling an individual verb. One must look at both in their own

right, and then draw conclusions from that. In the light of the

individual subject and the individual verb one has more knowledge

about what is there and what it means.

The task that arises in dealing with the singular proposition

is to examine the individual subject as it is, before attempting

to fit it into any particular pattern or relationship. "...Lea

Stoiciens disent que parrni les exprlmables.,,les uns sont complete

et les autres incomplete; ceux qui sont incomplete, sont par exem-

/ A \

pie des verbes sans sujet (tel un corps sans tete)• qu'il en

ooit, la proposition designs pour le Stoicisms un fait individuel

qui prendre une valeur differente si le sujet de la proposition

change#""'*®
A proposition (which contains only a verb) is not really com¬

plete without having the subject of the verb namedj precisely be¬

cause one can fully understand the meaning of the verb - and the

whole proposition - only in light of the subject which performs

it (or is connected to it in some way). The fact that one under¬

stands an action in the light of the subject is brought out again

in the distinction the Stoics draw between the different kinds of

lecta (meanings). This is seen in Diogenes Laertius VII.63.

ney.-Vir# Op.Clt.. p.135#
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Reyraond-Virieux comments on this passage: "lis (the etclee) elab¬

ilesent alone lee distinctions suivantes. Tout d*abord parmi lea

lecta les una sont acheves ou parfaito, les autre0 deficients.

Lea deficients sont ceux qui coraportent un enonee Imparfsit, comma

lorsque nous disons car nous deraandons alors: qui ?

Les lecta parfalts cnt una plelne "enonclation, anai; Socrate

ecrlt.

If the subject of a proposition is specified one has a much

fuller understanding of an event simply because who does a thing

makes a difference In how a tiling is done and what significance it

has. If two individuals perform an action in a different way, then

we better understand all that Is involved in the* reality of the

action by knowing which individual did it, "l1evenement decrit

cera autre, si c*eet Platen ou Socrate qui marche: en effet,

Platon ne pos© pas la pied en marchant exactement de la meme man-
V / \
iere que Socrate; il y a toujours une petite difference ciul empeche

d'aesimiler oompletement les deux everier r.ts,"

Having seen the importance of examAnirg the reality set forth

in a proposition (and/or syllogism) in the light of its subject,

the Stoic gois on to open up the significance of the particular

active verb implied or stated* The question here is not so much

who does a thing ? or even how is it done f as it is what is the

simplest, truest way of stating in a word (or words) just what

took place ? Some possible descriptions of reality import elements

nibld,, p. 133 12Xbia,. p.135.
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that were not actually there by the very form of language employed.

Aristotle accused Plato of unnecessarily projecting mental concepts

into spatial existence ("reifieation") in his doctrine of ideas.

Whether or not one accepts this criticism, It is a fact that a

similar sort of tiling can happen in the: realm of language being

used to describe being. The Stoics believed that Aristotelian logic

at this actual juncture of verbal description had obscured the

actions of the individual subject by importing distinctions into

the language that were not there in the reality so that the indiv¬

idual fact would dictate to the understanding rather than vice versa.

M. Brehier in his book, Incorporela.(p.20). has shown how the

Stoics went about doing this. "Le iaeme souei d'insister eur l*indi-

viduel incite 1© Portique a repousser 1*analyse de la loglque

aristotelicienne aseimilant "je marchess "je aula merchant"; si

nous rendons compte d'un verbe actlf: "je morche" par un verbe d'

etat "je suis merchant", nous tuons la signification caracteristique

(indlviduelle) du verbe actif qui est de decrire une action. Si

nous establissons I'egalite'': je march© - je suis merchant, nous

faisons de l'attribut, du sujet, et du verbe, trois entltes

totalement aeparees et se suffisant, en quelque sort® a ©lies -

rnemes; lea Anciens attribuant a cea entites une portee metaphysi-

que, lea consideraient non comme des pensees distinctes, mais

comme des 'etres diatlnctes (idealism© platonicien). Los lor3 on

comprend beaucoup mieux la reaction stoicienne; cette doctrine

releve avec perspicacite dinterdependence (la fonctionnalite)
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de ces trols elements du jugement; elle en sert etroltement le

lien qu'elle analyse; Hje march" pap "marche", verb© d'action
A s ^ ^ ^

auquel manque pour ©tre coxnpletement determine un eujet precis

toujours singulier pour le Stoicien, puisque seul 1*individual

est objet de science en I'occurence: je," X
What we see happening here is that the Stoic is endeavour¬

ing to purge the Aristotelian syllogism of unnecessary reifica-

tion of concepts, so that reality can come through as it is with¬

out having things imposed upon it that are not there* This attempt

at logical simplification is a result of tine close stoic examin¬

ation of the meaning of a particular verb in light of its indiv¬

idual subject. At this point as in 30 many others, the Stoics

are continually trying to move in a direction of a greater real¬

ism, in which language is determined as much as possible by the

actual state of the things it is describing.

This principle has an application that goes beyond the sing¬

ular proposition. The entire Stoic concept of science is, as M.
/

Brehier has intimated in the quotation directly above, firmly

based upon the individual as its sole object. It has been seen

that the Stoics guaranteed the reality of the hypothetical syll¬

ogism by referring its individual parts to the clarity of the

cataleptic phantasm. They do the same tiling with science as a

whole. "On sait qu'Ariatote avait pose qu*il n'y avait du reel

que lTindividu, mais de science que du general; le Stoicien pre¬

excitation taken from Rey.-Vir., Co.Cit..pp.136.137.



tendra au contraire faire de l'indlviduel le seul objet de la

science. "*** Therefore the Stoics attempted to go one step fur¬

ther toward realism than Arletotle, In trying to make science it¬

self as real, as he had held the Individual to he. The way they

did this is not unlike the way they dealt with the Aristotelian

use of verb forme. Once again they are cutting out what they

consider to be unnecessary logical distinctions in order to arrive

at a pure, economical description of being. To do this they aband¬

oned the Aristotelian distinction between logic and dialectic

(logic being the basic structures which reason uses to grasp and

express ideality, and dialectic being the expression of the succe¬

ssion of events).

This was noted by Diogenes Laertius, and its significance is

discussed by Heymond-Virleux. "...Les Stoiciens assimilent l*une

a 1*autre, ces deux disciplines absorbant la log!que a 1*interieur
\

de la dialectique, qui devlent pour eux tout a la fois la science

demonstrative du vrai et du faux (Diocles Magnes aoud D.Laertius,

VIII.62 11.122) et lfart de persuader autrul par la clie-
/ IB

cuesion et la refutation de ses arguments." J The Steles were

working for this simplification because of their opinion that

truth is to be secured through recaption of individual facts,

which are guaranteed to the mind through its assent to the cata¬

leptic phantasm. Concepts that "cluttered up" reality and obscured

tlae certainty that the individual received through this process

Ik
Aey.-Vlr., Qp.Cit.. p«13h. 15ibid.



were to "be cut out, "Si les Stoiclene ent abandonee la distinction

entre logique et dialectique ce n'eot pas sans cause, M, Brehler

note a ce sujet que les Btoieiens sont des pedagogues dont le but

est "de creer une conviction Inebranlable chez le disciple"; des

lora, ils ont tendence a confondre les conditions objectives de la
yj*

verite et le sentiment subjectlf de la certitude,"

This general Stoic procedure of basing a knowledge of reality

upon the individual fact, and then attempting to simplify language

accordingly rests upon a deeper assumption that they made with re¬

gard to the structure of being in itself. This assumption underlies

their developments in prepositional reasoning, systematic logic,

aiid science. The basic principles are inherent in this assumption

are germane to a coirect understanding of how for them language is

related to being in theae three points, "L*ensemble des notions

communes naturelles, fopTne la ruison dont tout hornme est pourvu.

Toutes les impressions et notions qui en decoulent sont distinctes

sans connexion interne; les relations qui aerablent lee unir sent

surajoutees, Cette adjonction est I'oeuvre de la penoee huraeine,

Celle-ci, en effet a pour condition le langage (interleur ou ex¬

teriorise par des sons) qui unit dea roots adoptes aux notions

communes et par suite aux impressions ressenties en face de la

realite, Grace au langage les actions humainee peuvent otre coor-

donnees et raises en accord avec lfharmonle du cosmos, L*union des

impressions et des mots dans le langage n'est touts rlen de reel

16 '
Brehier, Chr.vsiooe, p.63 -

Rey,—Vir,, » p,13^»

involved in a citation from
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simplement perisee, lorsqu'elle eat correctement etablie, elle

pretend exprimer comrae etant une union ce qui dans la nature

est slmpleraent une coexistence. Par example, ce qui est eau et
A

ce qui est rouge peuvent coexlster dans un raeme recipient, ce

qui ne veut pas dire qufils soient effectivement unis par un

lien materiel. La grand® question est done de savoir dans quel

cas lea unions etabliee par le langage doaignent ou non das

coexistences et e'eat la logique qui permet d'y repondre,"^'
The Stoics viewed reality as multitudes of separate indiv¬

idual instances that can be known by the mind through comprehen¬

sive representation. They tended tc see the connections between

things less in terms of an actual living union between the things

in reality than in terms of isolated things clarified in the

thought. Nonetheless the Stoics did think that there were numerous

examples of true unions and, coexistences in reality. As the quot¬

ation says, these true unions in nature were to be distinguished

from merely mentally imposed unions by means of logic. The note¬

worthy feature here is that the Stoics see that there is often a

discrepancy between language and being. Their cognisance of this

fact is nothing original, but the way they handle' it is original.

It leads them not to scepticism (for Stoicism was a reaction

against Scepticiam), but to the awareness that since reality is

greater than the words used to describe it, those words them-

17Hey,-Vir,, Op.Clt,. p.132,
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selves must toe closely examined in light of the reality to

ascertain their adequacy.

One examines the relation of words to toeing, as was noted

above, toy means of logic. What this requires is interogation:

"Mlse a part la rhetorique, la logique consist© essentiellement

en une dlalectique ou science du dlecours correct par demandes
y

et par reponses, science capable de discriminer le vrai et le

faux par rapport a la verite, c'eei a dire au reel,"*® Science

then for the Stoic is a matter of question and answer that is

asked tooth of reality and the descriptions of reality. In part¬

icular, science addresses questions to individual instances of

reality, which therefore keeps science closely connected to the

central stoic instrument for knowing v&iat is real - the cataleptic

phantasm.

The singular proposition is kept real toy its singularity.

One surveys it as an individual subject, an individual verb, toy

means of an individual realist methodology ("science")* But true

to the double-sided character of stoic logic, not only is the

singular proposition firmly secured in reality, tout also it has

an openness to further, uncharted areas of the real, A good part

of this openness is the direct result of their awareness that

reality- stand© above the words that describe it. This necessitates

a constant questioning of descriptions, with the underlying supp-

1M£jl
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osition that there may "be (1) a difference between human under¬

standing and what is objectively there, or (2) even if there is

a close correlation between the description and the reality, there

may yet be far more there, than has been brought to light. This

questioning hinges on individual examples of reality, considered

for their own sa Ices without the imposition of any general pattern

or system upon them. Thus the door is left open to examine a

thing as it is and further to see what connections it may have

with other levels of reality without prescribing its position or

behaviour. Certain results followed from this in the Stoic logic.

One important consequence of their stress on the need to ex¬

amine the individual in its own light is that they are far less con¬

cerned than are Plato and Aristotle to cut out the influence of

change and activity in their explanation of the world of being

(as well as that of becoming). To them what is there in concrete

instances is what is actual and real. This ia dealt with before

any question of the theoretical possibility (which in certain

theories tries to cut out beforehand change and becoming so that

it *will be real - and not just in a state of "becoming").

First we notice that looking at an actual individual subject

in its own light leads the observer to see it as a living whole,

which involves movement in its very wholeness, "Cette science nous

decouvre en effet qu'11 y a quelque chose d'irreduetiblo dans le
^ ^ \ i A V

phenomena individual qui 1 'emp&chei d'etre asslmile totalement a
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un autre phenomena de mcme nature: I'ecole hippoeratique avait

mis 1 *accent cur 1'originalite du caractere individual, Be plus,

1'etre vivant (Individu) est un tout fonctionnel (c'est a dire

qu'il est davoutage ou'un simple compose de parties, puis que

ehacune d'elles depend du tout at reaglt aur ce dernier)j et
done 1'etre vivant, lo tout commande les parties coinme le juge-

ment clirige le role de ses constituents, Men qu'il no puisoc

exister sans eux,

A second consequence follows from this. Because individual

aspects of reality involve change In themselves, and yet remain

truly real, change per so is therefore not unreal and one does

not have to do away with it as "degrading," One can accept change

as part of reality, and this therefore opens up great areas that

in earlier systems tended to he closed off from science, "De plus

pour Platen et pour Arlstote, 1*action e'est a dire le changement

d'etat est degradant, e'eot pourquol, sans doute, cherchent - lis

dans leur analyse a ramener 1*autre au meme (Platon) et 1'action
N

^

"je marche" a 1'etat "je suis merchant" (Arlstote)j pour le Stoic-
S. V ^

ien, 1'action n'enleve rien, par exemple, a la rankest© du Divin,

Au contralre, et e'est pourquoi 11 tient a garder a 1'action son
v pQ

caractere propre,"

The new teaching that change is not necessarily degrading to

the Being of God ie a concept that certain of the Church Fathers

must have found useful in attempting to arrive at an understanding

P-135 20IMu. ■ P. 137.



of the Incarnation of Christ in light of the doctrine of the

Imp&Bslbility of God. This sort of thinking opens up broad areas

of reality, theologically as well as logically.

Having looked in some detail at the singular proposition and.

its implications, we must go on to study the way in which the

Stoics relate singular propositions to each other, and what this

has to say about the structure of reality to which the system of

propositions is intending to point. In the works of Diogenes

Laertlus, there is a table (in which he quotes from Chryslppus

and Diogenes of Babylon), which sets forth the possible relation¬

ships between two singular propositions (in VTI.71»72,73»7h#75)»
and what results from these relationships. Relating propositions

leads to what is the summit of the stoic logic - the logic of

propositions.

The outstanding characteristic of Stoic propositional logic

is its particular structure. Basically the propositions are struc¬

tured in a questioning form that will yield a conclusion. Cne

draws conclusions from the realities given, by asking questions

of those realities. "Dans ces conditions, on raisoiuie comme suit:

al le soleil luit, 11 fait jourj or en fait le soleil luit, done

il fait jour...D'une fajon generals, les enquetes loglques but
v ^

les diverges formes de raisormemcrit se ramenent a la recherche

Pi
deo rnlaormements concluants."

21Ibid.. p.lhO.
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We have seen an example of how this "conclusive reasoning"

works in the earlier study of the hypothetical syllogism# The main

point there was that one places the question to two realities by

assuming a hypothetical connection between them. The conclusion is

drawn by observing what happens if and when the antecedent propo¬

sition (known by direct perception) is connected to another prop¬

osition; which - if it is true - will be observed to flow natur¬

ally from it. That is to say, one draws conclusions by question¬

ing what one is given. To understand tide procedure, we must ex¬

amine just what one is given in stoic propositlonal logic, and

then hov? they structure this information in order to draw conclus¬

ions.

The Stoic realist who guarantees the authcmticity of his know¬

ledge of external reality by means of the cataleptic phantasm, is

always working in terms of what can be received by the tool of the

mind - namely, individual facts. It is no surprise that preposition¬

al logic is based upon individual facts of reality. This is what is

given in experience. It has been previously suggested in various

places that the Stoics with their doctrine of the individual known

fact as being the essential structure of reality, took what would

be termed a nominalist position with regard to class concepts.

"D*inspiration essentiellement nominalist©, elle est tout autrement

orient©© que la loglque aristotellcienne. Pour le nominalism©, ©n

effet, il n'y a pas de genres, ni d'especes dans la nature; pas
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plus cu'il exist® sur le sol terrastre des bonnes et des clot-
A

ures naissant spontanement corame les arbres afune foret vlarge

et correspondant aux limit®© des proprietea. II n'y a en fait

que <jlea donneea individuelles sous tome de chosea, d*etres,

et do propria tee, A ees donnees individuelles ne peuvent corr-
Qp

eapondre que des propositions dont le sujet est au singulier."

The nominalism of the Stoics at this point in no sense blunt¬

ed the realist connection that they held to exist between know¬

ledge and the mind and facts in reality. Realism can mean two

things. First it may mean that one holds class concepts to be

real things (outside of the individual instance}. This of course

was denied by the Stoics, and to that degree placed them in the

camp of nominalism. But secondly, and more basically realism means

that one holds a real relation of truth between what is known in

the mind and what actually exists. In this sons® the Stoics were

strong realists. In fact their ^nominalism" in the first sense may

have contributed to the fullness of their realism in the second

sense - to the point that instead of enclosing facts in a precon¬

ceived pattern of concepts and relationships, it accepts them as

active subjects in their own individuality. Then it draws out

their relationships to other facts and subjects after it has

examined them as they are - and not beforehand.

Stoicism is not the only philosophical movement that used

nominalism as an instrument for establishing a deeper realism.

Medieval nominalism did to some extent the same thing (though

of course there were considerable differences). F.E. Lorduy in

2Ibld.. p.150
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two articles on stole logic in hevlsta da Tilosofia discussed a

possible stole influence on the nominalism of William of Qckham,*^
Perhaps one could draw a parallel between the nominelistic endea¬

vours of the Stoics to break loose the enclosed formallstic logical

system of Aristotle, and those of Ockhara against similar aspects of

St. Thomas Aoquiufcs. Certain comments of T.F. Torrance on the logi¬

cal work of Cckham may have some relationship to what the Stoics,

centuries earlier, were trying to do, "With Cckham there began to

emerge the recognition of a different kind of* order in nature, a

sequence and regularity of ©vents that could only be discerned pro¬

perly if it were freed from logical construction and reversibility;

it was not something that could be explained by tracing a line of

logico-causal connection backward (eventually to a final cause),

but only through examination of it as an irreversible succession,

for that is how we now it in sensory experience. In other words,

Gckham seems to have been one of the first to realise that we can¬

not understand the sequence or succession of events in nature by

converting the movement they involve into a logl'c&l relation - but

is this not what the Medieval way of applying geometry and logic
pit

to nature almost inevitably involved

Secondly we consider how the stoic structure in their logic

of propositions this given information (individual real facts) in

order to draw conclusions as to true relationship in the

*^£,£, Lorduy, "La Logica de la Eetoa",in Kevista da Filosofla.

3, 19h4» p.I-63, 221-265, And "Mission de la Kstoa en la Filoaofla

Perenne", in Oo.Clt., 6, 19^7, p.5-56,
Oh
T.F, Torrance, Theological . clence, p,6iu
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structure of reality. That they proceed to do this in proposition-

al logic is nothing new for them. It is the same methodology that

they use in the hypothetical syllogism of question and answer "being

placed to singular propositions. This means two things, methodolo¬

gically speaking# First, "because of their nominalism, they are not

describing relationships "between propositions in terms of general

concepts, "but rather in terms of an order of succession that has

taken place in actuality (whether or not it could have been ded¬

uced or anticipated from general concepts).

"Du moment qu'll n'y a plus de propositions universe'iles,

raisonnement porte exclusivement sur des individus et des groups
^ "N

de qualites liees par certaines lois. Le probleme des modes et
A

de figures du syllogisme disparait. La seule tache qui s impose

est de ramener tous les types de syllogisrnes conditionnels au
. ^ V / ✓

plus petit nombre possible (a savoir cinq) de formes elementaires,

qui marquent la liaison du consequent a 1'antecedent, ces derniers

etant designee par des chiffres pour bien montrer "qu'll s'agit,

non d'une relation de concepts, mais d'un ordre de succession"

(cf, Brochard, Histoire de la Philosophie, I), entre eve"nements

concrets. "

Methodologically things in reality are allowed to impose their

own relationships on the knowledge - opening up to the knowledge

the structure of things as they are, instead of the knowledge having

to fill out the structures of reality by working from general,

known concepts. This is the methodological result of their nominal-

25Rey.-Vir., Qp.Cit.. p.150.
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ism, referred to above. Once again one would compare the realist

results of their nominalism to that of the later Medieval period.

To quote on this subject Professor Torrance.• The rise of

nominalism meant the liberation of intuitive knowledge from the

shackles of a formal!stic logic, and therefore the serious study

of the contingent without arbitrary control from behind by meta-
o£

physical presuppositions."

The second methodological point to be mentioned is really

included in the first. One proceeds in general by induction - or

in on a posterorl manner, instead of by deductions from general

concepts or by predicting what is the structure of objects and

events from an a priori pattern. We have this procedure operat¬

ive all through the stoic logic, and here at the summit of their

logical system it is especially noteworthy.

Now we are to see how this singularity of propositions and

g posteriori methodology is carried out in their logic of propo¬

sitions. The best way one can comprehend the peculiarities of the

stoic logic of propositions is to contrast it with the more fam¬

ous Aristotelian logic of nouns (or names). This has been well
27

done by the Polish Catholic philosopher, Lukasiewicz, '

26
T.F. Torrance, Theology in Reconstruction, p.188

p"7
'Lukasiewicz, La Pensee Catholloue et la LOrtloue .ouerne.

3® Congres Polonals de Philosophic. Session Specials, tenue 1©

26 Sept. 1536, p.7, Cracovie, 1937* And Luk., Zur Qoschlchte

der Aussagen Logik. Erkenntls Bd.5» heft 1-3, p.111-131. Felix

Meiner, Leipzig, 1935#
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We will be briefly summarizing the main points of his study

of the difference between these two systems of logic In order

to better grasp the framework of thought that the Stoics left
pfi

for the early Christian thinkers to follow.

One might describe in English the stoic logic of propositions

as "verbal logic". Over against this one could possibly call the

Aristotelian logic of names - "substantival logic," This verbal

logic of propositions contains only singular propositions (incl¬

uding action and change involved in them), while the substantival

logic includes names (not necessarily, or even usually Involving

activity). The structure of the syllogism is different for each.

The propositional logic utilises the hypothetical syllogism: "if

P, then P". Nominal logic uses some form of the unconditional

syllogism "Every A is A" or "A leads to every A", Without repeat¬

ing what has already been stated as to the differences of these

syllogisms, it suffices here to mention one major difference in

methodology that is caused by the very structure of the respect¬

ive syllogisms.

This concerns the variable part of the syllogism. In propo¬

sitional logic one can replace a proposition (for instance P as

in "If P, then P") only by another proposition (for instance Q

or R), In nominal logic one replaces the variable (for instance

A as in "Every A is A") only by a noun (or name)? with the supp¬

osition that A signifies a common name (i.e. "Every man is man);

28 ff
Hie argument summarized in Rey.-Vir., Op.Clt.,pp.172 ,

which we follow.
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This is of course an example of inherence, and to that extent the

replacement of the variable part (some name) must be limited to

what in fact inhaMs in the antecedent.

This is not the case with the replacement of the variable part

in the stoic verbal logic, here one has more possibilities with

regard to the replaceable part. It is required however that the

antecedent (e.g. "If P...") make sense, for one to be able to

draw legitimate conclusions as to the structures of reality. After

one has replaced the consequent part with other propositions (e.g.

"If the sun is shining, then it is clear. Well, the sun is shining,

therefore it is clear." - see Cextus Erapiricus, -.civ.Mathrn..VIII.

227)# then one is in a position to replace the second proposition.

It can be replaced b,y numerous different propositions (Q#K» etc.)

that do not necessarily "Inhere" (e.g. in the sun) and Hie ante¬

cedent will still be true. As a reisult a larger field of reality

is opened up by this syllogism, which can let one see into asso¬

ciations within the real world that are not necessarily inherent

in one another, but are yat existent and allied in some way in

actuality. This is arx illustration of how Stoic realism, which

on the one hand is quite definitely tied down to individual, per¬

ceived facts; is on the other hand, open to a considerably broader

field of reality than patterns of logic that are based on inherence.

Prom the fact that in Hie structure of the stoic syllogism

one replaces the variable part by a proposition (contrasted with
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a noun In the Aristotelian} comes a second notable difference,

which also has implications for the wldenes8 of the reality that

can be dealt with in a syllogism. We have looked at the difference

in the variable parts of the two types of syllogism. Now we have

to look at their structure as a whole, and the results it brings

in each case. Simply stated, the Aristotelian syllogism is as a

whole one proposition made up of noun parts; whereas the Stoic

syllogism, being already formed of propositions (with verbal qual¬

ities) is as a whole not a proposition, but a conclusion flowing

from propositions.

In this sense it is rather like the stoic idea of science

( ). which is a tool to be used in penetrating associa¬

tions in the outer world, rather than a final and sufficient encl¬

osure of information. The Aristotelian syllogism is formed of two

noxms, v?hich result in a third noun; Y/hich in some way inheres in

the other two » the whole structure being a proposition. The Stoic

syllogism is formed of propositions which do not result in a third

proposition inhering in the other two. Instead its whole structure

is, to quote the French terminology of Lukasiewicz, a "concluding

scheme" or a "concluding rule". In the Aristotelian logic one is

more taken up with an order of inherence; while the atole logic

of propositions centres its attention cn an order of succession.

In the Aristotelian proposition, based on the order of inher¬

ence, one affirms that given two cohering facts, a third can be
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necessarily drawn from the first two, because it is, in some sense

or other, contained in thern. The two controlling factors are first,

the fact of inherence, and secondly the fact that on the basis of

this inherence, and in accordance with the principle of non-contr¬

adiction, a certain conclusion must of necessity be drawn. This

conclusion can be predicted in advance, and is amenable to classi¬

fication, division, and re-systematization: which forms an outstand¬

ing part of the Aristotelian logic.

Commenting on certain forme of modern twentieth century logic,

Km©, heymond-Virieux holds that they have been liberated from this

enclosed Aristotelian systematization, in part at least, by stoic
A

influence, "Ce n'est plus (i.e. la nouvelle logique) l'eraboltement

de concepts classes selon la comprehension ou 1'extensionj c*est

l'impiication de propositions: la logique (AristotalicianneJ des
\ N

concepts cede le pas a la logique (stoicienne) de l'implication," ?
So the first controlling factor of the Aristotelian preposit¬

ional syllogism - inherence - is absent from the stoic syllogism}

which is an outworking of implication. The second factor in the

Aristotelian proposition: necessity, based, on the principle of

non-contradiction (and here specifically applied to the rules of

inherence) is certainly not absent from the stoic syllogism - or

from any other intelligible form of predication for that matter#

But it does not have the same position and use in the stoic "con¬

cluding scheme" as it does in the Aristotelian "logic of nouns".

29Rey.-Vir., Cp.Clt., p.iii.
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"L'accord avec aoi~meme n'est done plus (ou plus eeulement)

comrne le principe ae contradiction ches Ariatote, une caracterls-

tique de I'etrej il est une norme dont la valeur s'etend de la
^ z \

pensee fcheorique a la vie; e'est prouablenient cette profande trans-
>• ^

formation qui, interessant la philosophic entiere, a amsne une
A

4

veritable refonte de la logique; de raeme que le monde n'est au fond

que la serle infinie des evenements, de raeme une proposition simple

n'est jamais que l'enonce d'un evenernent (il fait jour), et une

proposition complex© l'enonce d'une liaison entre deux evenements

(si le premier, done le second)j telle est la regie si simple qui
" - •" V

a libere la logique de tous les precepts corrrpliquee qui pesent cur

la logique arlstotelicienne."*^
The principle of contradiction of course stands in both types

of logic, but its application as to what is or is not necessary is

different in the two cases. We have seen how it ie applied in the

Aristotelian syllogism. Since the stoic propositional logic is not

based on Inherence "necessity"means something different there. In

the stoic order of succession, one affirms that two things happen

in succession to each other, and to that degree must have some

connection (thus far the principle of necessity), but one cannot

usually have predicted in advance what the relationship is, and

what its outcome will be from a previously known pattern (as of

inherence) - so to this extent the principle of necessity does

not apply.

"■SO
Ibid.. p.v
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This makes for a logical simplification as the quotation

above states, and also for an openness to further levels of real¬

ity in at least two ways. First, anpredieted events can be ration¬

ally taken together with predicted events in the same framework

of logic. One can thus examine them together by questioning what

their connection and succession leads toj and so ideally gain an

insight into the real associations lying behind the facts. Second¬

ly there is an openness to reality because facts that do not inhere

in the antecedent of the syllogism can be meaningfully put into the

structure of reasoning, so that one is examining a broader area

of reality than things that are included in a pattern of coherence

and inclusion.

These two factors of openness to further reality would seem

to lie behind the very detailed table of Chrysippus in which he

arranges the five basic possible types of connection between ante¬

cedent and consequent in the stoic syllogism; representing the

parts by symbols, so that one can examine the consequences of the

various relationships, and by this process of question and answer

gain a fuller picture of the connections obtaining in the real
„ 31world,

The French study of the stoic logic of propositions draws

a similar conclusion, "Commc les loglsticien© (modernee), les

Stoicieno ont pousse tres loin la formalisation...lis cherchcnt,

Chrysippue - quoted in Diog,VII#79-81; Sext# Kmp#, P.vrrh.

11,156-159, 201; Adv.Math, VIII#22>227; Cicero, among

others.
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y ^

en represent nt les propositions par des aymboles, a mieux voir

lea relations qu'entretiennent celles-ci entre elle8,.,Pour le
y N '

#

geometre, les equations ne eont que des symbolee de figures qu'il
^ A

n*a pas desainees, mais qui peuvent l'etre; si les caleuls sont
A v

jUBtes. De meme les Stoiciens savent que derriere un symbol© tel

que: "Si le premier, alors le aeeond", il y a toujours un jugement

portent sur la realite."-'

Having examined the stoic logic in some detail we may now

draw some conclusions* First we are to mention certain of the

moot basic concepts that run through their entire logical system,

and so consider how these give an answer to the basic philosoxjhical

problem of the relation of language to being. Then one will be able

to have some insight into the logical ana episternological frame¬

work that Stoicism provided for the early fathers of the Church-

in general, and for Novatian in particular.

One of the most basic ideas that we see at work in all stages

of the stoic logic is the insistence that reality ia known by dir¬

ect perception through the operation of the "comprehensive repres¬

entation", Priority in the knowing process is given to outer real¬

ity, This outer reality, which is objectively there, imposes its¬

elf on the knowing subject (through the catale|)tic phantasm; in

such a way that the mind is compelled to yield its assent that

what has been presented is in fact what is there. Thus one starts

with the given reality and then moves on to its influence upon

the mind - and not vice versa. There is In addition to the teach-

2Rey,-Vir,, Op.Git.. p,317.
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ing that reality is prior to knowledge of it, the related doctrine

that one's knowledge of that reality is intuitive - that is direct,

without some tiling "in medio" between the object and the knowing

mind.

While it seems correct as T»W, Levin has pointed out that in

a certain sense the operation of the cataleptic phantasm might be

considered as the presenting of an image (so that the Stoics at

this point do not hold to an absolutely extreme realism), yet this

presenting of an image is not really "something in the middle" so

much as it an actual grasping of the real object. The cataleptic

phantasm then is a grasping of reality instead of a reproducing

of an additional reality between mind and object, "They (the Stoics)

maintained that this object of thought was co-extensive with the

real object, that although with reference to the mind it was an

image, or as Chrysippus thought a modification ( ).

still it covered, embraced, and comprehended the object, so that

the perception was in fact intuitive and our knowledge was not

that of the mere subject-object, but of the object-object,

There appear to have been two lines in Stoic thought concern¬

ing "representation" (see B, Mates, Stole Logic), One taught the

existence of a "signlfIcate" between the signifying sign and the

reality signified, and one omitted this "representation" In medio

(i,e, signlficate). But even when Stoic thought worked with a

significate, it was seen as an instrument through which one made

•^Levin, vJp.Clt.. p,72#
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direct contact with realities. This had its influence on the

Fathers as T.P, Torrance has shown: "It meant that in interpreting

the Scriptures, we must constantly distinguish the things and

words from the things, and the signs from the things signified

( ), and seek to bring out tha true meaning not

by concentrating on the terms and statements as such, but through

a scientific interrogation of the anmta the and

the tiaprlpta (they enshrine until the mind apprehends throw L

them the realities they indicate or point out to us - Strom.II.1,

3.2 etc," (T.F, Torrance, art.cit. Qlkonomla, p,230).

Stoicism tends to exit out representational!am in episteraology.

This has great importance for clarifying the relationship of lang¬

uage to being; especially as regards, "existence statements". This

means that existence statements are brought about by the presence

of what is objectively there. These existence statements are direct¬

ly bound to objective reality by intuition. Therefore there is in

these implications of the cataleptic phantasm a sense in which

reality is on the one hand guaranteed and tied down through the

objectivity and priority of the outer reality imposing itself on

the knowing subject. But there is also a sense in which there is

a true openness to larger roaches of the real world, because the

"existence statements" which are securely realist, nevertheless

proceed intuitively. They are open to direct discovery of what

is there, with or without previous anticipation of it.
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Two other basic ideas can "be seen underlying much of the

stoic logical methodology# First is the individuality of the known

objects of reality, and related to this is the open order of

succession, by which they are connected together. We need not red-

iscuss the controlling importance of the individual fact in the

knowing mechanism. What we will mention here is an outstanding

rcsxilt of this type of procedure for eplstemology# By putting

stress on perceiving and knowing an individual fact as an indiv¬

idual, the Stoics were led to see the action or results of a

thing in light of the subject from which the action comes#

This brought about a certain liberty from preconceived patterns

not only for the individual fact, but also for the whole segment of

allied realities in which they were involved. This brings us to

the matter of "coherence statements"#*^*
Ordinarily one proceeds to relate statements to other state¬

ments (and behind this - and controlling it - realities to other

realities) by means of questioning the facts that are intuitively

given to ascertain the possible results of their various connect¬

ions, and how well thesc results seem to shed light on what has

been so far experienced (as is done most notably In the hypoth¬

etical syllogism)# Thus individual facts are related, not through

a pattern of inherence but through an order of succession. This

questioning, a posteriori approach makes it possible to relate

This terminology of "existence" and "coherence" statements

is taken from T#P, Torrance, Theological . cience. pp#l6i+-172

(cited on p#87 of this study)



one's coherence statements in accordance with facts as they are#

even when they may not fit into an expected pattern# Coherence

statements therefore with the Etoics exhibit as their main chara¬

cteristic an openness to the structures of reality; though they

have the accompanying - but in this case, secondary - character¬

istics of being anchored into reality, since they are dealing with

individual real facts secured through the cataleptic phantasm*

Existence statements on the other hand in Stoic logic have as their

primary characteristic a direct tie with reality through intuition

of definite, individual facts; though they too as a secondary

characteristic have an accompanying openness to new discovery of

reality through the same intuitive procedure that guarantees their

realism. In stoic existence statements there is an assurance of

realism with a corresponding openness* In stoic coherence state¬

ments there is an openness to other levels of reality, with a

corresponding linkage into known reality.

The Stoics in their studies of how language is to be related

to being also brought out the important fact that language is to

be distinguished from literal reality, T#W, Levin says that:

"Philosophers had discovered in man the faculty of abstracting in

perception the phenomenal appearance from the objective reality.

The Stoics were the first to attempt to bridge over this gulf

between the object in thought unci the object in nature,

toI awl *&_ gfett , *1,35

-^Levin, Op.Cit,. p,72
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Historically speaking this assertion would not seem to he

strictly correct, but what is true is the awareness that the Stoics

had of the distinction between words and the realities behind Utose

words. The fact that they wanted as faithful a relationship as poss¬

ible between words and objects, and a simplicity in words causing

them to closely correspond to the associations of objects that

gave rise to them, shows their awai'enees of this "gulf" or distin¬

ction.

The manner in which they treated realities as masters over

the words used to represent them, and the manner in which they

worked for economical simplicity in cutting out unnecessary con¬

cepts in logic, gives some indication of how they handled this dis¬

tinction both as concerns existence statements in the first instance,

and coherence statements in the second. The very fact that they

perceived that reality stands above language caused their logic

and language to have a more faithful relationship to that reality.

Now we are px*epared to summarize in brief the logical, epist-

emological framework that through the Stoics was made available to

the early Church Fathers, The foundation of the stoic eplatemology

is their assertion against all forma of scepticism that one can

know reality, Further they go on to state how one knows what is

there. Knowledge arises because objective reality imposes itself

on the knowing subject. The subject's mind is constructed in such

a way'that he is able to apprehend outward facts. These facts are



made known to him through direct perception by means of the com¬

prehensive representation. Hie part is not to project his own

thoughts outwards and so construct a system of reality, hut rather

he is to give assent to what is already there - when the "present¬

ation" hy its clarity compells him to do so.

This understanding of knowledge was widely used hy the Fathers

of the Church, For some of them "assent" was quite close to "faith"-

which was the proper way of .knowing the God who presented Himself

in compelling revelation, Clement of Alexandria says in oInornatela

II, that "assent la faith", Irenaeus shows the priority and comp¬

elling power that outer reality (of God) has over the assent when
x£

he says: "Faith is produced hy the truth,"*' hippolytus, to ment¬

ion another direct predecessor of Novation, reflects the stoic

teaching of the mind having to assent to what le there when he says,

In speaking of the holy Trinity: "And we cannot otherwise think

of one God, hut by believing in truth in Father, and Son, and Holy

Spirit,"-*' he says in another section of the same treatise: "A

man therefore, even though he will it not, is compelled to acknow¬

ledge God, the Father Almighty, and Christ Jesus, the Son of God,,,
38

and the Holy Spirit; and that these therefore are three,"-'

Crigen speaking of untrue, unreal, and therefore uncompelling doc¬

trines of God, states: "Christians will not yield their assent to
. Id

such opinions,,,

xh
Irenaeus, .Demonst.,3,

36
Hippolytus, vP.Git.. 8,

37
*"Hippolytus, Contra Host,, lh,

3Q
"'"'Origan, Contra Cel.. IV.lxxxiii,
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Briefly stated, the result of tills impact of outer reality

on the knowing subject gives rise to meaningful propositions -

and in particular to names that are "bucked up by being. Against

the purely conventionalist view of language (as is discussed in

Plato's Crat.vlus). language has such a relationship to the real

world, that realities are able to be expressed through it. This

makes for a realism in names. As has been observed from the writ¬

ings of Irenaeus, heretics can easily recant because names to

them are not backed up by reality. This is the opposite of the

Fathers, who take not the sceptical, conventionalist line, but

the stoic line. The Christian theologian realizes that the name

of God reveals something of Ills actual Being - and cannot be

tampered with or recanted.

Tertullian in adv..-rax. (9), brings out the point that

names refer to real objects. In true stoic fashion he shows that

a name that comes from God will have to be judged light of the

subject from whom it comes. When God, above all, gives a name it

will surely be real because nothing empty proceeds from Him. Thus

a word or name is not just a mere sound, for as Tertullian states:

"but I say that nothing could nave gone forth from God in vain

ana empty."^ Hippolytus similarly shows that the lonos is not

a figure of tpoech.^* The later Father, St.Bilary, in Book II,

5 of Da Trinitate. shows how the names of God give his reality.

^°Tertulllan, /dv.Prax., 7. ^Hippolytus, Contra Noet..l5.
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As we have seen stoic epistemology has a double aided charac¬

ter, There is first a clear, definite realism in language. The rea¬

lism in names that was maintained by the Fathers is an illustration

of this. But there is also an openness in the stoic understanding

of language by which the words or propositions, and even the "order

of succession" relating the words and propositions do not fully en¬

close nor exhaust what they are pointing out.

This second aspect of stoic epistemology also strongly influ¬

enced the Fethere of the Church, As a representative example we

could cite how Hippolytuo in one place (among others) plainly shows

that the reality of the being of the Son of Cod stands vastly above

the name "Son" that He has taken on to aid our understanding, "What

Son of his own, then did God send through the flash but the Word,

whom lie addressed as Son because He was to become such in the

future ? And lie takes the common name for tender affection among

men in being called the Son, For neither was the Word, prior to

the Incarnation and when by himself, yet perfect Sonj although He

was perfect Word, only-begotten, nor could the flesh subsist by

itself apart from the Word, because it has it© substance in the
h.2

Word, Thus then one perfect Son of God was manifested,"

This idea of God whose infinitude can never be comprehended

in a name, and yet who in .his mercy takes names to lift our under¬

standing up to know Him (truly though rot exhaustively), is a

central theological concept in ])e Trlnitate of Novation, f\S we

2
Hippolytus, Cont. :.oet», 15*



h(\Ve. seeA//"he clarity and fullness with which he works out

this concept gives him a unique standing among the early Fathers,

Cur point here is merely to notice how this great theological,

Biblical concept of accomodation Is related to the Gtoic eplst-

emology, which so definitely saw that propositions could not

fully contain the reality that gave rise to them. Among numerous

other places, we can find an instance of this in ch.XXVI of

Novation's Trlnltate. where Novation shows how heretics go

astray in using the name of God merely in light of their own

understanding without referring it to the nature of his own being.

Tertullian as well shows a deep understanding of this epist-

emological and theological concept. In ndversus fcarclonem he

brings out the same idea though he approaches it in a different

context than the quotation from Novation. "It Is not therefore for

the name of God, for its sound or its written form that I am

claiming the supremacy in the Creator, but for the essence (subs-

tanti &A to which the name belongs, and when I find that essence

alone iu unbegotten and unmade - alone eternal, the Maker of all

things - It is not to its name, but its state; not to its desig¬

nation, but its condition, that I ascribe and appropriate the

attribute of the supremacy... Thai supremacy then, which we aeei^ibe

to God in consideration of Els essence (substance) and not because

of liis name, ought aa we maintain, to be equal in both the beings

who consist of that substance for which the name of God is given...



because the principle which we have just expounded, that the

Supreme Being admits of no comparison with Himself forbids it.**"

And yet tills awareness of the necessary distinction between

language and being never turned the Fathers into sceptics. Instead

they folio-wed in the line of the Stoics with their twofold under¬

standing of both the reality and the limitations of -words. These

two things they held together. Tertullian shows us that while words

do not exhaust reality, yet knowledge of reality is not to be sep¬

arated from words. He says - against the heretics who tried to

allegorize with the purpose of explaining away clear statements

of Scripture - such as the prophecy of Isaiah 7 - "But still they

were all fulfilled literally, thus showing that the prophets fore¬

told both senses, except that very many of their words can only be

taken in a pure and simple signification, and free from all alle¬

gorical obscurity...the realities are involved in the words, just

as the words are involved in the realities."^
The way in which early Christian Theology brought to express¬

ion its realist view of language and knowledge is therefor© defin¬

itely related to the proceeding stoic episteraological developments.

From this study it has been found that Stoicism as a philosophical

movement was realist in its inception, and increasingly realist in

its ensuing controversies and developments over the years of the

Hellenistic Period. Thus by the first century of the Christian Era

it was available to provide a realist logical and ©piatemological

framework for the 'Fathers of the Early Church in their theology.

^Tertullian, ])& xx.
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In the earlier study of the Hestula Veritatts we noted the

strong realism and objectivity that obtained in the theology of

the early Fathers especially as it had reference to the "rule of

truth"# Tais objectivity we realise, was forced upon the Fathers

of the first three centuries not only by the Revelation of God in

His Incarnate and Written Vsord, but also by their acquaintance

with the philosophy - end more especially the logic - of the Gtoa,

with its objective, realist structure* So by the middle of the

third century A#D«, we can trace three powerful streams of object¬

ivity and realism flowing into the theological work of a man such

as Novation of Home: the Revelation of God In His Word; the pre¬

vious writings of the earlier Fathers (in the context of the whole

canonical tradition and life of the primitive' Catholic Church)j
and Stoic epiatemclogy.

Throughout this commentary one will endeavour to specify how

this realism and objectivity is carried on In Novation's work, and

indeed is further developed by him - which it seems, is one of his

distinctive contributions to later theology# It will be instruct¬

ive to notice for example how Novation, while maintaining certain

helpful aspects of Stoic thought (such as its realist - but open

theory of language)} yet purges it of alien elements (such as God

having to b'e an actual body) in which he is definitely advancing

beyond the "corporalism" of Ter bullion. In this regard one could

also cite his view (i#e. Novation*®) of the limited use of syll-
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ogism In dealing with the reality of God (cf#£g, Tr inltate.XXVI).
and his cutting out of unnecessary logical concepts and "reifi-

cation", as well as his open approach to unexpected and. new know¬

ledge (made possible because he does not attempt to enclose into

previously known patterns the reality he is dealing with) all have

part in his realist theology# This will be discussed at the approp¬

riate places in the text#

With this general epieteraological framework in mind, we may

now draw some conclusions as to how it influences the starting

point of Novation in Dg, Trialtate. First we notice the fact that

in commencing his theological work with the reaula verit.atla.

Novation begins quite bluntly with the givenness of God# He does

not start with God's abstract possibility but with hie revealed

actuality# This would seem to parallel the starting point of Stoic

epistemology, in which the primacy and objectivity of an outer

event or object is in evidence as it Imposes itself on the know¬

ing subject through the process of perception as it is carried

through the cataleptic phantasm# The Stoics begin with an object¬

ively existent outer object which, being clearly presented to the

mind calls for assent, Clement of Alexandria, in a previous cit¬

ation, reflects this order of the Given objoct-imposition-ana

assent: "Knowledge is excited by existing objects."^ The same

kind of objective starting point and ja posteriori order was ref¬

lected centuries later in John Calvin, who would merely turn the

^Clement, 3trom.. Vl.viii#(3U3)»
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minds of men to the sacred Scriptures, These then have the majesty

and power to compel men to assent to the given truth: "Yes, if we

turn pure eyes and upright senses toward it, the majesty of God

will Immediately come to view, subdue our bold rejection, and com-

k6
pel us to obey." Novatian similarly turns the eyes of men

to the realities of the rerule veritatis as the given, objective

truth, containing compelling power.

One must however go a step further to understand the theo¬

logical significance of Novation's starting point with the "rule

of truth", Not only does one commence one's questioning and knowing

of a given reality on the grounds where it is given, but one must

continue to know it on the same basis of its objective givennesa

because there is no other true way to know it - starting, proceed¬

ing, or concluding. It la significant that mention is made of this

given rule of truth, not oi:ly in chapter 1, of Irinitate. but

in twelve other places all through the work - even in the next to

the last chapter. One begins with the glvermess of God in His

revelation, and here one continues in one's knowing relationship

of Him: because none can know God except as He gives Himself to be

known. This principle is well illustrated in other early Fathers#

Crigen shows in Contra Co1sum that we do not know Ood except by
H.6

his grace, Clement of Alexandria says "The voice of the Lord

is the only demonstration of Himself,"^7 A later Father of the

^Calvin, Institutes or the Christian teHdon. I.vii.U.

^ Origen, C.Cels.. Vll.xliv, lement.Strora.. VII,xvi.



fourth century, St. Hilary, wrote: "For lie whom we can only know

through hie own utterances is the fitting witness concerning Him¬

self. Tertullian sums up the whole principle when he "brings
HQ

out the truth against Marclon, that "Only God can reveal God.

As we examine the theological procedure of Novatlan, we shall find

that this principle is carried out all through Trialtate.

One starts and proceeds on the "basis of the given reality.

One then examines (ja posteriori)what has been given. In his self-

revelation. God has given us his names - through which we are able

to gain true knowledge of his Being and works. The ronula veritatis

is essentially an unfolding of the Three basic Karnes of the Triune

God, which uncover something of his essential character as Three

Persons in One. All that He does flows from Who He is. Novation

is starting with the " ho lie is" before the "what lie does."

God is precisely who He says He is - hence the importance of

a proper understanding of His revealed names. In the stoic epist-

emology it was shown that reality is involved in names. Names refer

to something (or someone) that is objectively there- Urns their

importance, liovatian's supposition with the Stoics and the Fathers

that names are realistically related to Being underlies the way

he explicates the "rule of truth," For the rule of truth contains

the names of God, and so has a real relation to the very Being of

God and to the salvation He has worked out in accordance with His

Being.

1 Hilary, |)£ Trln., 1.18. ^Tertullian, A.'.arc.I.xvill.



Having surveyed the regula verltatle in the early Fathers at

the heglniilng of this study, we find that it has the scans content

in Novation's ])£ Trinitote that it did in their works. It is a wit¬

ness to the One God in three Persons - Father, Son, ana Holy Ghostj

originally connected to the baptismal formula. In its development

a brief clause was attached to each of the Three Persons of the

Godhead, which explains something of their nature especially as it

is related to the particular work ascribed to them in the process

of man's salvation. This is as we saw the foundation of the Apostle's

Creed. It is the final criterion of canonicity in the Catholic Church.

Novation begins his theological treatise on the basis of the

regula in 1.1. He is not entirely unique in making this lxia start¬

ing point, because Irenaeua of Lyon, a teacher who greatly influen¬

ced Novation, begins his work-Demonstration of Apostolic Preaching

(1) with the regula vorltatis t and intends his work to be an expo¬

sition of it. The treatise of Novation however is much longer

than the short exposition of Irenaeus, and bo he has more opport¬

unity for a fuller and deeper examination and development of the

realities involved in the "rule of truth."

In addition to chapter I, of Trinitate. Novation specifi¬

cally mentions this rule in five other places in the work. In chap¬

ter I, it is mentioned in connection with God the Father. In the

following four places it is connected with the Godhead of the Son:

pe Trim. IX.h6; XI.6lj XVII.95; XXI.121. Then in chapter XXIX.I63,
it is related to God the Holy Spirit, Who "explains the rule of

truth". Thus we see it lias a Triune structure.
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It is clearly alluded to (though the actual words "rule of

truth" are not used) in seven other places in Trinltate. In

chapter XXX*173» Father, Son air. Holy Ghost arc named "as they

are in Scripture and in the faith of the church" against the here¬

tics, In ch»XII.62, he says "the rule must affirm the deity of

Christ as does Scripture," Be warns: "One must corrupt neither

Integrity of faith (a paraphrase of "rule of truth") nor the

authority of Scriptures" in XXX*177# It is, he states in XVI,91:

"The rule of faith that Christ laid down" (of his divinity), Ch.XVI.

92, tells us "One is to believe in the one true God according to

the rule of faith in the Lord and Christ, whom He sent." Kovatian

says that a definition of the rule that Christ Himself gave is to

be found in John xvii.3 - in ch.XXVI.lB6 of Trinltate. Kovatian

writes in ch.XXIX.l63* that the order of rationality and the auth¬

ority of the faith bid us believe in the Holy Ghost, Cutwith hie

treatise - ££, Trinitate - Kovatian makes reference to the rerula

in £& Cibis Judaicis. VII. In that place the same content and

authority appear to be presupposed for the rule of truth as else¬

where.

Kovatian starts and proceeds on the basis of the rule of truth

because in the names which God has revealed is involved the reality

of the Being and actions of God, Kovatian's firm adherence to the

regula, which has a truly realist relation to the Being of God to

which it points - corresponds to the first side of the stoic epist-

emology: words are truly and directly related to objective reality.
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But there is another side to Hovatian'a understanding of the

function of names, as indeed there is another side to this

aspect of stoic epistemology.

To state it in few wordsj names do not enclose nor exhaust

the reality to which they point# This is the second side of the

stoic epistemology: an openness to the reality above and beyond

the aspects which are correctly shown through the name (or prop¬

osition), The stoic realists were aware of a certain discrepancy

between language and being. This awareness instead of leading

to scepticism, tended to increase the usefulness and thus the

very realism - of their language by virtue of the cognisance of

its limitations, novation does the same tiling with regard to the

limitations of the names of God, While holding to their truth,

usefulness, and reality; he - with the stoics - sees their limited

nature. As in the stoic thought, this leads him not into scept¬

icism or wild heresy, but into an openness of thought toward

greater peaches of reality than are signified in the given words,

Novatian makes it clear that when the names of the Godhead are

named, yet not all has been said that needs to be said concerning

the Infinite Greatness of the Persons behind thoa names.

In oh,XXVI, Novation is dealing with Sabellian type heretics,

who attempt to formulate a theology on the basis of names without

going on to consider the reality behind the names. They try to take

the reasonings of the unconditional syllogism and force God into

its narrow patterns - as though He were nothing more than a small
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material object, denoted by a nam®* Novation summarises their

sort of reasoning: "We are taught that God is one. Christ is God.

Therefore, they argue, the Father and Christ is the One God. There¬

fore Christ {mist be called the Father. These men who do not know

Christ, although they allow Him in word the name of God are obvious¬

ly in error. They will not hove it that He Is a second Person after

the Father, but that He is the Father Himself. The reply is easy,

and I will briefly give it" (XXVI, Ih5,lh6).

The way Novation refutes their heresy is simply by pointing

them to the Reality of the One Who stands behind the name. Prom

various texts of Scripture he demonstrates the distinction of the

Person of Christ from the Person of the Father, as well as the God-

hood of Christ, his theological procedure corresponds again to the

stoic epistemological principle which says that a subject to be

truly known, must be examined in light of itselfj and not merely

in light of descriptive names forced into an alien, or at least

inadequate, syllogism. Novation's procedure here, and throughout

his book is, instead of arguing with them on their own level of

syllogistic reasoning, to turn them to the Reality, who has given

rise to the names; and yet who stands above them.

The whole problem of the heretics is that they have taken the

opposite procedure, and have refused to know the subject in light

of Himself. Rather have they tried to know God in light of their

own human reasoning, and thus have gone astray. To be even more

precise, novation states in the above quotation that their real
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problem Is that: "These men do not know Christ," The Fathers are

united in teaching that man can only know the Being of God (and

in that light understand t. e significance of the names He has

revealed; by knowing Christ# who has become man - and thus made

God known to man and for man#

To cite only one Instance of this Patristic teaching# Iren-

aeus writes: "There is therefore One God, who by the Word and

Wisdom created and arranged all things; but this is the Creator

(Demiurge) who has granted this world to the human race: but as

regards his love, He is always known through Him by whoso means

He ordained all things, Now this is His Word, our Lord Jesus

Christ, who in the last times was made a man among men that He

might join tho end to the beginning, that is men to God,"-*0
Origen teaches the same truth against Celsus: "Celsus supposes

that we may arrive at a knowledge of God either by combining or

separating certain things after the methods which mathematicians

call synthesis and analysis, or agdin by analogy; which is emp¬

loyed by them also, and that in this way we may as it were, gain

admission to the chief Good, But when the Word of God says, "Ho

man knoweth the Father but the Son, and he to whom the Son will

reveal him", He declares that none can know God but by the help

of divine grace coming from above, with a certain divine inspir¬

ation, Indeed it Is reasonable to suppose that the knowledge of

God is beyond the reach of human nature, and hence the many

errors into which men have fallen in their views of God, It is

then through the goodness and love of God to mankind, and by a

-*°Irenaeus, Adv.nae.r., IV,xx,U«
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marvellous exercise of divine grace to those whom he saw in his

foreknowledge,.,

Against this general background certain features stand cut

concerning the remrla veritatls as the starting point of Novation's

I)e Trinitate. It is a useful and realist, though not exhaustive

summary of Who God is and what He has done. Novatian "begins his

work with the first clause of the rule of truth, which is the

first name that is given in the economy of the revelation of God:

God the Father and Lord almighty. It is significant that while

the first citation of the rexdila is concerned with the Father,

yet the next four places where the rule is cited are concerned

with various aspects of the Godhood of Christ the eon. Of the

seven texts in which allusion is mads to the rails of truth, four

of them are dealing uniquely with Christ, and one mentions Him

in the context of the Trinity. In other words, most of the times

that Novation cites the "rule of truth" he is dealing with Christ

the Son.

This is to be expected in light of the previously mentioned

Patristic arid Apostolic teaching that "No man knows the Father

save the Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal Him" (fiat 1,11:

27)• The other three places where she "rule of truth" is brought

forward are concerned with the Holy Spirit, One of them says that

"lie explains to us the rule of truth" (XXIX, 163), We h<kS)& rtl

"**Origeh, C.Cel.. Vll.xliv,
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see/*; Novatian here too follows the Apostolic, Patristic
teaching that the Holy Spirit leads us into all truth by uniting

us to Christ (see John 1U,15,16). This however is not brought

out until later in his treatise*

In the first mention of the re/gula. Novatian starts with

Who God is (Father and Lord Almighty), and then proceeds into

what He does - namely creation of the world* While Novation is

certainly appealing to the witness to God in creation, yet as he

does this, it becomes clear that he is defining the creation in

terms of Who God is, more than defining God in terms of the crea¬

tion. At this juncture h© is breaking with the Stoics for whom

God was identical with nature, or at least confined to it. We Piav«

examine.! his rhetorical introduction to the beauties of

the created world of God. We find that this introduction has

roots in the Lcriptures, in Hellenistic Philosophy, and in the

Church Fathers. After examining these sources we can see how they

have been adopted to the main theme of Novatian's work; and rather

like the first two chapters of the Kpiatle to the Romans, serve

as a prologue for the true knowledge of God in the Redemption

wrought out in Christ.
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